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ABSTRACT
A QUALITATIVE EXAMINATION OF
ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS IN RELATION TO THE
CHANGING OPERATING ENVIRONMENT OF THE INFORMATION AGE

MAY 1993

FRANCIS S. FLETCHER, B.A., UNIVERSITY of MASSACHUSETTS
M.S., FITCHBURG STATE COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY of MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Robert Wellman

This dissertation is a qualitative study of how the emerging
organizational operating environment of the Information Age is demanding
a change in internal organizational dynamics. The parts of the study include a
review of literature, a scan of organizational external factors and internal
dynamics and a series of in-depth interviews with organizational leaders
from the private, public and non-profit sectors.
During this time of transition from the Industrial Age to the
Information Age, four major external factors are changing the operational
environment: the emerging global economy; new technology; changing
consumer tastes; and demographic shifts. Thus we see that the operational
environment is very different then it was during the Industrial Age and
today's organizational leaders must maintain a constant dialogue about the

v

emerging global economy, diversity of the work force, greater productivity
and quality.
Leadership must understand that human resources are their most
valuable asset because the key organizational resource has become
knowledge.

Such

a

paradigm

demands

the creation of

"learning

organizations," that tap the desire of each member of the organization to
contribute fully and create the environment for that to happen using the
dynamics of leadership, vision, values, and network structures.
This study offers leaders, of any type of organization, a perspective on
key organizational external factors of the Information Age and the
organizational dynamics a of 21st century learning organization.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

John J. Parkington and Joseph A. Forcillo in an article. Streamlined
Structure Suits the '90s, observe that: 'Internal and external challenges have
forced management to reassess long held assumptions about the ways
corporations organize to deliver products and services to the market."1 An
example of this change is illustrated in the following section of an article by
Stefan Fatsis of the Associated Press:
In management speak, companies are 'flattening'— razing
the bureaucratic pyramid with a chairman at the top and workers
along the bottom. Size alone no longer is considered an attribute,
as the failures at GM and IBM show.
Companies are eliminating layers of management,
authorizing workers to make decisions, ensuring their work has
value, identifying and responding to customers, and contracting
outsiders for work done more efficiently elsewhere. . . .
Today's new company is more like Xerox Corp., which a
year ago shattered its hierarchy. The office copier pioneer has
replaced four huge divisions grouped around tasks such as
manufacturing and marketing with nine lean divisions
organized around product.
Factory workers at Xerox have designed their own
assembly lines, recommended changes to managers and even
managed the construction of a new cafeteria. Midlevel engineers
are training in marketing and finance. Suppliers are helping plan
products."2
All organizations, regardless whether they are in the public, private or
non-profit sector, are, or will in the near future be experiencing this kind of
1 John J. Parkington and Joseph A. Forcillo, “Streamlined Structure Suits the ‘90s." Human
Capital. November, 1990, 26.
2 Stefan Fatsis, “Corporate America’s New Style,” (Worcester. MA) Sunday Telegram. 3
January 1993, BIO.
1

change.

This dissertation studies organizational dynamics caused by the

changing operating environment of the emerging Information Age. It tries to
understand the impact of the new operational environment. Further, it looks
at how "empowering" management techniques play out in the dynamics of
these new emerging kinds of organizations.

Statement of the Problem

This is a time of historical transition. Rapid changes are affecting all
organizations as we move from the Industrial to the Information Age. The
emerging

operational

environment

demands

a

change

of internal

organizational dynamics.
In this time of transition, four major external factors have appeared:
the emerging global economy, new technology, changing consumer tastes, and
demographic shifts.

These four

factors

are shaping

the operating

environment. Internally, organizations need to respond to these changes by
making effective use of the dynamics of leadership, vision, and values, and by
moving from hierarchical structures to network structures.
Today, according to Warren Bennis "An organization should, by
definition, function organically, which means that its purposes should
determine its structure, rather than the other way around, and that it should
function as a community rather than as a hierarchy, and offer autonomy to its
members, along with tests, opportunities, and rewards, because ultimately an
organization is merely the means, not the end."3

3 Warren Bennis, On Becoming a Leader. (Reading, MA: Adisson-Wesley Publishing
Company, 1989), 187.
2

A review of current economic, leadership, management and
organizational literature—including the works of Patricia Aburdene, Bennis,
Anthony Patrick Carnevale, W. Edwards Deming, Peter F. Drucker, Rosabeth
Moss Kanter, Thomas A. Kochan, John Naisbitt, Kenichi Ohmae, David
Osborne, Thomas J. Peters, Michael E. Porter, Robert B. Reich, Peter M. Senge,
Lester Thurow,

Alvin

Toffler,

Robert

H.

Waterman, and

Michael

Useem—leads me to conclude that knowledge is now the key organizational
resource. To acquire knowledge as a resource, all organizations must be
involved in a process of continuous and systematic change.
In Transforming

Organizations, Thomas A. Kochan and Michael

Useem write:
Continuous change implies that the organization has a
capacity to learn from its environment, its various stakeholders,
and itself. Systematic change implies that its major
components—strategies, technologies, human resources, and
internal structures—require simultaneous transformation.
Implemented together these forms of change should generate
what we term a 'learning organization/ In this metaphor is a
vision of individuals, groups, and networks within an
organization committed to continuous learning across the
organization through information exchange, experimentation,
and consensus building.4
These changes, whether organizational leaders are comfortable with
them or not, are a reality for all organizations. Therefore, all organizational

4 Thomas A. Kochan and Michael Useem, eds., Transforming Organizations. (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1992) vii.

3

leaders—if they are to help their organization survive and grow—must
understand them.
This dissertation studies the emerging operational environment and
the required changing dynamics within organizations. The parts of the study
include a review of literature, a scan of the primary external factors and
internal dynamics that impact organizations, and a series of in-depth
interviews with leaders from a cross section of organizations.

Purpose of the Study

Through an analysis of data collected from a number of sources, I
demonstrate how the changing operating environment of the emerging
Information Age requires all organizations, regardless of sector, to move away
from traditional or bureaucratic "command and control" organizing
structures.

I show how this changing environment demands that

organizations move away from what Kochan and Useem described as "the
traditional shareholder-maximizing, hierarchical, management-driven
model" of organization and adopt a "transformed stakeholder model"5 of
organizational concepts that require leaders to move from hierarchies to
network structures and to tap the dynamics of vision, values, and culture.

Significance of the Study

This study is important for leaders in the private, public and non-profit
sectors because they must clearly understand that we are now in a time of
5 Ibid., 404.

4

historical transition.

As Jerald Hage from the University of Maryland's

Center for Innovation states:

Two pieces of evidence suggest that a watershed
[transition] has occurred, which [Alvin] Toffler calls a 'Third
Wave' (1981). The first and most fundamental sign is the large
number of crises. In the business world, these crises manifest
themselves in a variety of ways. Not only is it the American
economy that is being called into question, but all the basic
societal institutions in the United States and in many other
advanced countries are being criticized and found wanting. The
second and equally important sign is that the discontent is being
matched by an enormous amount of experimentation. Both of
these indicators suggest that the old institutional forms and their
rules of behavior no longer work in the new society.6
Organizational consultants at Atlanta-based O. D. Resources observe
that, because of this transition, "the number of changes organizations must
endure in order to remain stable and/or grow in today's environment is
beyond precise calculation. The frequency of change is increasing as never
before," they note, "and forces of change pressure organizations from all
directions." According to O. D. Resources, most organizations are currently
attempting to adapt to a number of pressures, including: external pressures
from the economy, government legislation, unions, and consumer groups;
internal pressure for increased organizational effectiveness by new
management methods to establish more productive work climates; the
changing profile of the work force; the changing values in the work force; and
the increasing complexity in delivering goods and services.7

6 Jerald Hage, ed. Futures of Organizations. Jerald Hage, The New Rules of Competition.
(Lexington, MA: Lexington Books/D.C. Heath and Company, 1988), 3.
7 Managing Organizational Change: Dangers and Opportunities. (O.D. Resources, Inc., 2900
Chanmblee-Tucker Road, Building 16, Atlanta, Georgia 30341,1989) 1.

5 ”

As we have seen, Kochan and Useem argue that to work effectively in
this changing environment organizations must adopt the "transformed
stakeholder model."8 They write:
In the transformed conception. . . organizations are
composed of and therefore responsible to multiple stakeholders.
Effective change and mobilization of the energies of these
stakeholders requires responding to their varied interests and
needs. An effective organization is defined as one that meets the
expectations of the multiple stakeholders, including
shareholders, employees, customers, and the societies in which
they are located. The effective organization also commands the
loyalty and commitment of these stakeholders to the long-term
survival of the organization and social network in which it is
embedded.9
John Naisbitt, in his book Megatrends, states that change occurs when
there is a confluence of both changing values and economic necessity—not
before. For the private sector, this changing operating environment requires
business organizations to take a long-term view of things. As they do so,
businesses are beginning to realize that consumers, workers, citizens, and
other kinds of stakeholders want a greater voice in the decision-making
process. As a result, the organizational hierarchies of many of these
businesses have or are changing from vertical to horizontal structures.
As Alvin Toffler comments in The Third Wave:
Instead of clinging to a sharply specialized economic
function, the corporation, prodded by criticism, legislation, and
its own concerned executives, is becoming a multipurpose
institution. . . .The redefinition is not a matter of choice but a
necessary response to five revolutionary changes in the actual
condition of production. Changes in the physical environment,
in the lineup of social forces, in the role of information, in

8 Kochan and Useem, Transforming Organizations. 404.
9 Ibid., 5.
6

government organization, and in morality are all pounding the
corporation into a new, multi-faceted, multipurposal shape.10
As we move further into the Information Age, the corporation's
changing organizational geography can be expected to become increasingly
turbulent. The more rapidly the environment changes, the shorter the life
span of all organizational forms will be. Toffler comments:
The transformation of the corporation is part of the larger
transformation of the socio-sphere as a whole, and this in turn
parallels the dramatic changes in the techno-sphere and infosphere. Taken together, they add up to a massive historical shift.
But we are not merely altering these giant structures. We are also
changing the way ordinary people, in their daily lives, behave.
For when we change the deep structure of civilization, we
simultaneously rewrite all the codes by which we live.* 11

As Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene believe: "The corporation is an
analogue for the rest of society. We are re-inventing education, health care,
politics, and virtually all our social structures."12
David Osborne and Ted

Gaebler in

their book. Reinventing

Government, propose that:
. . .The kind of governments that developed during the
industrial era, with their sluggish, centralized bureaucracies,
their preoccupation with rules and regulations, and their
hierarchical chains of command, no longer work very well. They
accomplished great things in their time, but somewhere along
the line they got away from us. They became bloated, wasteful,
ineffective. And when the world began to change, they failed to
change with it. Hierarchical, centralized bureaucracies designed
in the 1930s or the 1940s simply do not function well in the
rapidly changing, information-rich, knowledge-intensive society
and economy of the 1990s. They are like luxury ocean liners in an
age of supersonic jets: big cumbersome, expensive, and extremely
10 Alvin Toffler. The Third Wave. (New York: Bantam Books, 1981) 235.
11 Ibid., 243.
12 John Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene, Re-inventing the Corporation. (New York: Warner
Books, 1985) 1.

7

difficult to turn around. Gradually, new kinds of public
institutions are taking their place.13
Our public educational system, too, is being challenged as we move
into the twenty-first century. Economic prosperity can be attributed to the
capacity of people to learn. Schools are charged with the economic role of
"disseminating knowledge that will create the next technology and the next
set of employers, jobs, and employees."14
As we have seen, we live in a world of megachanges with new
realities. Our public educational system, however, often functions like an
institution of the late nineteenth or early twentieth century. Only recently
have Americans begun to understand that our educational system is not
effective in this changed operating environment. Among the findings of the
1983 report A Nation at Risk was the conclusion that "declines in educational
performance are in large part the result of disturbing inadequacies in the way
the educational process is often conducted."15
The 1991 report by the Commission on the Skills of the American
Work force—America's Choice: High Skills or Low Wages!—reports that, like
our schools, workplaces are modeled after the "[Frederick W.] Taylor" model
of breaking down complex jobs into a myriad of simple rote tasks with the
process being managed by a small group of planners and supervisors. In its
executive summary the commission concludes:

13 David Osborne and Ted Gaebler, Reinventing Government. (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Inc., 1991) 11 &12.
14 Anthony P. Camevale & Leila J. Grainer, The Learning Enterprise. (Washington, DC: Report
of research conducted by the American Society for Training and Development and the U.S.
Department of Labor, 1989) 9.
15 Beatrice and Ronald Gross, eds., The Great School Debate. (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1985) 34.
8

'Tayloristic' methods are not well suited [for the emerging
Information Age]. . .Firms struggling to apply the traditional
methods of work organization to more complex technologies,
more frequent product introductions, increased quality
requirements and proliferating product variety often create
cumbersome and inefficient bureaucracies/'16

Theodore R. Sizer, in his book Horace's

Compromise, comments that,

like every good organization of the early twentieth century, America's public
high schools use Taylor's principles of scientific management. Sizer observes
that "organizations [are] arranged in pyramidal tiers, with governing boards
and

administrators

at

the

peaks

and

classrooms

at

the

base.

Direction—'governance'—[flows] from the top to bottom, in the fashion of all
hierarchical bureaucracies. . . ."17
The non-profit sector is likewise affected by these transitions. "The
primary organizational form for delivering the common good—the not-forprofit organization," according to Robert Leaver of Organizational Futures,
"has reached threshold capacity and can no longer respond to the multiple
demands placed upon it."18 As BusinessWeek has reported, "Nonprofits have
had to endure cutbacks in federal aid, changes in tax laws that hurt gift-giving,
and a lack of growth in corporate contributions. At the same time, there has
been increasing competition [for the monies of traditional, long-established
charities] from a new generation of social entrepreneurs attacking such
problems as AIDS, Alzheimer's disease, child abuse, and drunk driving."19

16 America’s Choice: High Skills or Low Wages!, (Rochester, NY: The National Center for
Education, 39 State Street, Rochester, NY 14614,1991)
17 Theodore R. Sizer. Horace’s Compromise. (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1984)
206.
18 Robert Leaver, Creating a New Renaissance: The ‘Commonprofit’ Organization.
(Organizational Futures, 35 Angel Street, Providence, Rl 02906,1992) 2.
19 John A. Byrne, “Profiting From The Nonprofits.” BusinessWeek. 26 March 1990.
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These organizations must also change in order to meet these new challenges for any organization it can no longer be "business as usual."
This study, then, has significance for leaders in any sector because every
organization faces the challenges of doing more with less in a very
competitive and constantly changing environment. Further, this study will
help leaders understand that there are not only many common problems that
they all face, but many common solutions that they can offer each other, as
well.

Definition of Terms

The following terms should be noted because they are used throughout
this study:

Critical Incident Technique — Developed by John C. Flanagan in 1954, 'The
critical incident technique consists of a set of procedures for collecting direct
observations of human behavior in such a way as to facilitate their potential
usefulness in solving practical problems."20
External Factor — An element that helps shape the external operating
environment (i.e., technology, demographics, the global economy, changing
consumer tastes, etc.).
Internal Dynamics — Forces at work within a given organization (i.e.,
leadership, vision, values, culture, structure).

Non-Profit Sector Organization — An enterprise that is organized not for the
personal gain of any owners but for a specific charitable or civic purpose;
usually tax exempt under section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

20 John C. Flanagan, ‘The Critical Incident Technique," Psychological Bulletin, vol. 51, no. 4
(July, 1954) 327.
10

Private Sector Organization — An enterprise that is organized for the profit of
its owners.

Public Sector Organization — Any organization that is organized and directed
by any government entity.

Limitations of the Study

The actual research was conducted in the Greater Boston area, but the
study incorporates views and perspectives from many sources. It is not an
attempt to present a monolithic view of a very complex subject, but it is an
effort to offer leaders of organizations operating in the 1990s a perspective on
key external factors and internal dynamics. The dissertation looks at learning
organizations and the dynamics of leadership, vision, values, culture and
networks. It also studies the factors of the changing operating environment,
which include: changing consumer tastes, changing demographics, the
emerging global economy and technology.

Summary of Chapters

Chapter 2 is a review of related literature. It begins with an exploration
of the emerging Information Age in which "knowledge" is shown to be the
key organizational resource. It then moves to an examination of the major
factors that are shaping the current organizational operating environment

11

and explores the new operating dynamics that will help organizations grow
and prosper by becoming "learning organizations."
Chapter 3 describes the two-part research procedure that was followed
for this study. Part one of the research consisted of a scan including
background interviews that sought to expand on the theories in the review of
literature as well as finding specific examples. Part two of the research used
in-depth interviews with leaders of organizations and employed "critical
incident" techniques to examine specifically how selected leaders viewed the
external forces of technology, changing demographics, the emerging global
economy, and changing consumer tastes. The leaders were also questioned
about how they are shaping the operating dynamics of their organization
during the emerging Information Age.
Chapter 4 is a summary of the findings acquired in the first and second
parts of the research.
Chapter 5 discusses the findings of the research in relation to the
problem of the dissertation.

12

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction to Review of Literature

This review begins with an exploration of the emerging Information
Age and how knowledge has become the key organizational resource. I then
move to an examination of the major external factors that are shaping the
current organizational operating environment. Next, I explore the new
operating assumptions

that are emerging because of the changed

environment and America's ambivalence to these new realities. Finally, I
look at the organizational dynamics that will help organizations grow and
prosper by becoming "learning organizations."

A Time of Historical Transition: The Emerging Information Age

In his book The Third

Wave, Alvin Toffler identifies three historical

epochs. He explains that the First Wave was the agricultural revolution that
began around 8000 B.C. and lasted until approximately 1650 or 1750 A.D. He
states that the defining act that marked the end of the First Wave and the
beginning of the Second Wave, which was the Industrial Age, was the
splitting apart of production and consumption. The result, he notes, was that
markets became the center of the economy, which in turn ultimately created
the Industrial Age. That age, he observes was characterized by "a civilization
heavily dependent on fossil fuels, factory production, the nuclear family, the

13

corporation, mass education, and the mass media ... all managed by a set of
elites whose task it was to integrate the whole."21
Toffler believes that the Industrial Age was dominant in America until
about 1955. At that time, he argues, we began to shift away from an industrial
economy and towards an information or service economy. Now, Toffler
contends, we are "in the final generation of the second wave and in the first
generation of the third — a time of transition."22
According to Toffler, within the Information Age that we are now
entering, new codes of behavior are being written that are carrying us well
beyond the Industrial Age tenants of standardization, specialization,
synchronization, concentration, maximization, and centralization.23 He sees
this new age as a genuinely new way of life based on knowledge. Knowledge
is now the key resource as the old smokestack economy of the Industrial Age
disintegrates and the new economy of the Information Age is created.
Peter Drucker, in his book Managing the Future, observes: "[T]he
source of wealth is something specifically human: knowledge. If we apply
knowledge to tasks we already know how to do we call it 'productivity/ If we
apply knowledge to tasks that are new and different, we call it 'innovation/
Only knowledge allows us to achieve those two goals."24
Information is now fluid and its fluidity is the hallmark of an economy
in which production and distribution depend on symbolic exchange.
"Capital," according to Toffler in Power shift, "has therefore gone from its
tangible form, to a paper form that symbolized tangible assets, to paper

21 Alvin Toffler. The Third Wave. 77 &78.
22 Ibid., 77.
23 Ibid., 10.
24 Peter F. Drucker, Managing for the Future. (New York: Truman Talley Books/Dutton, 1992)

26.
14

symbolizing symbols in the skulls of a continually changing work force. And,
finally, to electronic blips symbolizing the paper/'25
Economies of the past were built around a long-lasting structure. In our
new Information Age economy, we have the electronic information
processing base for an economy capable of instantly reshuffling itself into new
patterns. Toffler points out: "Speed itself — the ability to keep pace or stay
ahead — affects the distribution of profit and power."26
In Megatrends, John Naisbitt notes: "It is important to think about the
computer as a tool that manages complexity, because just as surely as
highways only encourage more cars, having a tool that manages complexity
invites more and more complexity into society."27 This means, Toffler
suggests, that the economy "looks more like a nervous system than anything
else, and run[s] according to rules no one has yet formulated coherently."28

External Operating Environment

Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene, in Re-inventing

the

Corporation,

identify ten new trends of the emerging Information Age that are forces
which represent the context in which we are re-inventing the corporation, as
well as other types of organizations. They are:
1) The shift in strategic resources from an industrial [capital] to
an information [knowledge and creativity] society;

25 Alvin Toffler, Powersoft. (New York: Bantam Books, 1990) 62.
26 Ibid., 54 & 55.
27 John Naisbitt, Megatrends. (New York: Warner Book, 1982) 40.
28 Toffler. Powershift. 128.
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2) The coming seller's market and the new competition for the
best employees [which is a result of the baby boom being replaced
by the baby bust];
3) The whittling away of middle management [as computers and
other communication technology increasingly take over
management's tasks];
4) The continuing entrepreneurial revolution;
5) The emergence of the new variegated [younger, better educated
and increasingly female] work force;
6) The demographic revolution of working women [today's
female workers are re-inventing both career patterns and
motherhood - and etching their new lifestyles on corporate
policy];
7) The growing use of intuition and vision [as management
tools];
8) The mismatch between our education system and the needs of
the new information society;
9) The rising importance of corporate health issues; and
10) The values of the baby boomers [independent,
entrepreneurial, self-reliant, socially liberal, and tremendously
health conscious], those born between 1946 and 1964, who are
now populating the ranks of management.29

Charles Snow, Raymond Miles, and Henry Coleman observed in an
article on managing network organizations in the twenty-first century that
"[G]lobalization and technological change, coupled with deregulation and
changing work force demographics, have created a new competitive reality."30

29 Naisbitt and Aburdene, Re-inventinq the Corporation. 5 & 6.
30 Charles Snow, Raymond E. Miles, Henry J. Coleman, Jr., "Managing 21st Century Network
Organizations," Organizational Dynamics, vol. 20, no.3 (Winter 1992) 11.
~

~
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Similarly, for Warren Bennis there are five pivotal forces at work in
the world today:

technology; global interdependence; mergers and

acquisitions; deregulation and regulation; and demographics and values.31
In July of 1992, The Chronicle of Higher Education

reported that

Charles M. Vest, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
called for a major overhaul of engineering education in America while
speaking at the annual convention of the American Society for Engineering
Education. According to Vest, such reforms are necessary in order to meet a
number of challenges facing America, including: "growing internationalism,
decreased

emphasis

on

military

concerns,

increased

economic

competitiveness on a global scale, dramatically changing demography, and
widespread concern about the quality of education at all levels."32
Pat Choate, of the TRW corporation, was quoted in a 1986 report issued
by the National Alliance of Business as saying that he expected "our economy
and society to undergo an 'economic and political shock' due to new
technology, stiff international competition, changes in consumers tastes, and
demographic shifts."33 In her book The Change Masters, Rosabeth Moss
Kanter concurs with Choate's observation on the sources of change and
concludes: "Business organizations are facing a change more extensive, more
far reaching in its implications, and more fundamental in its transforming
quality than anything since the 'modern' industrial system took shape in the
years between 1890 and 1920."34
31 Bennis, On Becoming a Leader. 174 & 175.
32 Debra E. Blum, "MIT Head Calls for 'Transformation' of Engineering Education; Hits
Accreditors," The Chronicle of Higher Education. 1 July 1992, A13 & A14.
33 Employment Policies: Looking to the Year 2000. (Washington, DC: National Alliance of
Business, 1986), i.
34 Rosabeth Moss Kanter, The Change Masters. (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1983) 37.
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Given the consistency of such observations, it is easy to conclude, then,
that four external forces affect all organizations as we continue to move into
the Information Age. These forces are: technology, the emerging global
economy, changing consumer tastes, and demographic shifts.

The Technology of High-Value, Not High Volume

The essence of the Industrial Age's production, according to Toffler, was
the "long run" of millions of identical, standardized products. By contrast, he
suggests, the essence of Information Age production is the "short run" of
partially or completely customized — high value — products. As Toffler
points out: "What we are looking at, in effect, is custom tailoring on a high
technology basis. It is the reinstatement of a system of production that
flourished before the industrial revolution, but [is] now built on the basis of
the most advanced, sophisticated technology. . . .[Wjhile Second Wave
[Industrial Age] manufacturing was Cartesian in the sense that products were
broken into pieces, then painstakingly reassembled. Third Wave [Information
Age] manufacturing is post-Cartesian or 'holistic/"35
According to Toffler, technological innovation does not merely
combine and recombine machines and techniques. Rather, important new
machines or techniques do more than suggest or compel changes in other
machines or processes; they suggest novel solutions as well as raise new
questions about social, philosophical, and even personal problems. This
unending and accelerating process alters our total intellectual environment
— the way we think and look at the world.36

35 Toffler. The Third Wave.185.
36
Alvin Toffler, Future Shock. (New York; Bantam Book, 1971) 29.
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As a paradigm of change, the Industrial Age revealed that as
technology made advances it required the development of advanced
information processes. These advances in technology altered the social
system, which in turn changed the individual's relationship to that system
and, eventually, the psychology of the individual. Further, all of these
advances produced a very different political and economic setting.
"Each new machine or technique," according to Toffler, "changes all
existing machines and techniques by permitting us to put them into new
combinations. The number of possible combinations rises exponentially as
the number of new machines or techniques rises arithmetically. Indeed, each
new combination may, itself, be regarded as a new super machine."37
Toffler, in his earlier book Future Shock, explains that this reality is
caused by a unending chain reaction of "Discovery — Application — Impact
— Discovery."

He believes that knowledge fuels the development of new

technology and that technology feeds on itself, making more technology
possible. The stepped-up pace of invention, exploitation, and diffusion, in
turn accelerates the whole cycle still further; for new machines or techniques
are not merely a product, but a source, of fresh ideas.38
According to the Hudson Institute's Workforce 2000:

[T]he technological changes on the horizon suggest that several
fundamental changes are under way in the economy. First,
technology is gradually overcoming the barriers of time and
distance that have organized work through the centuries. In the
future, technology will increasingly enable workers to choose
where and when they will work. . . . Second, technology is
lightening the economy. As products become lighter, more
intensively processed, and more durable, the per capita demand
for all kinds of material will decline. . . .
Third, technological change is so rapid that it is beyond the
37 Ibid., 28 & 29.
36 Ibid., 32.
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capacity of any single firm or nation to manage. There is no
patent so valuable, no production system so advanced, and no
market share so dominant that it prevents challenging an
entrenched position. Because of technology, the economy of the
future will be a race to stay ahead or a race to catch up.
Technology will introduce change and turbulence into every
industry and every job. In particular, the necessity for constant
learning and constant adaption by workers will be a certain
outgrowth of technological innovation.39

From a National to a World Economy

In his book. Head to Head, Lester Thurow explains:
Historically, individuals, firms, and countries became rich if they
possessed more natural resources, were born rich and enjoyed
the advantages of having more capital (plant and equipment) per
person, employed superior technologies, or had more skills than
their competitors. Putting some combination of these four factors
together with reasonable management was the route to success.40
But in today's global economy, Thurow continues:
New technologies and new institutions are combining to
substantially alter these four traditional sources of competitive
advantage. Natural resources essentially drop out of the
competitive equation. Being born rich becomes much less of an
advantage that it used to be. Technology gets turned upside
down. New product technologies become secondary; new process
technologies become primary. And in the twenty-first century,
the education and skills of the work force will end up being the
dominant competitive weapon.41
Thurow believes that the skills of the work force are key because
process technologies will allow anyone to take away the advantage of
inventing a product or service if they can get it to the market faster, cheaper or
with a better level of quality. The MIT economist believes that: "Brainpower
39 William B. Johnston and Arnold E. Packer, Workforce 2000. (Indianapolis, Indiana: Hudson
Institute, 1987) 37.
40 Lester Thurow, Head to Head. (New York: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1992) 39.
41 Ibid., 40.
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will create new technologies, but skilled labor will be the arms and legs that
allow one to emply - to be the low-cost masters of - the new product and
process technologies that are being created."42
For

Toffler: "The new system for making wealth consists of an

expanding global network of markets, banks, production centers, and
laboratories in instant communication with one another, constantly
exchanging huge - and ever increasing - flows of data, information, and
knoweldge."43
Toffler concludes that the "new knowledge based system of wealth
creation has been either a major contributor to, or a primary cause of, the
great historical shift of power now reshaping the world."44
Robert Reich, in his book The Work of Nations, points out that the
high-value enterprise is now evolving into an "international partnership of
skilled people whose insights are combined with one another and who
contract with unskilled workers around the world for whatever must be
standardized and produced in volume."45 What is traded between nations,
according to Reich, "is less often finished products than specialized problem¬
solving (research, product design, fabrication), problem identification
(marketing, advertising, customer consulting), and brokerage (financing,
searching, contracting) services, as well as certain routine components and
services, all of which are combined to create value."46

42 Ibid., 52.
43 Toffler, PQwershilt, 399
44 Ibid., 395 & 396.
45 Robert B. Reich, The Work of Nations. (New York: Alfred P. Knopf, 1991) 113.
4* Ibid., 113.
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According to Kenichi Ohmae, author of The Borderless

World, "the

pressure for globalization is driven not so much by diversification or
competition as by the needs and preferences of the customers. Managing
effectively . . . means paying central attention to delivering value to
customers — and to developing an equidistant view of who they are and
what they want. Before everything else comes the need to see your customers
clearly/'47

Changing Consumers Tastes — The Quality Imperative

Anthony Patrick Carnevale identifies six standards of success in the
Information Age economy: productivity, variety, customization, timeliness,
quality and convenience. Carnevale observes:
In the final analysis the pursuit of any of the new competitive
standards ultimately translates into convenience for the
customer. Variety and customization beget convenience because
they offer choices that meet the specific needs of certain groups or
individual customers. The pursuit of timeliness leads to
convenience as well. Employers who try to build speed into their
goods and services inevitably end up closer to their customers,
and these close ties are a fresh source of information on
customers' needs and desires. Attention to speed also increases
convenience because, for a busy consumer, convenience is largely
a matter of time saved. Higher-quality goods and services are
convenient because they work better.4*
In 1991, Business Week' s

editor-in-chief, Stephen B. Shepard, wrote in

a special edition of his magazine on quality:
Every time one of us buys a car, takes a plane or packs a
child off to public school, we're reminded of how critical quality
has become in modern life. At today's prices, no one wants a car
that falls short of perfect. Nor do we like to settle for lousy
47 Kenichi Ohmae, The Borderless World. (New York: Harper Perennial, 1990) 31.
4a Anthony Patrick Carneville, America and the New Economy. (San Francisco, CA: JosseyBass Publishers, 1991) 56.
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service from the airlines we fly, the stores we patronize, the
banks we do business with. We are even, finally, becoming
acutely aware of how a bad education can hurt not just our kids,
but our country. Quality, in short, may be the largest competitive
issue of the late 20th and early 21st centuries.49
Life styles have changed. Today both partners in most married couples
in America work, have family responsibilities, and demand hassle-free
products and services. In addition, technology has increased the complexity of
life by offering more choices of products and services to chose from.
A cover story in the March 1989 edition of the Nation's Business
reported that companies that lose customers because they have not
recognized changing customer attitudes about quality will pay a high price:
CSFs [Customer Research Institute] research. . .shows that a
business that each day for a year loses just one customer
spending $50 a week will find its sales reduced by $949,000 for the
following year"; [and] "The Technical Assistance Research
Programs Institute (TARP), a research firm in Washington, says
its studies indicate that 91 percent of unhappy customers will
never again buy from the offending company and will let thendissatisfaction be known to at least nine other people.50

James R. Houghton, chairman and CEO of Coming, agrees that quality
is an essential part of re-inventing a company. In an article in the May 13,
1990, edition of BusinessWeek, he explained that every employee in the
Corning Company has been sent through a two-day quality course. "By 1991,
all employees would spend 5% of their time in job-related training, errors
would be cut by 90%, and all new goods and services would meet customer
requirements and competitors7 quality."51

49 Stephen B Shepard, “Defining the Q-Word," BusinessWeek. (25 October 1991) 4.
50 Nation's Business. March 1989.
51 Keith H. Hammonds, “Coming's Class Act," BusinessWeek. May 13,1991, 68.
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As this shows, quality is a very crucial asset for any organization. In
order to be competitive in the Information Age and to compete in our new
international economy, countries, organizations, and individuals must
understand what quality is and how to achieve it.
Dr. W. Edwards Deming, one of the long-recognized champions of the
quality movement, believes quality has to be considered from the point of
view of the user. Deming's definition of quality is anything that enhances the
product from the viewpoint of the customer. He writes: "Some aspects of
quality are easily identified, such as how well something works, its
dependability, and the length of time before failure. But other aspects of
quality are not easily identified or measured/'52
In discussing quality, Rafael Aquayo, who authored a book on Deming,
observes:
The cost of a defect increases dramatically as it moves along the
production line. If it gets out to the customer, the cost, although
unmeasurable, is at its greatest. But what is called a defect is
somewhat arbitrary. Specifications are somewhat arbitrary. The
closer a part is to ideal, the better it is, and the less it costs to
handle. The last step in the production line is the customers.
They notice quality. Even though two products perform
satisfactorily, if one is exceptional the customer's attitude toward
it, and the company that produced it, is markedly different from
his or her attitude towards the other product.53
To illustrate this idea of quality, let us say that we have watched two
performances of The Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller. One performance
was done by a local theater group and the other one was done on Broadway
and starred Dustin Hoffman. Both performances were good and both were

52 Rafael Aquayo, Dr. Deming: The American Who Taught the Japanese About Quality (New
York: Carol Publishing Group, 1990), 35.
53 Ibid., 40.
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technically correct but there is a difference between the local theater group
and the performance done by the Broadway troupe.
David Garvin of the Harvard Business School provides these eight
dimensions of quality:
1.

Performance (primary product and service characteristics)

2.

Features ("bells and whistles")

3.

Reliability (frequency of field failures)

4.

Conformance (match with specifications)

5.

Durability (product life)

6.

Serviceability (speed, courtesy, or competence of repair)

7.

Aesthetics ("fits and finishes")

8.

Perceived quality (reputation and intangibles)54

Demographic Shifts

Many sources report that as we move closer to the year 2000, the
American work force is becoming more mature and diverse, yet less welltrained and educated. At the same time, the rest of the global work force is
becoming more mobile. The Hudson Institute's Workforce 2000 reported in
1987 that up until the year 2000 the American work force and the economy
will be shaped by five demographic facts and impacts.55 This phenomenon is
discussed below:
1)

The population and the work force will grow more

slowly than at any time since the 1930 s.56
54 Keynote Address to the Goal/QPC Eighth Annual Conference: 11 Novenber, 1991,
Westin Hotel, Boston, MA.
55 Johnson and Packer, Workforce 2000. 75.
“Ibid., 75.
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During the period from now until the year 2000 our national rate of
economic growth will fall well below what it would be if the nation's
population and work force were increasing at the rate of the 1960s and 1970s.
Economic growth will depend more directly on increased demand for
income-sensitive products such as restaurant meals. Labor markets will be
tighter due to the slower growth of the work force and the smaller reservoir
of well-qualified workers.57

2)

The average age of the population and the work force will

rise, and the pool of younger workers entering the labor market
will shrink.58

Although a more experienced, stable, reliable, and generally healthy
work force should improve productivity, the aging work force may increase
the rigidity of the economy. Many companies with older work forces may find
that their aging, higher paid workers make them uncompetitive. The job
squeeze among middle-aged workers may become more intense. The large
increase in the numbers of middle-aged workers may collide with corporate
efforts to reduce middle-management or to reduce vulnerability to
demographic noncompetitiveness.
While the economic dependency ratio (the proportion of the
population not in the labor force compared to those in the labor force) will
continue to drop, labor markets for younger workers could tighten. The
dearth of young workers may hamper the ability of companies to grow rapidly

57 Ibid., 76-78.
M Ibid., 75.
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or to respond to change. Many industries that depend on young people for
market growth may retrench.59

3)

More women will enter the work force, although the rate

of increase will taper off.60

The economic growth that the economy has enjoyed as a result of the
shift of women from low-productivity, unpaid house work to paid
employment will taper off. Benefit policies are likely to be restructured to
reflect the desires of two-earners and single workers. Day care and preschool
education will become more heavily subsidized, institutionalized, and
regulated. In contrast to this tailoring of private plans to individual needs and
earnings, public programs are likely to move in other directions. . .[such as]
means testing of social security, etc. The tax system will be subject to periodic
readjustments of the "marriage penalty," child care deductions, and other
anomalies as society struggles to reconcile its notions of fairness and its desire
to promote families, with the reality of higher incomes for two earners.
The distinctions between male and female jobs and wage rates will
decline in response to market pressures, and possibly as a result of
government intervention. Part-time, flexible, and stay-at-home jobs will
increase, and total work hours per employee are likely to drop in response to
the needs of women to integrate work and child rearing.61

59 Ibid., 79-85.
60 Ibid., 76.
61 Ibid., 85-89.
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4)

Minorities will be a larger share of the new entrants into

the labor force.62

In April of 1990, Time

reported that, "By 2020, a date no further into

the future than John F. Kennedy's election is in the past, the number of U.S.
residents who are Hispanic or nonwhite will have more than doubled, to
nearly 115 million, while the white population will not be increasing at all. By
2056, when someone born today will be 66 years old, the 'average' U.S.
resident as defined by Census statistics, will trace his or her descent to Africa,
Asia, the Hispanic world, the Pacific Islands, Arabia — almost anywhere but
white Europe."63
Despite this trend, relative rates of unemployment and earning have
not improved for minorities during the past decade and may be becoming
worse. Blacks and Hispanics are over represented in declining occupations.
Further, trends show that Blacks and Hispanics are concentrated in a small
number of central cities beset by severe problems.64

5)

Immigrants will represent the largest share of the increase

in the population and work force since the First World War.65

William Johnston, in a 1991 article for the Harvard Business Review,
observed that: "Now human capital, once considered to be the most

62 Ibid., 76.
63 William A. Henry III, “Beyond the Melting Pot,” lime, 9 April 1990, 28.
84 Ibid, 89-91.
65 Johnson and Packer, Workforce 2000. 76.
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stationary factor in production, increasingly flows across national borders as
easily as cars, computer chips, and corporate bonds/'66
Johnson believes that during the 1990s the world's work force will
become even more mobile, and employers will increasingly reach across
borders to find the skills they need. "Several factors will cause the flow of
workers across international borders to accelerate in the coming decade. First,
jet airplanes have yet to make their greatest impact. . . Second, the barriers
that governments place on immigration and emigration are breaking down
.Third, these disappearing barriers come at a time when employers in the
aging, slow-growing, industrialized nations are hungry for talent, while the
developing world is educating more workers than it can productively
employ."67
A follow-up study to Workforce 2000, conducted in 1990 by the Hudson
Institute and Towers & Perin, a New York benefits firm, reported that
managers are not responding to the changes quickly enough. The study cited a
"lack of 'leading-edge' recruitment and training strategies, as well as a scarcity
of progressive 'support structures' for women and minority workers such as
day-care centers and mentor programs."68
In Transforming Organizations, Kochan and Useem point out that:
Advanced industrial countries can be competitive at the
standards of living their citizens expect only by excelling in the
development and full utilization of their human resources. . .
.American society now finds itself behind many other nations in
attending to its human resource infrastructure. The challenge
therefore lies in: (1) Upgrading the quantity and quality of
education and training in the work force; (2) Learning to value
the differences and diversity found in the work force of today's
66 William B. Johnson, “Global Work Force 2000: The New World Labor Market.” Harvard
Business Review. March/April 1991, 115-127.
67 Ibid., 118.
“Gilbert Futchsberg, “Many Businesses Responding Too Slowly To Rapid Work Force Shift,
Study Says,” The Wall Street Journal. 20 July 1990, B1.
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and tomorrow's global firm; [and] (3) Sustaining a high level of
participation and cooperation among employees and managers
within organizations. . . .w

New Operating Assumptions Because of the Changing Environment

The

emerging

operating

environment is

creating

high-value

enterprises that operate with knowledge as the key resource and who are
stafffed by a diverse work force whose marketplace could be anywhere in the
world.
According to Robert Reich, these kinds of organizations derive profits
not from scale and volume but from continuous discovery of new linkages
between solutions and needs. High-value businesses have three different but
related skills that drive them: (1) problem-solving skills required to put
things together in a unique way; (2) skills required to help customers
understand their needs and how those needs can best be met by customized
products; and (3) skills linking problem solvers and problem identifiers.70
According to Reich these "high-value enterprise has no need to control
vast resources, discipline armies of production workers, or impose predictable
routines. Thus it need not be organized like the old bureaucratic pyramids
that characterized standardized production, with a strong CEO presiding over
ever-widening layers of managers, atop an even larger group of hourly
workers, all following standard operating procedures. In fact, high-value
enterprise cannot be organized that way."71

69 Kochan and Useem, Transforming Organizations. 8 & 9.
70 Reich, The Work of Nations. 84-87.
71 Ibid., 87.
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Rosabeth Moss Kanter believes that organizations in America are at a
critical watershed. She asserts that prior to this era of change, organizations
were dominated by "four common assumption of a segmentalist model." The
four old assumptions were:

Old Assumption 1: Organizations and their subunits can operate
as closed systems, controlling whatever is needed for their
operation. They can be understood on their own terms, according
to their internal dynamics, without much reference to their
environment, their location in a larger social structure, or their
links to other organizations or individuals.

Old Assumption 2:
Social entities, whether collective or
individual, have relatively free choice, limited by their own
abilities. But since there is also consensus about the means as
well as the ends of these entities, there is a clarity and singularity
of purpose. Thus, organizations can have a clear goal; for the
corporation, this is profit maximization.

Old Assumption 3: The individual, taken alone, is the critical
unit as well as the ultimate actor. Problems in social life therefore
stem from three individual characteristics: failures of will, or
inadequate motivation; incompetence, or differences in talent;
and greed, or single-minded pursuit of self-interest. There is
therefore little need for looking beyond these individual
characteristics, abilities or motives to understand why the
coordinated social activities with institutional patterns do not
always produce the desired social goods.

Old Assumption 4: Differentiation of organizations and their
units is not only possible but necessary. Specialization is
desirable, for both individuals and organizations; neither should
be asked to go beyond their primary purposes . . . .The ideal
organization is divided into functional specialties clearly
bounded from one another, and managers develop by moving
up within a functional area. As a corollary, it is not necessary for
specialized individuals or organizations to know much about the
actions of others in different areas. Coordination is itself a
31

specialty, and the coordinators . . . will ensure that activities fit
together in a coherent and beneficial way.72
Kanter argues that these old assumptions must now be replaced with a
set of new assumptions that allows for more integration of the relationship
between an organization and its environment. The new integrative
assumptions are:

New Assumption 1: Organizations and their parts are in fact
open systems, necessarily depending on others to supply much of
what is needed for their operations. Their behavior can best be
understood in terms of relationships to their context, their
connections — or nonconnections — with other organizations
or other units.

New Assumption 2: The choices of social entities, whether
collective or individual, are constrained by the decisions of
others. Consensus about both means and ends is unlikely; there
will be multiple views reflecting the many others trying to shape
organization purposes. Thus, singular and clear goals are
impossible; goals are themselves the result of bargaining
processes.

New Assumption 3: The individual may still be the ultimate —
or really, the only — actor, but the actions often stem from the
context in which the individual operates rather than from factors
purely internal to the individual. Individual actions occur in
response to the expectations of others with whom they are
involved. Leadership therefore consists increasingly of the
design of settling which source provides tools for and stimulate
constructive, productive individual actions.

New Assumption 4: Differentiation of activities and their
assignment of specialists is important, but coordination is
72 Kanter, The Change Masters. 58-59.
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perhaps even more critical a problem, and thus it is important to
avoid overspecialization and to find ways to connect specialists
and help them to communicate. Furthermore, beyond whatever
specialized roles organizations or the units in them play, they
also have a responsibility for the consequence of their actions
beyond their own borders. They need to learn about and stay
informed about what is happening elsewhere, and they need to
honor their social responsibilities to act for the larger good. The
tasks call for managers with general perspectives and with
experiences in more than one function.73
Anthony Patrick Carnevale, in his book America

and

the

New

Economy, explains: 'The new context for work is loosely knit teams and
networks flexibly organized around information. As in the craft economy,
control is exerted through common values and goals arrived at by the
consensus-building process and cooperation rather than through authoritybased control systems."74

Americans Are Slow in Adjusting to the New Realities

According to W. Edwards Deming, our competitive problems are due
"to managing under a set of ideas that is outmoded and incorrect."75
Concurring, Warren Bennis observes that: "America's mad as hell . . . but it's
still addicted to the quick fix and the fast buck. It hasn't yet realized that the
new bottom line is that there is no bottom line — there aren't any lines much
less limits or logic. Life on this turbulent, complex planet is no longer linear
and sequential, one thing logically leading to another. It is spontaneous,
contrary, unexpected, and ambiguous. Things do not happen according to

73 Ibid., 61.
74 Carnevale. American and the New Economy. 6.
75
Aquayo, Dr. Deming: The American Who Taught The Japanese About Quality, 31.
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plan, and they are not reducible to tidy models. We persist in grasping at neat,
simple answers, when we should be questioning everything."76
And in The Age of Unreason, Charles Handy argues that changes
occurring during this period are different than in the past. As Handy sees it,
we are our going through a period of "discontinuous" change which, unlike
"continuous" change, is not comfortable and can not make use of the past as a
guide to the future. Rather, he argues, we are now required to completely
rethink the way in which we learn.77
Our system, according to David Halberstam, author of The Next
Century, is still based philosophically on the glory days of post World War II
hegemony, while our economic and social system is stumbling clumsily in
the early days of the new international economy. The current culture of high
expectations in the United States, he observes, is the inevitable product of
three generations of affluence. Halberstam, a historian, contends that "The
result is a society oddly oblivious of its new realities, a people and a nation
living above their heads, and politicians who dare not tell the truth to the
population."78 What began as a sense of great possibilities gradually became
expectations and then finally entitlement.
Within two decades of the end of World War II, Reich points out, a
number of countries were competing effectively against the United States.
The first U.S. reaction, he notes, was protective tariffs; while the second was a
massive search abroad by U.S. industry for cheap labor. Reich cites a third
solution as well, which he says has been equally futile: "Unable to bar foreign

76 Bennis, On Becoming a Leader. 24.
77 Charles Handv. The Age of Unreason. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Business School Press,
1990)
78 David Halberstam, The Next Century. (New York: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1991)
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products or to compete on the basis of price, some of America's core
corporations sought to maintain profits through financial dexterity. Thus
beginning in the late 1960s and gathering momentum through the two
succeeding decades, America's core corporations transformed themselves into
financial holding companies for the efficient wielding of corporate assets."79
Halberstam observes as well that "As true productivity declined, we
began to sell off the future to pay for the present . . . .We were, said Warren
Buffet, like a once-wealthy family whose life-style requires more than its
annual earned wealth, who must sell off a little acreage every year until one
day it wakes up to find that it is no longer the owner of the manor but a
tenant farmer."80 According to Halberstam, "The New Deal and the post-New
Deal liberalism, which began in the thirties and ran all the way through the
sixties, was fueled and sustained by America's emergence as a world power. By
the seventies it was clear, both domestically and internationally, that the
forces that had driven that particular America were running out of steam."81
This in no small part, Halberstam believes, is the reason why Ronald Reagan
was elected president.
According to Kevin Phillips, in his book The Politics of Rich and Poor:
Reagan was unable to reconstruct the circumstances of prior
capitalist heydays, when America was rising to world leadership.
Reagan would seek to cope with U.S. decline in the world
economy by first denying it and then by reenacting past glories. In
economic policy, this included the conspicuous accumulation
and display of wealth, invocation of the late nineteenth century's
overseas borrowing to build U.S. industry, and mimicry of the tax
cuts and stock market boom of the 1920's. It resembled what
British historian Arnold Toynbee called a Shadow Empire — the

79 Reich, The Work of Nations. 74.
90 Halberstam. The Next Century. 101.
•’ Ibid., 101.
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pitched battle. The American companies may never recover the
lost ground... .
The sequence of American retreats has followed a stylized
pattern. The American firms set high goals for return on
investments. Foreign firms select a market segment and by
aggressive pricing force down the return on investment while
building market share. Within a short period the American
firms retreat from the market segment. The foreign firms then
move on to set aggressive prices in some other segment, and the
Americans once again retreat.
American demands for high return on investment run
counter to the realities of world trade. In a competitive world
economy those willing to work for the least (on a qualityadjusted basis) set the standard for everyone else. . . .For a time
American firms can retreat to market segments that still offer a
high return on investment, but eventually there will be no
high-profit areas left.“

A New Style of Management for a New Economic Age

Deming asserts that today's American managers are "ignorant of the
relationship between quality and profit, between workers experiencing pride
of workmanship (or joy of work) and profit/'86

According to Rafael Aquayo,

Deming's philosophy would require that "to improve the output of a
company, no matter how that is measured, such as quality, profitability or
innovation, the whole company has to be changed, not just some financial
numbers, not just the effort or inputs of the individual workers."87
In Aguayo's book. Dr.

Deming:

The American

Who

Taught

the

Japanese About Quality, Aguayo argues that "The main aim of the Deming
philosophy is empowerment of the individual. The lesson is that we have to
empower all our people with dignity, knowledge, and skills so that they may
contribute. They have to be made secure so that they can contribute, trained
“Michael L. Dertouzos, Richard K. Lester, Robert M. So tow and The MIT Commission on
Industrial Productivity. Made In America. (New York: Harper Perennial, 1989)12 & 13.
M Aquayo, Dr. Demina: The American Who Taught the Japanese About Quality. 47.
87 Ibid., 31.
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so that they can do work properly, and encouraged to grow so that the firm
can develop and grow. The purpose of all of management ... is to bring out
the best in each of us and allow us to contribute fully."88
People work within a system. Asking them to do better without
providing them a plan by which this can be accomplished does no good, notes
Aquayo. It is a simple fact that "If they could improve quality or profits by 10
percent without a plan, they already would have done so."89
Deming believes management is a "people" business; whereas in the
Western industrial world most executives see management as rules,
regulations, organizational methods, and motivation techniques:

But in the Deming view, all of the management structure
should be directed toward one aim, allowing the individual to
perform his or her job to the utmost while experiencing joy in
his or her work in a manner consistent with the aims of the
organization. If the organizational system gets in the way and
robs people of their pride, there is something wrong. It is the
leader's job to foster joy in work, harmony, and teamwork. The
leader must work diligently and conscientiously to assure that
everyone is a winner.90
According to Deming, "virtually every American company claims that
its most important resource is its people, yet when trouble strikes, the first
thing to go is its people. First it lays off production workers, then it lays off
middle managers, then cuts pay for middle managers, then cuts dividends,
and finally cuts pay for top management."91
Aquayo says Deming believes that the firm that continually improves
is the one that stands the best chance of survival and offers the greatest
security to its workers, managers, and shareholders. Similarly, Stephen R.

“Ibid.,
“Ibid.,
“Ibid.,
91 Ibid.,

243.
81.
181 & 182.
46.
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Convey contends that the "paradigm of total quality is continuous
improvement."92 But, according to Rosabeth Moss Kanter, "continuous
improvement involves much more than fine-tuning today's practice, it
requires the ability to combine existing resources in new ways to tackle new
opportunities."93
Charles Handy believes that:

One sign of the new type of organization is a perceptible
change in the language we use to talk about organizations.
Organizations used to be perceived as gigantic pieces of
engineering, with largely interchangeable human parts. We
talked of their structure and their systems, of inputs and outputs,
of control devices and of managing them, as if the whole was
one large factory. Today the language is not of engineering, [but]
of teams and coalitions, of influence or power rather than
control, of leadership not management.94

Kanter, in an editorial in the July/August 1991 edition of the Harvard
Business Review, points out that: "Successful companies remain focused on
their core strengths [core competencies], invest in building a critical mass in
them, and de-emphasize activities that do not add value, as Gary Hamel and
C.K. Prahalad, Michael Porter, Alfred Chandler, and others have shown.
Defining core competencies and organizing to support and augment them
ensures continuing success under changing conditions."95
According to Kanter's editorial, the four forces of competitive
advantages are:

•
core competencies [competing on the basis of distinctive
skills];

92 Convey, “Principals that Drive Total Quality,” A6.
93 Kanter, “How to Compete,” 8.
94 Handy, The Aoe of Unreason. 89.
95 Kanter, “How to Compete,” 8.
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•
time compression [from first-mover advantage via
innovation to faster cycle times for product development to justin-time deliveries and rapid response to market trends,
companies are increasingly competing on time];
•
continuous improvement [quality has come to mean
much more than zero defects; the total quality movement now
embraces continual upgrading]; and
•
relationships [Collaboration across companies, especially
supplier-customer partnerships. . . Companies stretch their own
capacity through relationships, adding a partner's competence to
their own], require organizations to pay more attention to
human factors. In a volatile, intensely competitive world success
comes from the capacity to respond and act — not from
characteristics of today's products or markets.96
Further, Kanter contends that:
Building competitive advantage around a company's core
competencies requires spreading and sharing knowledge. Leaders
must spend more time actively communicating priorities by
translating them into concrete operational terms, ensuring that
groups learn from one another, and then personally recognizing
achievements that best exemplify these priorities. Key skills must
be first in people's minds; people must understand their own
work in terms of contributing to or drawing from the pool of
shared know-how.97

As Ford Motor Company started the process of "re-inventing" or
"transforming" itself to start working towards continuous improvement, a
task force of their employees spent six months examining six firms that they
considered well run.

According to Donald Peterson and John Hillkirk,

authors of A Better Idea, from the company's study of IBM, TRW, 3M,
96 In “How to Compete,” Kanter explains that G.K. Prahalad and Gary Hamel say that: “At least
three tests can be applied to identify core competencies in a company. First, a core competence
provides potential access to a wide variety of markets...Second, a core competence should make
a significant contribution to the perceived customer benefits of the end product... Finally, a core
competence should be difficult for competitiors to imitate. And it will be difficult if it is a complex
harmonization of individual technologies and production skills.”
97 Ibid., 7.
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General Electric, Dana and Hewlett-Packard, it found the following ten things
in common with these companies:

1.
Each firm circulated a statement of corporate values, and
its executives spent 50 to 80 percent of their time outside their
offices, trying to communicate those idea to all employees.
2.
All six emphasized the importance of people and respect
for every individual. They agreed that the skills and quality of
their people were the only competitive advantage. Products and
technology can be purchased, but usually don't help the company
for long.
3.

They substituted trust for strict rules and control. . . .

4.

Every firm made a big fuss about being customer-driven. .. .

5.
All six used teamwork, particularly multi-departmental
teams, to develop cutting-edge products and services.
6.
They tried to eliminate layers of management and to drive
down authority....
7.
The companies emphasized free, open, face-to-face
communications. . . .
8.
Managers relied on peers — and occasionally on
subordinates — to help evaluate other managers. Team players
were promoted over individualists.
9.
All six offer sophisticated training for managers as well as
hourly employees.
10.
Managers at the corporations make a habit of asking their
people, "What do you think?"98

The MIT report. Made In America, also identifies "six key similarities
among the best-practice firms: 1)

a focus on simultaneous improvement in

cost, quality, and delivery; 2) closer links to customers; 3) closer relationships
with suppliers; 4) the effective use of technology for strategic advantage; 5)
M Donald E. Petersen and John Hillkirk, A Better Idea. (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1991) 50 & 51.
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less hierarchical and less compartmentalized organizations for greater
flexibility; and 6) human-resource policies that promote continuous learning,
teamwork, participation and flexibility/'99
According to James Houghton of Corning, that company's move to
become "a global network" or "interrelated group of businesses" was done in
eight years based on six progressive strategies:
1) Focus on quality — as noted earlier, during a three-year
period, every employee was sent through a two-day quality
training course. Thousands of employee teams have been
established to address and fix quality problems.
2) Form Alliances — Corning established its first joint venture
in 1924. It is now a participant in 19 such partnerships and many
more technology and marketing alliances. The links free capital,
create marketing clout, and merge skills.
3) Shared Technology — A central research department serves all
business groups, so technologies are communicated and recycled
through the organization. For instance, a ceramic originally
developed for consumer tableware became the basis for a
lightweight computer-memory disk. Joint ventures share
development with each other, leveraging expenditures.
4) Cooperate with Labor — A partnership with the glass workers'
union promotes joint decision-making. Worker teams
determine job schedules, and even factory designs. Soon, all U.S.
workers will share a bonus based on plant performance.
5) Promote Diversity — All managers and salaried workers
attend seminars to build sensitivity and support for women and
black co-workers. A network of mentors helps blacks and women
with career planning. Asians and Hispanics will be targeted next.
6) Improve the Community — Corning acquires and
rehabilitates commercial properties, then finds tenants — some
minority-owned — at market rates. It works to attract new
business to the region.100

99 Dertouzous, Lester, Solow, and the MIT Commission on Industrial Productivity. Made in

America, ns.
100 Hammonds, “Corning Class Act,” 68 & 69.
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Like many private sector organizations, public and non-profit sector
organizations are starting to commit to a process of organizational change and
renewal. Ted Marchese, in the November 1991 edition of the American
Association for Higher

Education

Bulletin, reported that Oregon State,

Wisconsin, Penn, and Colorado State, followed by Harvard, Camegie-Mellon,
Maryland, Lehigh, Chicago, Wyoming, Clemson, Georgia Tech, and Miami,
have started to engage in a process of Total Quality Management (TQM).
Marchese offers the following definition of TQM. "At one level [it is]
an approach to management and a set of tools, a coalescing of new and old
ideas — from systems thinking and statistical process control, from theories
of human behavior, leadership, and planning, plus lessons from earlier, lessthan-successful attempts at quality improvement (such as quality circles) —
all these brought together in a new orthodoxy. But at another level, and
looking at TQM as a phenomenon, it is a call to leadership for the reform of
American enterprise. Its advocates want more than a change in management
practice; they want an entirely new organization, one whose culture is
quality-driven, customer-oriented, marked by teamwork, and avid about
improvement."101
In an article in the Journal of Staff Development, Charles A. Melvin,
HI, reported how four school districts in south-central Wisconsin, during the
fall of 1989, were able to apply the quality improvement philosophy of
Deming into a school restructuring project.

Curriculum, instruction, and

outcomes-based decision-making evaluation were improved by

using

Deming7 s fourteen points for quality improvement. These points include:

1) Create constancy of purpose for improvement.
2) Adopt the new philosophy of quality.
3) Cease dependence on mass inspection.
,01 Ted Marchese, “TQM Reaches the Academy,” American Association for Higher Education
Bulletin. November 1991,8.
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4) End the practice of awarding business on short-term costs.
5) Constantly improve the system.
6) Institute training to teach workers to do the job well.
7) Institute leadership consisting of helping people.
8) Drive out fear of asking questions.
9) Break down barriers between staff areas.
10) Eliminate work force slogans, exhortations, and targets.
11) Eliminate numerical quotas.
12) Remove barriers to pride of workmanship.
13) Institute a vigorous program of education and retraining.
14) Take action to accomplish the transformation.102

Knowledge-Creating Organizations
In a 1990 article on competitive advantage in the Harvard Business
Review, Michael E. Porter contends that "the character and trajectory of all
successful companies is fundamentally the same." He argues:
Companies achieve competitive advantage through acts
of innovation. . . . Information plays a large role in the process of
innovation and improvement . . . .With few exceptions,
innovation is the result of unusual effort... .In fact, to succeed,
innovation usually requires pressure, necessity, and even
adversity: the fear of loss often proves more powerful than the
hope of gain.
Once a company achieves competitive advantage through
innovation, it can sustain it only through relentless
improvement. Competitors will eventually and inevitably
overtake any company that stops improving and innovating.
Ultimately, the only way to sustain a competitive advantage is to
upgrade it — move to more sophisticated types.
Innovation and change are inextricably tied together. But
change is an unnatural act, particularly in successful companies;
powerful forces are at work to avoid and defeat it. Past
approaches become institutionalized in standard operating
procedures and management control.103
In

a

Harvard

Business

Review

article on knowledge-creating

companies, Ikujiro Nonaka, points out that in "an economy where the only
102 Charles A. Melvin, III, “Restructuring Schools by Applying Deming’s Management
Theories," Journal of Staff Development. Summer 1991, vol. 12, no. 3., 16-20.
103 Michael E. Porter, “The Competitive Advantage of Nations,” Harvard Business Review, vol.
68, no.2, May/June 1990., 74 & 75.
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certainty is uncertainty, the one sure source of lasting competitive advantage
is knowledge. When markets shift, technologies proliferate, competitors
multiply, and products become obsolete almost overnight, successful
companies are those that consistently create new knowledge, disseminate it
widely throughout the organization, and quickly embody it in new
technologies and products. These activities define the 'knowledge-creating'
company, whose sole business is continuous innovation."104
Unlike the Western world the Japanese believe that creating new
knowledge is not simply a matter of processing objective information. Rather,
they believe that the creation of knowledge requires tapping the tacit and
highly subjective insights, intuitions, and hunches of individual employees
and making those insights available for testing and use by the company as a
wFhole. The key to this process is personal commitment, which is the
employee's sense of identity with the enterprise and its mission.105
This holistic approach assumes that a company is not a machine but is
instead a living organism. "Much like an individual," Nonaka states, a
company "can have a collective sense of identity and fundamental purpose.
This is the organizational equivalent of self-knowledge — a shared
understanding of what the company stands for, where it is going, what kind
of world it wants to live in, and most important, how to make that world a
reality." Nonaka also believes that: "The essence of innovation is to re-create
the world according to a particular vision or ideal. To create new knowledge
means quite literally to re-create the company and everyone in it in a nonstop
process of personal and self-renewal."106
104 Ikujiro Nonaka, “The Knowledge-Creating Company,” Harvard Business Review, vol. 69,
no. 6, November/December 1991, 96.
105 Ibid., 97.
104 Ibid., 97.
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Innovation is a movement between two very different types of
knowledge. The end point of that movement is "explicit knowledge." Explicit
knowledge is formal and systematic. It can be easily communicated and
shared, whether in the form of product specifications, a scientific formula, or
a computer program.
Tadt knowledge, which is at the starting point of innovation, is highly
personal. It is hard to formalize and, therefore, difficult to communicate to
others. Tadt knowledge is also deeply rooted in action and in an individual's
commitment to a specific context — a craft or profession, a particular
technology or product market, or the activities of a work group or team. It
consists partly of technical skills — the kind of informal, hard-to-pin-down
skills captured in the term "know-how." At the same time, tadt knowledge
has an important cognitive dimension. It consists of mental models, beliefs,
and perspectives so ingrained that we take them for granted and, therefore,
cannot easily articulate them.
The distinction between tadt and explidt knowledge suggests four basic
patterns for creating knowledge in any organization:

1. From Tacit to Tadt— Sometimes, one individual shares tacit
knowledge directly with another. This is when someone learns
tacit skill through observation, imitation, or practice and they
become part of their knowledge base.
2. From Explicit to Explicit — This is when an individual
combines discrete pieces of explidt knowledge into a new whole.
For example, when a comptroller of a company collects
information from throughout the organization and puts it
together in a finandal report, that report is new knowledge in
the sense that it synthesizes information from many different
sources. But this combination does not really extend the
company's existing knowledge base.
3. From Tacit to Explicit — When someone articulates the
foundations of their tadt knowledge into explicit knowledge,
thus allowing it to be shared with their associates. If the
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comptroller who, instead of compiling a conventional financial
plan for his company, develops an innovative new approach to
budgetary control based on his own tacit knowledge over the
years on the job.
4. From Explicit to Tacit — This is when new explicit knowledge
is shared throughout the organization and other employees
begin to internalize it; that is, they use it to broaden, extend, and
reframe their own tacit knowledge.107

In the knowledge-creating company, all four of these patterns exist in
dynamic interaction, a kind of spiral of knowledge. Converting tacit
knowledge into explicit knowledge - articulation - and - internalization using that explicit knowledge to extend one's own knowledge base - are the
critical steps in this spiral of knowledge. They both require the active
involvement of the self — that is, personal commitment.
"Indeed, because tacit knowledge includes mental models and beliefs in
addition to know-how, moving from tadt to the explicit is really a process of
articulating one's vision of the world — what it is and what it ought to be.
When employees invent new knowledge, they are also reinventing
themselves, the companies and the world," condudes Nonaka.108
Charles Handy, in The Age of Unreason, offers the following extended
definition of learning:

•
Learning is not just knowing the answers. That is
mastermind learning at its best, rote learning at its most boring,
and conditioned response at its most basic. It does not help you
to change or to grow....
•
Learning is not the same as study, nor the same as
training. It is bigger than both. It is a cast of mind, a habit of life, a
way of thinking about things, a way of growing. Learning it not
measured by examinations, which usually only test the

107 Ibid., 98.
,oa Ibid., 101.
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theory stage, but only by a growth experience, an experience
understood and tested.
•
Learning is not automatic, it requires energy, thought,
courage, and support, it is easy to give up on it, to relax, and to
rest on one's experience, but that is to cease to grow.
•
Learning is not only for the intellectuals, who often shine
at the theorizing stage, but are incurious and unadventurous
and therefore add little to their experience as they go through
life.
•
Learning is not finding out what other people already
know, but is solving our own problems for our own purposes, by
questioning, thinking and testing until a solution is a new part
of our lives. 09

Learning Organizations

For Peter Senge, the engines that fundamentally facilitate this process
are "learning organizations," which differ from traditional authoritarian
"controlling organizations" because of their members' mastery of five basic
disciplines. These disciplines are:

1) Systems Thinking: Business and other human endeavors are
also systems. They, too, are bound by invisible fabrics of
interrelated actions, which often take years to fully play out their
effects on each others.
2) Personal Mastery: Personal mastery is the discipline of
continually clarifying and deepening our personal vision, of
focusing our energies, of developing patience, and of seeing
reality objectively. As such, it is an essential cornerstone of the
learning organization — the learning organization's spiritual
foundation.
3) Mental Models: "Mental models" are deeply ingrained
assumptions, generalizations, or even pictures or images that
1M Handy, The Aae of Unreason. 62 & 63.
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influence how we understand the world and how we take action.
Very often, we are not consciously aware of our mental models
or the effects they have on our behavior. . . .Many insights into
new markets or outmoded organizational practices fail to get put
into practice because they conflict with powerful, tacit mental
models.
4) Building a Shared Vision: If any one idea about leadership has
inspired organization for thousands of years, it is the capacity to
hold a shared picture of the future we seek to create. One is hard
pressed to think of any organization that has sustained some
measure of greatness in the absence of goals, values, and
missions that become deeply shared throughout the
organization.
5) Team Learning: The discipline of team learning starts with
"dialogue," the capacity of members of a team to suspend
assumptions and enter into a genuine "thinking together."110

Vision

According to Naisbitt and Aburdene, "the first ingredient in re¬
inventing the corporation [or any organization] is a powerful vision — a
whole new sense of where a company is going and how to get there. . . .You
must discover the specific way that your company fits into the business
environment. The company's vision becomes a catalytic force, an organizing
principle for everything that the people in the corporation do."111
For Burt Nanus, author of Visionary Leadership, "the twenty firstcentury organization virtually demands visionary leadership. It cannot
function without it, for an organization driven by accelerating technological
change, staffed by a diverse, multicultural mix of highly intelligent
knowledge workers, facing global complexity, a vast knowledge of individual

’10 Peter M. Senge, The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization,
(New York: Doubleday, 1990) 5 -11.

1,1 Naisbitt and Aburdene, Re-inventing the Corporation. 20.
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customer's needs, and the incessant demands of multiple constituencies
would simply self-destruct without a common sense of direction."112
Nanus believes that "The vision is the beacon, the sense of destination
shared by the people who care most about the organization's future. Once
people buy into the vision, they possess the authority, that is, they are
empowered, to take actions that advance the vision, knowing that such
actions will be highly valued and considered legitimate and productive by all
those who share the dream."113 He points out that powerful and transforming
visions have the following special properties:
•

They are appropriate for the organization and for the times

•

They set standards of excellence and reflect high ideals

•

They clarify the purpose and direction

•

They inspire enthusiasm and encourage commitment

•

They are well articulated and easily understood

•

They reflect the uniqueness of the organization, its distinctive
competence, what it stands for, and what it is able to achieve.

•

They are ambitious 114

"Corporate vision," according to Warren Bennis, "operates on three
levels: strategic, which is the organization's overriding philosophy; tactical,
which is that philosophy in action; and personal, which is that philosophy
made manifest in the behavior of each employee."115
In his book on learning organizations, Peter Senge offers that "The first
step in mastering the discipline of building visions is to give up traditional
notions that visions are always announced from 'on high' or come from an
112 Burt Nanus, Visionary Leadership. (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1992) 178
&179.
1.3 Ibid., 18.
1.4 Ibid., 28 & 29
115 Bennis, On Becoming a Leader. 186.
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organization's institutionalized planning processes."116 Building a shared
vision must be seen as a central element of the daily work of leaders. It is
ongoing and never-ending.117

Visions that are truly shared take time to

emerge. They grow as a by-product of interactions of individual visions.118
Senge explains:
Shared visions emerge from personal visions. . . .Organizations
intent on building shared vision continually encourage
members to develop their personal visions. . .to create a climate
that encourages personal vision. The most direct is for leaders
who have a sense of vision to communicate that in such a way
that others are encouraged to share their visions. This is the area
of visionary leadership — how shared visions are built from
personal visions. . . .[W]hen a group of people come to share a
vision for an organization, each person sees his own picture of
the organization at its best, each shares responsibility for the
whole, not just his piece. . . .When more people come to share a
common vision, the vision may not change fundamentally. But
it becomes more alive, more real in the sense of a mental reality
that people can't truly imagine achieving.119
Donald T. Phillips, in his book Lincoln on Leadership, affirms Senge's
perspective when he explains that: "Effective visions and organizational
mission statements can't be forced upon the masses. Rather they must be set
in motion by means of persuasion. The people must accept and implement
them wholeheartedly and without reservation."120
"[Abraham] Lincoln," Phillips illustrates, "preached his vision
throughout the four years of his administration. His message was simple and
clear, emphasizing equality and freedom, a 'fair chance for all,' and elevation
of the 'condition of men.' This was the people's birthright, he maintained,
and it should be protected and preserved for the future generations."121
118 Senge. The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization.213.
117 Ibid., 214.
118 Ibid., 217.
1,8 Ibid., 211 & 212.
120 Phillips. Lincoln on Leadership. (New York: Warner Books, 1992) 164.
,21 Ibid., 165.
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Vision

According to Naisbitt and Aburdene, "the first ingredient in re¬
inventing the corporation [or any organization] is a powerful vision — a
whole new sense of where a company is going and how to get there. . . .You
must discover the specific way that your company fits into the business
environment. The company's vision becomes a catalytic force, an organizing
principle for everything that the people in the corporation do."111
For Burt Nanus, author of Visionary Leadership, "the twenty firstcentury organization virtually demands visionary leadership. It cannot
function without it, for an organization driven by accelerating technological
change, staffed by a diverse, multicultural mix of highly intelligent
knowledge workers, facing global complexity, a vast knowledge of individual
customer's needs, and the incessant demands of multiple constituencies
would simply self-destruct without a common sense of direction."112
Nanus believes that "The vision is the beacon, the sense of destination
shared by the people who care most about the organization's future. Once
people buy into the vision, they possess the authority, that is, they are
empowered to take actions that advance the vision, knowing that such
actions will be highly valued and considered legitimate and productive by all
those who share the dream."113 He points out that powerful and transforming
visions have the following properties:

1,1 Naisbitt and Aburdene, Re-inventinq the Corporation. 20.
112 Burt Nanus, Visionary Leadership. (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1992)
178 & 179.
1,3 Ibid, 18.
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o

They are appropriate for the organization and for the times

o

They set standards of excellence and reflect high ideals

o

They clarify the purpose and direction

o

They inspire enthusiasm and encourage commitment

o

They are well articulated and easily understood

o

They reflect the uniqueness of the organization, its distinctive
competence, what it stands for, and what it is able to achieve

o

They are ambitious'"4

"Corporate vision," according to Warren Bennis, "operates on three
levels: strategic, which is the organization's overriding philosophy; tactical
which is that philosophy in action, and personal, which is that philosphy
made manifest in the behavior of each employee."1*5
In his book on learning organizations, Peter Senge offers "That first
step in mastering the discipline visions is to give up traditional notions that
visions are always announced from 'on high' or come from an organization's
institutionalized planning processes."116 Building a shared vision must be
seen as a central element of the daily work of leaders. It is ongoing and never-

1,4 Ibid, 28 & 29.
Bennis, On Becoming a Leader. 186.

115

lit

Senge, The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization, 213.
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ending.117 Visions that are truly shared take time to emerge. They grow as a
by-product of interactions of individual visions.118
Senge explains:
Shared visions emerge from personal visions. . . .Organizations
intent on building shared vision continually encourage
members to develop their personal visions. . .to create a climate
that encourages personal vision. The most direct is for leaders
who have a sense of vision to communicate that in such a way
that others are encouraged to share their visions. This is the area
of visionary leadership — how shared visions are built from
personal visions. . . .[W]hen a group of people come to share a
vision for an organization, each person sees his own picture of
the organization at its best, each shares responsibility for the
whole, not just his piece. . . .When more people come to share a
common vision, the vision may not change fundamentally. But
it becomes more alive, more real in the sense of a mental reality
that people can't truly imagine achieving.119

Donald T. Phillips, in his book Lincoln on Leadership, affirms Senge's
perspective when he explains that: "Effective visions and organizational
mission statements can't be forced upon the masses. Rather they must be set
in motion by means of persuasion. The people must accept and implement
them wholeheartedly and without reservation."120
"[Abraham] Lincoln," Phillips illustrates, "preached his vision
throughout the four years of his administration. His message was simple and
clear, emphasizing equality and freedom, a 'fair chance for all,' and elevation
of the 'condition of men.' This was the people's birthright, he maintained,
and it should be protected and preserved for the future generations."121

1.7 Ibid., 214.
1.8 Ibid., 217.
1.9 Ibid., 211 & 212.
120 Donald T. Phillips, Lincoln on Leadership. (New York: Warner Books, 1992) 164.
121 Ibid., 165.
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Significantly, Phillips also points out that 'Through the course of the
four years of the Civil War, Lincoln kept repeating and renewing his vision so
that it would not diminish in meaning. It was a process of renewal that was,
in effect, Lincoln's greatest form of motivation . . . .When effecting renewal,
Lincoln called on the past, related it to the present, and then used both to
provide a link to the future."122
"At the broadest level," according to James C. Colling and Jerry I.
Porras, vision consists of two components — a Guiding Philosophy that, in
the context of expected future environments, leads to a Tangible Image."123
Colling and Porras believe that the guiding philosophy "is a system of
fundamental motivating assumption principles, values, and tenants . . .
analogous to the 'philosophy of life' an individual might have."124 The second
major component — tangible image — consists, they say, "of a mission which
clearly focuses the efforts of the organization and a vivid description through
which the mission is made more alive and engaging."125
When there is a genuine vision (as opposed to the all-too-familiar
"vision statement"), Collins and Porras believe that people excel and learn,
not because they are told to, but because they want to. The practice of shared
vision involves the skills of unearthing shared "pictures of the future" that
foster genuine commitment and enrollment rather than compliance.
For Senge: "A shared vision is not an idea ... .It is rather, a force in
people's hearts, a force of impressive power . . . .When people truly share a
vision they are connected, bound together by a common aspiration. . . .

122

Ibid., 166.

123 James C. Collins and Jerry I. Porras, "Organizational Vision and Visionary
Organizations," California Management Review, vol. 34, no. 1, Fall 1991, 33.
124 Ibid., 34.
125 Ibid., 42.
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Shared vision is vital for the learning organization because it provides the
focus and energy for learning. . . .[A] shared vision is a vision many people
are truly committed to, because it reflects their own personal vision/'126
Ultimately, for Naisbitt and Aburdene, a "vision is practical as well as
mystical: It is easier to get from point A to point B if you know where point B
is and how to recognize it when you have arrived."127
Likewise in the not-for-profit, according to Peter Drucker, the task of
the manager is to convert the organization's mission statement into specifics.
For Drucker: "A mission statement has to be operational, otherwise it's just
good intentions. A mission statement has to focus on what the institution
really tries to do and then do it so everybody in the organization can say, this
is my contribution to the goals."128

Leadership

Aburdene and Naisbitt believe that creating "the vision is the leader's
first role."129 Similarly, Warren Bennis observes: "As I see it, leadership
revolves around vision, ideas, direction, and has more to do with inspiring
people as to direction and goals than with day-to-day implementation . . . One
can't lead unless he can leverage more than his own capabilities."130

126 Senge, The Fifth Discipline. 206.
127 Naisbitt and Aburdene, Re-inventing the Corporation. 22.

,2# Peter F. Duiker, Managing The Non-Profit Organization. (New York: Harper Collins
Publisher, 1990) 4.
129 Ibid., 24.
130 Bennis, On Becoming a Leader. 139.
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Bennis continues:

The underlying issue in leading from voice is trust — in
fact, I believe that trust is the underlying issue in not only getting
people on your side, but having them stay there. The four
ingredients leaders have that generate and sustain trust are:

1.
Constancy. Whatever surprises leaders themselves may
face, they don't create any for the group. Leaders are all of a piece;
they stay the course.
2.
Congruity. Leaders walk their talk. In true leaders, there is
no gap between the theories they espouse and the life they
practice.
3.
Reliability. Leaders are there when it counts; they are
ready to support their co-workers in the moments that matter.
4.
Integrity.
promises.131

Leaders

honor

their commitments

and

Bennis concludes that: "Ultimately, a leader's ability to galvanize his
co-workers resides both in his understanding of himself and in his
understanding of his co-workers' needs and wants, along with his
understanding of. . .their mission. . . .Competence, or knowledge, without
vision and virtue, breeds technocrats. Virtue, without vision and knowledge,
breeds ideologues. Vision,

without

virtue

and

knowledge,

breeds

demagogues.132
According to Bennis, leadership will encompass the following ten
factors:
1) Leaders manage the dream;

2) Leaders embrace error;
131 Ibid., 160
132 Ibid., 163
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3) Leaders encourage reflective backtalk;

4) Leaders encourage dissent;

5) Leaders possess the Nobel Factor; optimism, faith and hope;

6) Leaders understand the Pygmalion effect in management
(What managers expect of their subordinates and the way they
treat them largely determine their performance.);
7) Leaders have what I call the Gretzky Factor, a certain touch;

8) Leaders see the long view;
9) Leaders understand stakeholder symmetry. They know that
they must balance the competing claims of all the groups with a
stake in the corporation; and
10) Leaders create strategic alliance and partnerships.133

Donald Phillips believes that Abraham Lincoln was a successful leader
because:
Fie cultivated passion and trust in all his followers —
delegating rather than trying to do it all himself, coaching rather
than dictating. . . . Lincoln knew that true leadership is often
exerting quiet and subtle influence on a day-to-day basis, by
frequently seeing followers and other people face to face. Fie
treated everyone with the same courtesy and respect, whether
they were kings or commoners. He lifted people out of their
everyday selves and into a higher level of performance,
achievement, and awareness. He obtained extraordinary results
from ordinary people by instilling purpose in their endeavors.

133 Ibid., 191 -202
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He was open, civil, tolerant, and fair, and he maintained a respect
for dignity of all people at all times.134

Deming's views on leadership, according to Rafael Aquayo, include the
notion that "a leader's job is not to judge people but to determine who is in
need of special help and make sure he receives it." In describing Deming's
perspective, Aquayo continues: "A leader should not differentiate the above
average from the below average or recite pithy statements, but actively work
to determine the real causes of problems and then work to eliminate the real
causes. A leader forgives mistakes. A leader fosters cooperation by
eliminating barriers to cooperation and barriers to enjoyment of work. A
leader fosters the continual development of all those who work for him."135
For Naisbitt and Aburdene the "manager's role is to create a
nourishing environment for personal growth in addition to the opportunity
to contribute to the growth of the institution."136
Bennis agrees, noting that "Above all, the task for today's leader is to
create not only a climate of ethical probity but a climate in which it is possible
for the people around him to grow and continue learning, in which
contributions are prized and independence and autonomy are encouraged."137
In the preface to his book Leaders on Leadership, Bennis once again
affirms this: "In an effectively led organization, everyone feels he or she
contributes to its success. Empowered individuals believe that what they do
has significance and meaning. Empowered people have both discretion and
obligation. They live in a culture of respect where they can actually do things

134 Philips. Lincoln on Leadership. 171 & 173.
135 Aquayo, Dr. Deminq: The American Who Taught the Japanese About Quality. 96.
136 Naisbitt and Aburdene, Re-inventing the Corporation. 53.

137 Warren Bennis. The Unconscious Conspiracy. (New York: AMACOM, 1976) 139.
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without permission from some organizational parent figure. Empowered
organizations are characterized by trust and systemwide communication."13*
Drucker sums up the concept of leadership for us by noting that the
"foundation of effective leadership is thinking through the organization's
mission, defining it and establishing it clearly and visibly. The leader sets the
goals, sets the priorities, and sets and maintains the standards."139

Values

For Phillips: "As a rule, leaders must set and respond to fundamental
goals and values that move their followers. . . .Any successful organization,
whether a business or a country, must possess strong shared values. These
values must be 'owned' by not only the vast majority of the organization, but
in some cases by all its members."140
"Values," according to Nanus, "are the principles or standards that help
people decide what is worthwhile or desirable. They are abstract ideas that
embody notions of what truly matters, or should matter, in the performance
of an organization and in the ways an organization satisfies its responsibilities
to its constituencies — workers, customers, investors, and the rest of
society."141
Paul McDonald and Jeffrey Gandz believe that vision and values are
linked and mutually supportive of each other.142 Nanus believes that values
affect vision by providing the context within which issues are identified and
~~ 139 Warren Bennis. Leaders on Leaders. (Cambridge. MA: Harvard Business Review, 1992) xiii.
139 Drucker. Managing for the Future. 121.

140 Phillips, Lincoln on Leadership. 52 & 53.
141 Nanus, Visionary Leadership. 34.
142 Paul McDonald and Jeffrey Gandz, “Getting Value from Shared Values," Organizational
Dynamics. Vol. 20, No.3., Winter, 1992, 74.
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alternative goals evaluated as well as shaping the assumptions about the
future and the range of choices considered for a new visions.143
Robert D. Haas, CEO of Levi Strauss & Company, asserts that: 'There is
an enormous diffusion of power. If companies are going to react quickly to
changes in the marketplace, they have to put more and more accountability,
authority, and information into the hands of the people who are closest to the
products and the customers. That requires new business strategies and
different organizational structure. But structure and strategy aren't enough.
This is where values come in. In a more volatile and dynamic business
environment, the controls have to be conceptual. They can't be human
anymore; Bob Haas telling people what to do. It's the ideas of business that are
controlling, not some manger with authority. Values provide a common
language for aligning a company's leadership and its people."144
In this environment, according to Haas, "you can't rely on your title or
unquestioning loyalty or obedience to get things done." He points out: "In
reality, the more you establish parameters and encourage people to take
initiatives within those boundaries, the more you multiply your own
effectiveness by the effectiveness of others."145
According to Bennis and Philip Slatter, in their book The Temporary
Society, "democracy becomes a functional necessity whenever a social system
is competing for survival under conditions of chronic change." Hence, they
believe that an organizational value system is emerging which includes:

143 Nanus, Visionary Leadership. 51.
144 Robert Howard, “Values Make the Company: An Interview with Robert Haas.” Harvard
Business Review. September/October 1990, 134.
145 Ibid., 135.
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(1) Full and free communication, regardless of rank and power.

(2) A reliance on consensus, rather than the more customary
forms of coercion or compromise to manage conflict.

(3) The idea that influence is based on technical competence and
knowledge rather than on vagaries of personal whims or
prerogatives of power.

(4) An atmosphere that permits and even encourages emotional
expression as well as task-oriented acts.
(5) A basically human bias, one that accepts the inevitability of
conflict between the organization and the individual, but is
willing to cope with and mediate this conflict on rational
ground.146

In their article, "Getting Value for Shared Values," McDonald and
Gandz state that their "interview data suggest that changing an organization's
traditional shared values set encompasses two broad challenges:
First, corporate leaders need to define the desired value set in
such a way as to provide strategic advantages in the marketplace.
Second, those leaders need to make that desired value set become
the corporate reality. In commenting on what influenced the
formation of their organization's value set, respondents typically
mentioned a variety of factors: The philosophical legacy of the
founding entrepreneur(s), the personal beliefs of the current
dominant coalition (particularly those beliefs and values held by
the CEO), and significant learning events (successes and failures)
in the organization's history.147

In managing for values, Haas says, "The first responsibility for me and
for my team is to examine critically our own behaviors and management

U6 Warren G. Bennis and Philip E. Slater, The Temporary Society. (New York: Harper & Row,
Publishers, 1968) 4.
147 Ibid., 73.
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styles in relation to the behaviors and values we profess and to work to
become more consistent with the values that we are articulating."14*
Arnold "Red" Auerbach, president of the Boston Celtics, explained in a
interview with Alan M. Webber, that his management philosophy is based on
the values of loyalty, pride, teamwork, and discipline. According to Webber
such a philosophy "is applicable to any field."149
Auerbach explains: "There's so much uncertainty [in sports]. So when
players find themselves in a situation where management has a great deal of
integrity and they can depend on my word or anybody else's word in the
organization, they feel secure. And if the players feel secure, they don't want
to leave here. And if they don't want to leave here, they're going to do
everything they can on the court to stay here."150

Culture

Joseph H. Boyett and Henry R Conn believe that organizations, in order
to respond to rapidly changing customer demands, are being forced to be
"flatter, leaner, and more aggressive."151 They suggest that today's competitive
demands "will result in extraordinary pressure for maximum performance. .
.[which will results in] a cult of performance excellence"152
They continue: "Americans will be expected to buy in, join up, become
part of the company values and culture, or be forced out. Such a workplace is
U8M Robert Howard, “Values Make the Company: An Interview with Robert Hass,” 138 & 139.
149 WarrenBennis ed., Leaders on Leaders. “Red Auerbach on Management,” Alan M.
Webber, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Business Review Books, 1992) 55.
150 Ibid., 58.
15’ Joseph H. Boyett and Henry P. Conn, Workplace 2000. (New York: Dutton, 1991) 2.
152 Ibid., 3.
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in part frightening since strong demands will be placed upon employees for
performance and for enmeshing themselves in the business as full partners
in the 'team' or members in the company 'family/ Yet in a positive sense, the
new structure and culture will provide membership, purposefulness,
belonging, and meaning. For many, Americans, these will probably be many
of the things they missed in their current job and were seeking."153
In "Workplace 2000," according to Boyet and Conn, "managers will
seek to empower employees to achieve maximum performance. Every
employee will be treated as a partner with all the rights and responsibilities of
partnership. Workers/partners will have personal responsibility for the
quality of the products and services they produce."154

From Hierarchies to Networks

In Post-Industrial Lives, Jerald Flage and Charles H. Powers point out
that by the 1980s organizations were rapidly moving away from hierarchical
structures to network structures because of rapid technological changes. They
add that "networks are rapidly becoming the most important organizational
form."155
According to Anthony Patrick Carnevale: "Two traditional formats
have survived to form the context for organizations in the new economy:
large, centralized mass production monoliths and small, decentralized
structures characteristic of services, small business and craft work."156

153 Ibid., 3 & 4.
154 Ibid., 84.
,55Hage & Powers, Post-Industrial Lives, 183.
158 Carnevale, America and the New Economy. 83.
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Powers and Hage contend: "The small high-tech firms, the small profit
centers in large high-tech firms, and joint ventures are three of the new
organizational forms that have been developed in response to the changing
condition. What characterizes this new generation of organizations is an
emphasis on adaptability and rapid implementation of new ideas."157
In contrast, when all the principles of the Industrial Age are put to
work in a single organization, according to Alvin Toffler, the result is a classic
bureaucracy: "a giant, hierarchical, permanent, top-down, mechanistic
organization, well designed for making repetitive products or repetitive
decisions in a comparatively stable industrial environment."158
Bureaucracy's three characteristics are permanence, hierarchy, and the
division of labor. During the Industrial Age these characteristics molded the
psychology of the individuals who worked within bureaucratic organizations.
Permanence was the recognition that the link between Industrial Age human
beings and their organizations would endure through time. This brought
with it a commitment to the organization. Then, knowing that their
relationships with their organizations would be relatively permanent, the
"organizational

human

being"

looked

for

approval.

Finally,

the

"organizational human being" needed to understand his or her place in the
scheme of things. He or she occupied a well-defined niche, performed actions
that were also well defined by the rules of the organization, and was judged by
the precision with which he or she followed the book.159
Theodore Sizer, looking at the organization of our public schools, sees
six defects in this type of pyramidal governance. His analysis of the

157 Hage & Powers, Post-Industrial Lives. 36.
158 Toffler. Future Shock. 263.
159 Ibid., 144- 146.
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organization of our public schools can be easily transferred to any
organization in any sector. Sizer's six defects are:

•
It forces us to overlook special local conditions —
Students differ, teachers differ, administrators differ, and the
chemistry between them in one setting at one time is not quite
like any other.
•

Bureaucracy depends on the specific, the measurable.

•
Large administrative units depend on norms, the bases of
predictability.
•

Centralized planning requires a high level of specificity.

•
Bureaucracies lumber. Once regulations, collective
bargaining agreements, and licensure get installed, change comes
hard. Every regulation, agreement, and license spawns a lobby
dedicated to keeping it in place.

•
Finally, hierarchical bureaucracy stifles initiative at its
base; and given the idiosyncrasies of adolescents, the fragility of
their motivation, and the need for their teachers and principals
to be strong, inspiring, and flexible people, this aspect of the
system can be devastating.160
In contrast to the Industrial Age's bureaucracy, Hage and Powers
identify a number of distinctive features that characterize post-idustrial
organizations. These include:
.... (a) a leveling of hierarchical distinctions, (b) interpenetration
of units designed to enhance the integration and maximize the
coordination of previously autonomous functions, (c) a dramatic
increase in the amount of behavior that is not rule-bound, (d)
hiring and promoting people who are creative and have a feel
for the job, (e) shifting assignments in and out of flexible work
teams, and (f) more widespread access to information within and
across organizations.161
160 Theodore R. Sizer. Horace's Compromise. (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1984)
206 -209.
1,1 Hage & Powers, Post-Industrial Lives, 5.
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The emerging organizations of the Information Age have flatter
hierarchies. According to Toffler they are less top-heavy, consisting of small
components linked together in temporary configurations. Toffler explains:
"Each of these components has its own relationships with the outside world,
its own foreign policy, so to speak, which it maintains without having to go
through the center. . . .[Such components] are different from bureaucracies in
another fundamental respect. They are what might be called 'dual' or 'ploy7
organizations, capable of assuming two or more distinct shapes as conditions
warrant."162
For centuries, according to Naisbitt "the pyramid structure was the way
we organized and managed ourselves — power and communication have
flowed in an orderly manner from the pyramid's top, down to its base. Now
networks offer what bureaucracies could never deliver: the horizontal link.
Networks have people talking to each other, sharing ideas, information and
resources.

In each network the individual is at the center, rewards come by

empowering others, not by climbing over them."163
Maintaining that a network style of management is evolving which
values informality and equality, Naisbitt notes in Megatrends that "Networks
exist to foster self-help, to exchange information, to change society, to
improve productivity and work life, and to share resources. They are
structured to transmit information in a way that is quicker, more high touch,
and more energy-efficient than any other process we know." He add that
network

structures

will

be

cross

disciplinary

and

communication will be lateral, diagonal, and bottom-up.164

162Toffler.The Third Wave. 119.
183 Naisbitt, Megatrends. 211.
164 Ibid., 215.
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that

in

them

For Carnevale network structures "grow from within and eventually
extend beyond the boundaries of traditional organizational structures/' He
observes that:
Inside the organization, individuals become members of
work teams. Work teams, the smallest networks, are the basic
building blocks of larger networks. The whole organization
becomes a network of working teams. In turn, the organization
becomes a network made up of other organizations that are its
suppliers, customers, regulators, and financial backers.165

The Shamrock, Federal and Triple I Organization

In line with these ideas of network organizations, Charles Handy
identifies three styles of organizations, which he calls: the shamrock, federal,
and the triple I.
Like a real shamrock, "shamrock" organizations have three "leaves" or
types of employees.

The first is the "core" employees, who are the

professionals, technicians, and/or managers. These employees gain their
identity and purpose from their work and operate in a manner similar to
consultants. The second group of employees in a shamrock organization is
the "contractual fringe." These are people who do the "nonessential" work,
which is work that can be contracted out and performed by either individuals
or organizations. The people or organizations that perform the work are paid
for results, and the central organization can exercise control only by specifying
the results, not overseeing the methods. Finally, in

the shamrock

organization there is also a "flexible labor force." These workers, according to
Handy, are people "of whom little is expected and to whom little is given."

165 Carnevale, America and the New Economy. 86.
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Handy notes that the commitment of this type of worker will be to a job or to
a work group rather than to a career, or to an organization.
The second

type of organization Handy identifies, "federal"

organizations, are described in his book The Age of Unreason.

Federal

organizations, he states consist of "a variety of individual groups allied
together under a common flag with some shared identity." He continues:
"Federalism seeks to make it big by keeping it small, or at least independent,
combining autonomy with cooperation. . . .Federal organizations, therefore,
are reverse thrust organizations; the initiative, the drive, and the energy
come mostly from the parts, with the center an influencing force, relatively
low in profile."
Finally, Handy's "triple I" organizations are those organizations where
intelligent people are concerned with information and with ideas. He
believes that "the wise organization increasingly uses smart machines, with
smart people to work with them. . . .[S]mart people are not...easily defined as
workers or as managers but as individuals. . . that intelligent individuals can
only be governed by consent and not by command. . "166

Summary of the Review of Literature

We are now in a time of historical transition from the Industrial Age to
the Information Age. The rules for organizational success are changing. As
Alvin Toffler pointed out, we are now going beyond the Industrial Age
tenants of standardization, specialization, synchronization, concentration,
maximization and centralization.

Ibid., 141 to 167.
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Technological change is introducing change and turbulence into every
sector and creating the necessity for constant learning and constant adaption
by all members of all organizations. Anyone who can make a product or
provide a service that has better value can capture a market, even if they are
not the original inventors. The example of Japanese capturing the consumer
electronics market illustrated that fact.
The high value organizations of the twenty-first century, according to
Robert Riech, "have three different but related skills that drive them:

o

(1) problem-solving skills required to put things together in a
unique way;

o

(2) skills required to help customers understand their needs and
how those needs can best be met by customized products; and

o

(3) skills linking problem solvers and problem identifiers."

Thus knowledge has become the key resource for all types of
organizations. Creating new knowledge, Ikujiro Nonaka explained, is not
simply a matter of processing objective information. Rather, it requires
tapping the tacit and highly subjective insights, intuitions, and hunches of
individual employees and making those insights available for testing and use
by the organization as a whole. The key to this process is personal
commitment, which is the employee's sense of identity with the organization
and its mission.
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To get this commitment, as Thomas Kochan and Michael Useem
explain, an effective organization meets the expectations of the multiple
stakeholders and "commands the loyalty and commitment of these
stakeholders to the long-term survival of the organization."
As part of this process, organizations must empower their members.
Edwards Deming would say the best way to do that is to remove anything that
prevents them from experiencing pride of doing the best job possible.
But,realistically people function in systems - so the most effective way to do
this is through leadership, vision, values, culture and networks.
Leaders help members of an organization create a vision of what they
want to achieve and then work with them in defining how they are a part of
that vision and how it will be achieve through their institutional systems
which have values and a unique culture.
Information, more and more, will be shared through small networks
with wide spread access both within and across the organization. For
Anthony Patrick Carnevale, eventually these networks will expand outside
the organization and help build commitment from customers, clients or
constituents. Through these networks the organization will understand their
external constituents demand for value and meet today's six standards of
success which include: productivity, variety, customization, timeliness,
quality and convenience.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Introduction

Through qualitive research, I document that knowledge has become
the key organizational resource in the changing operating environment of
the emerging Information Age.

As a result, leadership - of all types of

organizations - must understand that human resources are their most
valuable asset. Successful leaders must tap the desire of each member of their
organization to contribute fully and create the environment for that to
happen using key organizational dynamics.
My exploration of the problem consists of a two-part study. Part one
was a scan of organizational issues and the organizational environment. For
this part of the study, I scaned popular literature and conducted background
interviews to identify examples of an element of the problem. This
scan—plus the more in-depth review of literature presented in chapter
two—were the basis for my questions to leaders who were interviewed in
second part of the study.
In part two of the study, by means of using a "critical incident"
techniques format to conduct in-depth interviews with leaders of
organizations, I examined how selected leaders view the external forces of
technology, changing demographics, the emerging global economy, and
changing consumer tastes. I also asked them how they are shaping the
operating environment of their organization

during

the emerging

Information Age. Further, through these interviews I examined the
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correlation of how these external forces are requiring organizations to become
"learning organizations" that require internal organizational dynamics
involving leadership, vision, values, and culture.

Part I: Scan of Organizational Issues and Environment

Popular Literature

This part of the research focused on obtaining material from popular
sources. This material included videos tapes. The following sources were
reviewed for data:

Videos: Presentations made by the following business leaders, and
recorded as part of the University of Massachusetts at Boston's "Fall 1991
Leadership Series," were reviewed:
Dan Berkery, CEO and General Manager of WSBK-TV, Channel 38
Aaron D. Spenser, CEO of Uno Restaurant Corporation
Cathy Minihan, First VP & COO, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
William Connell, CEO of Connell Limited Partnership
Paul O'Brien, CEO of New England Telephone

Gary Countryman, CEO of Liberty Mutual Insurance
E. James Morton, CEO of John Hancock Insurance
George M. Carlisle, CEO of Scitex American Corp.

Periodicals: The May 1991 to September 1992 editions of the following
business newspapers and magazines were reviewed:
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BusinessWeek
Boston Business

Journal

CONNECTION—New England's Journal of Higher Education and
Economic

Development

Chronicle of Higher Education
Chronicle of Philanthropy
Nation's Business
New England Business
New England Economic Review

Inc.

Additionally, I searched for relevant materials using two computer
search networks: Newspaper Abstracts ONDISC and the Business Index.

In-person Background Interviews

All persons who I interviewed agreed to have our conversation tape
recorded.

Additionally, each person signed a standard release form (see

Appendix A). The interviews were conducted using the format outlined in
the following section.

Interview Guide:
Opening/Introduction: Thank you for taking the time to meet
with me. My research involves studying how the changing
operating environment of the Informational Age is changing
dynamics within organizations. I am meeting with you and
other sector or industry leaders to get a perspective of this
phenomenon.
My basic proposition is that this is a time of historical
transition. Rapid changes are affecting all organizations as we
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move from the Industrial to the Information Age. The
emerging operational environment is demanding a change in
organizational dynamics.
Four major external forces have appeared: the emerging
global economy; new technology; changing consumer tastes; and
demographic shifts. These four forces are shaping the operating
environment.
A review of current economic, leadership, management
and organizational literature leads me to conclude that
knowledge is now the key organizational resource in dealing
with change and organizational grow’th. To acquire knowledge as
a resource, all organizations must be involved in a process of
continuous and systemic change.
Continuous change implies that the organization has a
capacity to learn from its environment, its various stakeholders,
and itself. Systematic change implies that its major
components—strategies, technologies, human resources, and
internal structures—require simultaneous transformation.
Implemented together these forms of change should generate
what wre term a "learning organization." In this metaphor is a
vision of individuals, groups, and networks within an
organization committed to continuous learning across the
organizational information exchange, experimentation, and
consensus building.
External Factors: How are the following external factors affecting
organizations?
•

Technology

•

Global economy

•

Changing consumer tastes

•

Demographic shifts

Internal Dynamics: Keeping in mind the changing external
environment, let us explore the impact that this is having on
the internal dynamics of organizations within your sector or
industry. Please consider the following internal dynamics:
•

Leadership
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Vision
•

Values

•

Culture

•

Network

Examples: Can you give me any specific examples: organization leaders:

Individuals Interviewed for Scan:

People interviewed in this part include selected leaders who are
representative of the public, private, and not-for-profit organizations. Those
interviewed for this part of the study were:
•

Claire Cotton, President, Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities of Massachusetts (Boston)

•

Robert Foley, President, RevMax (Foxboro, MA)

•

Robert Leaver, Senior Consultant, Organizational Futures (Providence)

•

James T. Leonard, Superintendent, Lynn Public Schools (Lynn, MA)

•

Peter Meade, President, The New England Council (Boston)

•

Ricardo Millett Ph.D., Vice President, United Way of Massachussett of
Bay (Boston)

•

James Segal, former executive director of the Massachusetts
Municipal Association, Hale & Dorr (Boston)

•

Kevin Shea, Assistant Director, Massachusetts Legislative Service
Bureau (Boston)

•

William Weber, Ph.D., President, Development Guild (Brookline, MA)
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Summary of Data Collected in Part I

Data collected in this section was cataloged by relating to an external
factor (technology, demographics, global economy, and changing consumer
taste) or internal dynamic (leadership, vision, value, culture, network).
Results are reported in the following chapter.

j
I

Part II: In-Depth Interviews

,

The first part of this research focused on scanning the environment by
collecting additional data on revelant issues and seeking to find specific
examples.
I

Part two focuses on specific issues and trends within organizations and
considers how these issues and trends cause the organizational dynamics to
play out. Eleven (11) interviews were conducted in this part of the research to
ensure representative input from a cross-section of individuals. In this phase
of data collection, I acquired information from one leader in each of eleven
specific types of New England-based organizations.

Individuals Interviewed for In-Depth Interviews:

•

Larry Stuesser, Chairman and CEO, Kimberly Quality Care,
(Boston) — major private corporation with 500 or more
employees

•

Jacqueline Arthur, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, T
Cell Inc. (Cambridge, MA) — private corporation with 499 or less
employees

•

Dean Redfern, Chief Operating Officer, Performance
Technologies (Boston) — an entrepreneurial organization
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Joseph Pellergino, District Director of the Small Business
Administration — a federal agency
Robert M. Hutchinson, Jr., Assistant Secretary of Administration
and Finance, Commonwealth of Massachusetts — state
government
William A. Kennedy, Executive Secretary (Auburn, MA) — a
local government organization
Michael E. Quigley, Ph.D., Dean of Graduate Studies, Rivier
College (Nashua, NH) — from a higher education institution
Patricia Martin, Superintendent of Auburn Public Schools
(Auburn, MA) — a local school system
Ann Lisi, Executive Director of the Greater Worcester
Community Foundation — a private foundation
Kristen McCormack, Executive Director of the Federated
Dorchester Neighborhood House (Dorchester, MA) — a social
services agency
Allen Peckham, Vice President, Massachusetts General Hospital
— a hospital and non-profit organization.
To insure a fuller understanding of the impact of a particular force or
dynamic, I used a critical incident technique format of interviewing in this
phase of research. Information was gathered via this technique based on data
collected and summarized in part one of my research.
The critical incident method of interview research was proposed by
John Flanagan in 1957. Flanagan defined the method as "a set of procedures
for collecting direct observations of human behaviors in such a way as to
facilitate their potential usefulness in solving practical problems and
developing broad psychological principals."
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In using the term "incident" Flanagan meant "any observable human
activity that is sufficiently complete in itself to permit inference or prediction
to be made about the person performing the act. To be 'critical' the incident
must occur in a situation where the purpose or intent of the act seems fairly
clear to the observer and when its consequences are sufficiently definite to
leave little doubt concerning its effect."167

Part II - In-depth Interview Guide

All persons who I interviewed agreed to have our conversation tape
recorded and to have a transcript of the conversation prepared. Additionally,
each person signed a standard release form (see Appendix B). Below is the
format followed for each interview.

Introduction

Thank for for agreeing to be interviewed. The interview has four
sections: 1) the Changing Operating Environment; 2) Operating
Assumptions; 3) Organizational Learning; and 4) the Dynamics
of Organizational Leadership. It should take us about fifty (50)
minutes to go through.
Opening

For background, could you tell me about your current
organization and position and describe your present duties?
What significant management experience have you had
prior to your current position?
167 Mark Easterby-Smith, Richard Thorpe, Andy Lowe, Management Research. (Newbury
Park, CA: Sage Publications Inc., 1991) 83.
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Section 1 — Changing Operating Environment
"Ozzie and Harriet" was a weekly television show that ran
in the 1950s and the 1960s. I believe that it idealized, perhaps
very romantically, America's perspective of life. Using that time
period as a baseline, I would like you to consider how the world
has changed since that time and discuss how those changes have
effected the environment that your organization operates in
today. Looking at four factors — technology, the global economy,
consumers demand for quality, and the changing demographics
of our society (we will go through each one separately) — I
would like your description of how those factors impact on your
organization today.
Technology: No doubt, technology has impacted and will
continue to impact every organization, could you articulate its
general impact on your organization?
Specifically, how has technology effected the flow of
information to and from your organization as well as within?
How do you think technology will affect your
organization both in the short-term (1 to 5 years) and in the
long-term (5 years and beyond)?
Global Economic Forces: Could you tell me how the new world
economy is impacting your organization?
What impact do you think it will have on your
organization in the future both in the short-term (1 to 5 years)
and in the long-term (5 years and beyond)?
Choice/Ouality: Today's customers, clients, and constituents
"want what they want and they want it right away." Author
Anthony Patrick Carnevale identifies six standards of success in
the today's economy: productivity, variety, customization,
timeliness, quality, and convenience. How is your organization
meeting that challenge?
Could you give me a specific example?
How does technology affects this?
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Changing Demographics: According to many sources the
American work force is become more mature and diverse, yet
less well-trained and educated. Please tell me how each one of
the following shifts in demographics has or will impact your
organization and what, if any, steps your organization is
planning in an effort to ameliorate the impact of them:
•

The aging of the work force and the shrinking number of
younger workers;

•

The impact of larger number of women in the work force;

•

Minorities increasing as a share of new entrants into the
work force; and

•

Immigrants increasing as a share of new entrants into the
work force.

Section 2 — Operating Assumptions
Change:
Charles Handy, in his best-selling book The Age of
Unreason, identifies two types of change. "Continuous" change,
he notes, is comfortable because it is based on the past.
"Discontinuous" change he notes, however, is not part of any
previous pattern and is often unsettling.
Could you give me an example of discontinuous change
in your organization?
Could you give me an example of continuous change?
Which is more common?
How about in the future?
Closed vs. Open Systems: From your perspective does your
organization operate as a closed or open system? A system is
considered "open" if it freely interacts with its external
environment; it is considered "closed" if it does not.
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Which kind of system do you personally think is more
relevant to today's operational environment and why? Could
you give me one example of how that system might operate?

Section 3 — Organizational Learning

Innovation:
The emerging high value enterprises and
organizations derive success not from scale and volume but
from continuous discovery of new linkages between solutions
and needs. Organizations achieve competitive advantage
through acts of innovation. Information plays a large role in that
process. Could you tell me the most recent innovation in your
organization?
How did it come about?
Generally, how does
organization?

change come about in your

What is your personal perspective on change?

Knowledge: Creating new knowledge is not simply a matter of
processing objective information. It requires tapping the tacit
and highly subjective insights, intuitions, and hunches of
individual employees and making those insights available for
testing and use by the organization as a whole. I believe that the
key to this process is personal commitment, or the employee's
sense of identity with the enterprise and its mission. In order to
get this commitment organizations must move away from a
hierarchical, management-driven model of organization to a
stakeholder model. Do you see this happening within your
organization?
Can you give me a specific example?
As a leader, how do you feel about this?
Section 4 — Dynamics of Organizational Leadership

Leadership: Peter Drucker sums up leadership as thinking
through the organization's mission, defining it, and establishing
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it dearly and visibly. The leader sets the goals, sets the priorities,
and sets and maintains the standards. Could you give me your
definition of leadership?
Could you give me an example of effective leadership
outside your organization?
How about within your organization?
Vision: Warren Bennis believes that organizational vision
operates on three levels: strategic, which is the organization's
overriding philosophy; tactical, which is the philosophy in
action; and personal, which is that made manifest in the
behavior of each member of the organization.
Could you tell me about your organization's overriding
values and give me an example of their tactical uses?
Does that vision manifest in the behavior of your
organization's members? If yes, how?
Values: For Robert Haas of Levi Strauss & Company, values
provide a common language for aligning an organization
leadership and its people. First, could you give me your
definition of organizational values?

What are the values of your organization?
How do they work within your organization and could
you give me an example?

Culture: How do you define culture within organizations?
What is the culture of your organization?
What role does it play in your organization's overall
performance? Can you give me a specific example?
Networks: Typically, organizations have used traditional
"command and control" techniques. John Naisbitt has said that
for centuries the pyramid structure was the way we organized
and managed ourselves, that power and communication have
flowed in an orderly manner from the pyramid's top, down to its
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base. Now networks are being structured to transmit
information on a vertical path that fosters the exchange of
information. Network structures will be cross-disciplinary and
their communication will be lateral, diagonal and bottom-up.
How does information flow within your organization?
Does your organization have any network structures?
If yes, can you give me an example?
If yes, what is your general impression of them?
Wrap Up

That wraps-up all the questions I have. We have covered
a lot of ground, but I want to give you a chance to touch on
anything you feel relates to these areas that we have not covered
or to return to something we talked about previously. Do you
have any further thoughts or reactions to what we have
discussed?
Thank you for your time and interest.
Grounded Theory Analysis

Transcripts of each interview were made. Data collected in this phase of
the study was analyzed using "grounded theory." According to Mark EasterbySmith, Richard Thorpe, and Andy Lowe, "grounded theory provides a more
open approach to data analysis which is particularly good for dealing with
transcripts." In their book. Management

Research, these three authors

describe the seven (7) stages of this type of analysis:

Familiarization — By reviewing the transcripts as well as
notes taken during the interview and other materials the
researcher begins to establish some first ideas. The stage
however is essentially exploratory, where questions begin to be
framed.
•
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• Reflection — A process of evaluation and critique becomes
more evident as the data is evaluated in the light of previous
research, academic texts and common sense explanations. The
kinds of questions that researchers might ask themselves are:
Does it support existing knowledge? Does it challenge it? Does it
answer previously unanswered questions? What is different?
• Conceptualization — At this stage there is usually a set of
concepts or variables which seem to be important for
understanding what is going on. However, at this stage the
researcher will not be sure just how reliable or valid these
concepts are. . . .What is needed, therefore, is for the researcher to
go back to the data and search for them, methodically
highlighting them when they appear. . . .At this stage the
researcher may well come across more concepts which were
previously missed, and these can be added to the list.
Cataloging concepts — Once it is established that the concepts
identified do seem to occur in people's explanations, then they
can be transferred onto cards as a quick reference guide.
•

• Recoding — Now that all the references to particular concepts
are known, it will be possible to go back quickly and easily to
those places in the data to see what was actually said. . . .So, at
this stage, concepts are beginning to be redefined and recoded. . .
.[I]t may well prove necessary to collapse some of the codes used
into more general ones. This is called laddering. Laddering can
take place both up and down — that is by enlarging or collapsing
codes.
• Linking— By now the analytical framework and explanations
should be becoming clearer, with patterns emerging and
concepts spotted that could fit together. There should be a clearer
hypotheses based on the evidence which had been gathered and
organized. . . .This stage often produces a first draft which can be
used to try out on others, thus exposing the argument and data
to scrutiny.
• Re-evaluation — In light of the comments of others, the
researcher may feel that more work is needed in some areas. . .
.This stage may go on for a considerable period of time, and as
with the other stages it may have to be undertaken more than
once.168
168 Ibid., 108 -112.
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Summary of Research Procedures

My research allowed me to collect a significant of amount of data from
different sources (summarized in Chapter 4) that explored the problem of
how the emerging operational environment of the Information Age is
demanding a change in organizational dynamics. Using grounded theory
analysis, I dissected the problem into key elements for discussion. The
discussion, in Chapter 5, covers: the changing operating environment;
technology; the global economy; customer's demand for quality/choice;
changing demographics; the dynamics of a 21st century learning organization;
leadership; and networks.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY OF DATA

Introduction

This chapter summarizes the findings of my research. The first section
reviews the data I collected in my scan of popular literature and background
interviews and relates that data to the ideas developed in the review of
literature. The second section, based on questions developed from the results
of the first part of the research, highlights the key findings from the in-depth
interviews with selected leaders.

Part 1 - Scan of Organizational External Factors and Internal Dynamics

Following is a summary of the data I collected in part one of my
research. The reader will recall that data collected in this phase of research
was from a review of popular literature and via background interviews with
representatives of the private, public, and non-profit sectors. Since the
purpose of these interviews was to gather background materials for the more
in-depth interviews, those I interviewed in this part are not specifically
identified.
In the scan I collected data on four external organizational factors:
technology, the global economy, changing consumers tastes, and demographic
shifts. Likewise, I collected data on five internal dynamics: leadership, vision,
values, culture, and networks.
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The Technology Factor

One interviewee in the public sector reported that, during the past two
decades, technology had dramatically affected the way his agency did business.
He noted that, previously, all information in their system was processed by
hand and then distributed on many pieces of paper. He explained that more
and more processes are now computerized and that this computerization
affects how the total process is conducted, as well as the time in which and the
way in which the information is delivered. Information, he noted, is now
delivered instanteneously and in many formats, including by photographic
means, faxes, videos, and direct television broadcasts.
Information is created by technology; technology is affected by
information; and information creates, new forms of technology—or, "drives"
technology. This configuration reflect's Toffler's theory, as presented in his
book Future Shock, which explains this process via a model that offers an
unending chain-reaction: "Discovery - Application - Impact - Discovery."169
One example of this process is reported in the September 7, 1992,
edition of Business

Week.

A report on digital technology in that issue

suggests that "digitization" has the potential "to alter fundamentally the ways
in which we entertain ourselves, educate our children, and get our work
done." Noting that all forms of information—whether analog waves,
paintings, phone calls, radio, or video—can be converted into bits of
information through digitization, the authors predict that "As information is
mixed and matched, some industries will overlap. If they don't overlap,
they'll collide."170
1,8 Alvin Toffler. Future Shock.32.
170 Kathy Rebello, Richard Brandt, Pete Coy, and Mark Lewyn, “Your Digital Future." Business
Week 7 September 1992, 56.
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In assessing the potential impact of digitization, the article reports that:
•
- The computer and consumer-electronics industries are
already locked in a mating dance to create the boxes that will
manage the digital flow.
•
Local phone companies, cable TV operators, direct-satellite
broadcasters, cellular-phone companies, and even water and gas
utilities are battling to be the digital highway into homes,
schools, and offices [; and]
•
Publishers, movie studios, and broadcasters are seeing
dollar signs in converting vast libraries of books, reference
works, films, and video footage into digital cash cows.171

Business

Week, in another article in the same issue, observes that

"America needs information technology that works. It needs systems that can
help get closer to customers, create new products and services, meet global
competition. As companies shrink their payrolls, personal computers,
networks, fax machines, and other information tools really do have to
improve technology. Technology must help fewer hands get the work
done."172
Information, then, is now the key source of wealth. For William
Connell, CEO of Connell Limited Partnership, a Boston-based holding
company of six companies involved in metal recycling and industrial
products sold around the world, "information gotten more quickly enables us
to improve greatly what we make and to make it competitive in the
marketplace."173 In a presentation at the University of Massachusetts Boston,
Connell elaborated that "information permits us to increase productivity; to

171 Ibid., 56.
172 Peter Coy, “The New Realism in Office Systems.” Business Week. 15 June 1992, 129.
173 William F. Connell, Presentation at the University of Massachusetts at Boston’s Leadership
Series, 22 October 1991.
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eliminate non—valued-added wasted time, to reduce inventories, and to
quickly respond to customer's needs."174
As all the people I interviewed suggested, every organization must
learn how to manage the new amount of information that is available
(including the question of whether to accept it or not), manage the speed at
which it now comes to us, handle its costs, and deal appropriately with its
affect on the organization's basic operation.
Robert I. Benjamin and Jon Blunt, in the Sloan Management Review,
report that the computer and communications technologies of the year 2000
will profoundly change our institutions and the way we work. "How far an
organization progresses, and the benefits it obtains from doing so," say these
two authors, "will depend more upon its ability to identify appropriate
strategic goals and to manage change than upon any technical factor." They
conclude that a major reason for an organization not getting full use of
information technology is because "organizational change is not adequately
managed."17S
According to Benjamin and Blunt:
technology is allowing us to build ever larger and more complex
systems, [which means that] supporting interdependent business
processes will require those larger and more complex systems.
Thus, IT [Information Technology] will continue to be involved
in a change process that, at the same time, it makes more
complex. IT complicates the change process in a number of ways:
it moves the locus of knowledge and hence the power in the
organization, it changes the time dimension of processes and
decisions, and it enables new organizational constructs to be
implemented. Consequently, organizational issues, resistance
and other change management problems become more
pronounced. . . .Even with a commitment to change
management, companies are likely to find that people's inability
174 Ibid.
175 Robert I. Benjamin and Joh Blunt, “Critical IT Issues: The Next Ten Years.” Solan
Management Review. Summer 1992, 7.
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to change, not technology, is the limiting factor in transforming
organizations.176

The Factor of the Global Economy

Two of my interviewees from the private sector said that Americans
are slow in realizing the value of trade because the American market has
been so big and because "the thought of doing business around the world was
something most people just would never think of."
Supporting that observation is a report published in The

Boston

Sunday Globe in August 1992. The report stated that, according to the Council
of State Governments' Eastern Regional Conference, "Only one of every four
New England businesses making goods that [can] be exported is selling in the
international marketplace." The article also noted that

"Every $100 million

in increased foreign trade is estimated to produce or save 2,000 to 2,200 jobs"
and that "Huge Massachusetts-based corporations such as Gillette and Digital
Equipment can earn up to half their profits in foreign markets."
Interviewees suspected American jingoism as a reason for New
England businesses' poor showing in the international marketplace. One said:
"When I was a kid, if your uncle gave you something made in Japan, you
knew that he hated you."

The other commented, "American's view of the

world was that we were superior to everyone else. Now that view is changing
and most other people in the world think of Americans as inferior and
behind the times, when compared to countries like Germany."

,7‘ Ibid., 16 & 17.
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My interviews revealed what I define as an "old" versus "new" era
perspective. The old perspective was that of America at the end of World War

n.

Our country emerged at the end of the war as an unchallenged economic

power and continued as one into the mid-1970s. At that time our own
national markets were large, and to capture a portion of them was enough to
insure economic success. In addition, we did not have to concern ourselves
with foreign trade because our competitors did not make quality products.
The new perspective requires companies to know their customers and to
adapt to them, no matter where in the world they are. It also involves a
moving away from a manufacturing base toward a service economy and
capitalizing on a niche marketing position anywhere in the world.
The Germany trade juggernaut is produced by about 300,000 small and
mid-size companies and is an example of the power of process technology.
According to Business

Week, these companies, dubbed the "Mittelstand,

meaning midranking" and employing fewer than 500 employees, "produce
two-thirds of Germany's gross national product, train nine out of every ten
apprentices, and employ four out of every five workers.177
These firms, the November 1991 article reports:
[K]now how to use innovation and applied research to overcome
some of the highest labor costs and a strong currency that makes
their exports more expensive. . . . Unlike Japan's export leaders,
the Mittelstand have collectively grown big by thinking small.
They work out of small plants located in towns you've never
heard of, and they target small but very highly profitable niches
in global markets. . . . Pouring huge portions of their revenues
into research and development, Mittelstand companies routinely
beat the biggies to the market with new products. . . . Unlike their
Yankee counterparts, Mittelstand chiefs aren't obsessed with
quarterly earning growth. Instead, they are devoted to quality.178
177 Gail E. Schares, John Templeman, Robert Nef, William J. Hostein and Stanley Reed, “Think
Small - The Export Lessons to Be Learned from Germany’s Midsize Companies." Business Week.
4 November 1991, 58.
178 Ibid., 59 & 60
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In Head To Head, Lester Thurow states his belief that in the global
economy competition revolves around these questions: "Who can make the
best products? Who expands the standards of living more rapidly? Who has
the best-educated and best-skilled work force in the world? Who is the
world's

leader

in

investment-plant

and

equipment,

research

and

development (R & D), infrastructure? Who organizes the best? Whose
institutions—government, education, business—are world leaders in
efficiency?"179

The Factor of Consumer Choice and the Quality Imperative

"Today," according to William Connell, "customers want what they
want and they want it right now."180
One of my interviewees from the private sector commented during
our interview on the one-time arrogance towards customers' desires on the
part of American automakers. The interviewee imagined an auto executive,
after years of lost market share, coming to the sudden realization: "Hey, wait a
minute, people have a choice, other options, we need to make a quality
product."
Likewise, another interviewee—this one from the not-for-profit
sector—made note of the fact that previously, because of mass production,
when a product came to the marketplace chances were good that there would
only be one kind on store shelves. "Today, take toothpaste as an example,
where Crest used to sell one type, now because of technology and consumer
demand they have six different types to satisfy the marketplace."

179 Lester Thurow. Head to Head. 23.
180 William F. Connell, Presentation at the University of Massachusetts Boston.
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Commenting on this trend a June 1992 Business

Week article reports

that "U.S. companies are putting new technology into old products and lots of
design 'smarts' into new ones. They're shifting away from an engineeringdriven preoccupation with product performance to a focus on how real
people use things. Perhaps most important, companies are overcoming their
all-American penchant for trying to hit home runs with splashy new
products."181
One process often used for making this shift is product-mapping.
Product-mapping switches the focus from the product to the user. According
to Bruce Nussbaum, "usability and desirability are as important as
performance. The process aims to uncover what is missing for users in the
marketplace and build the discovery into a bull's-eye that elicits an 'I gotta
have it' reaction. The key is refinement, not invention."182
"In the 1980s," according to Nussbaum, "leading edge companies
focused on speed-to-market and benchmarking to improve their standing
against Japanese and European competitors. The paradigm for Corporate
America has been to create new technology, boost performance, and get the
product out the door as soon as possible. In many cases, however, the
resulting products have technically impressive features that are baffling to
consumers."183

181 Bruce Nussbaum, “Winners - The Best Product Designs of the Year,” Business Week. 8
June 1992, 52.
182 Ibid., 53 & 54.
183 Ibid., 53.
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The Changing Demographic Factor

In discussing the effect of recent and current demographic shifts, both
an interviewee from the public and not-for-profit sectors described the
changes in demographics that the country is experiencing within the context
of the 1950s television show "Ozzie and Harriet/' Their perspective reflected a
report by the Associated Press' Leslie Dreyfous in which the reporter contends:
"Like Dan Qualye, many Americans imagine simpler times even as a storm
of social change swirls about, blowing parents here and children there. Sure,
the 1950s ideal would be wonderful. But knock on the nation's doors: Ozzie
and Harriet are seldom at home."184
Dreyfous reports that the 1950s were an historical aberration. "The
circumstances that grew out of World War II were unique. America was
riding high on the wave of victory. Its factories revved up and the
government prepared to bankroll GIs as they returned to begin the family
dream that had sustained them on the battlefront.
Birthrates have steadily fallen, divorce rates have risen and women
have moved into the work force in greater numbers through the decades.
Single parent families and teen-age pregnancy have always been around. . . .
That is, except for [during] one period—the 1950s."185
"A majority of children born today will spend at least some of their
youth in a single-parent household," reports Christopher Farrell of Business
Week. "Simply put, the traditional, two-parent family is under siege. It is
being displaced by the single-parent household. The percentage of white
children living with one parent has almost tripled, to 19.2% during the past
184 Leslie Dreyfous, “Knock on the nation’s doors: Ozzie and Harriet are seldom at home,”
Sunday Telegram, 11 October 1992, F7.
185 Ibid., F7.
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three decades, and it has more than doubled among blacks, to 54.8%. About
half of all marriages now end in divorce, and out-of-wedlock births have
rocketed/7186
According to Farrell, the causes of this are economic. He notes that
economists 7/say that the surge of women into the labor force and the
stunning drop in the wages of less educated men account for much of the
decline in the traditional family. ... As American business went global, the
competition from low-cost, foreign labor drove down the wages of less-skilled
workers at home. For example,77 Farrell continues, 7/the wages of men with a
high school education fell by 20.7% from 1973 to 1991. The huge influx of
women into the job market was itself a result of economic forces. The
growing service sector offered women plentiful job opportunities and the
economy's stagnant productivity performance since 1973 forced women into
the job market to shore up their family's standard of living.77187
The rise of single parent households will certainly carry some
economic costs. Farrell concludes:

For one thing, poverty in the U.S. could be intractable.
Single parent families are overwhelmingly poor. The poverty
rate of married-couple families with children was 7.8%
compared with 44.5% among female-headed households.
More troublesome still, children of single-parent
households often don't get enough in the way of good education
and adequate health care, a drag on their economic potential as
adults. Recent research shows that children of single parents are
less likely to complete high school and more likely to have low
employment stability as adults than children raised in twoparent families. That's why many economists believe that both
the government and the private sector will need to invest more
in "human capital7 in the 1990s.188
’“Christopher Farrell, “Where have all the families gone?" Business Week. 29 June 1992, 90
1,7 Ibid., 91.
’“Ibid., 91.
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One of the not-for-profit sector people I interviewed was very strong in
his belief that "technology is outpacing the capabilities of the work force/'
This interviewee pointed out that the fastest growing segments of our
population are not getting access to the education and training that can
prepare them for full participation in the work force. 'The irony," he adds, "is
that many organizations may have the tools available to increase
productivity, but that it is out of the grasp of their work force."
In my review of literature, I referred to the book Transforming
Organizations and noted that its authors argue that "Advanced industrial
countries can be competitive at the standards of living their citizens expect
only by excelling in the development and full utilization of their human
resources."189

The Internal Dynamic of Leadership

George Carlisle, president and CEO of Scitex America, a Bedford,
Massachusetts, manufacturer and distributor of color pre-press electronic
systems, observed in a November 1991 presentation at the University of
Massachusetts Boston that business leadership today is obsessed with short¬
term results and that corporate leaders are concerned too much with winning
and not enough with how you get there.
Former Harvard Business School professor Abraham Zalesnik concurs:
"The managerial orientation with its emphasis on form over substance, on
structure over people and on power relationships over work, is at the heart of
the disability of modern business in the United States." In its place, Zalesnik
preaches "a sort of Great Man Theory of business success in which a chief
189 Kochan and Useem. Transforming Organizations. 8 & 9.
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executive inspires loyalty with loyalty, unleashes creativity by his own
creativity and by example drives out the natural tendency in any organization
toward complacency and mediocrity.190
The people who I interviewed all stressed that leaders need to
empower their followers; that not all wisdom resides at the top of the
organization; that the art of team building is critical; and, most of all, that
leaders must "walk their talk."
Similarly, Carlisle believes that a leader's traits "should include vision,
integrity/constancy, decisive decision-making, an ability to communicate and
motivate as well as courage."191 He believes that leaders accomplish their task
by having a vision, communicating that vision, motivating the members of
the organization by explaining why the vision is good for them to aspire to,
and providing the resources and environment or culture to reach the vision.

The Internal Dynamic of Vision

"Because you are often convincing people to do things that they
haven't done before," Scitex's Carlisle explained, the most important element
of leadership is vision.192
One private sector leader I interviewed explained that vision "is
nothing more than being able to state the goals and objectives of the
organization in a clear and understandable way."

A point of consensus

among the people I interviewed was that true vision was creating a

190 Steven Pearlstein, “New leadership needed in US firms.” The Boston Sunday Globe. 4
October 1992, 85.
191 George Carlisle, Leadership Series Presentation, University of Massachusetts at Boston,
18 November 1991.
192 Ibid.
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meaningful vision, as opposed to simply implementing a good public
relations piece.
As I pointed out in my review of literature "vision," according to
Warren Bennis,

"operates on

three levels:

strategic, which is the

organization's overriding philosophy; tactical, which is that philosophy in
action; and personal, which is that made manifest in the behavior of each
employee."193 Bennis adds that "Building a shared vision must be seen as a
central element of the daily work of leaders. It is ongoing and neverending."194
An August 1992 article in Inc. explained how Bread Loaf Construction
Company of Middlebury, Vermont, using employee participation, constructed
a mission statement and then went on to construct the corporate vision. In
late 1989 the company's owners realized that, although they had been actively
involved in corporate planning since 1981, the planning had not worked well
during the previous three years. Things had deteriorated to the point where,
according to writer Terri Lammers, "employees were wondering where the
company was headed and what their role in it would be."195
In his article on mission statements, Lammers relates the process the
company went through to remedy its problems this way:
To begin coming up with a group strategy, 20 employees
representing a cross-section of salaried and hourly employees—
new and old, field and office, management and laborers—were
invited by the two founders on a weekend retreat. Beforehand,
each person interviewed three coworkers about the possibilities
and problems they saw for the company's future, and what the
impediments to their personal progress were. Those attending
the retreat were asked to imagine where they would be in 10
193 Bennis, On Becoming a Leader. 186.
194 Ibid., 214.
195Terri Lammers, “The Effective and Indispenable Mission Statement.” Inc.. Vol. 14, No. 8,
August 1992, 75.
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years. . . . After consensus was reached, the group addressed the
key question: How do we get there?
Ad hoc teams would be formed—once again with a crosssection of employees—to research and launch the programs that
would help bring long-term plans into focus. One team would
address ways for Bread Loaf to become more involved in the
community; another would research new market niches;
another would launch a wellness program.196

PepsiCo's CEO, D. Wayne Calloway, according to a January 1992
BusinessWeek

article, believes that "the business of building PepsiCo

depends ultimately on employees. ... So no conversation goes far without
returning to the idea of empowerment." As writer Andrea Rothman reports
it, "Calloway tells all employees: 'Act like an owner, not like a hired hand.' It's
the gospel of empowerment, and in preaching it, Calloway sounds like a lot of
other CEOs in America today. The difference is, PepsiCo's CEO is doing much
more than preaching. He betting the future of the company that deep
delegation of authority will give him returns he needs in PepsiCo's hotly
contested business."197
As one not-for-profit sector interviewee concurs: "leaders must balance
the talk with the walk."
On the down side, however, the Calloway article goes on to point out
that "more freedom can also mean bigger mistakes. Wide latitude granted
Frito-Lay's sales force in early 1991 got out of hand when discounts became so
attractive that smaller retailers began buying directly from supermarkets,
which hurt margins. Calloway calls mistakes part of the package."198

198 Ibid., 75.
197 Andrea Rothman, “Can Wayne Calloway Handle The Pepsi Challenge.” Business Week. 27
January 1992, 91.
198 Ibid., 92.
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The Internal Dynamic of Culture

Business

Week

reports that: "The Calloway approach has already

transformed the culture. . . . PepsiCo continues to attract go-getters who are
willing to put in long hours if they expect to move up. . . . Calloway, who
draws inspiration from motivational texts such as John N. Gardner's Self
Renewal, emphasizes being "mutually supportive."199
Compaq Computer Corporation, one of the fastest growing companies
in America, has a corporate culture based on teamwork and consensus
management. According to CEO Rod Canion, "Compaq stresses discipline,
balance, continuity, and consensus. . . the most important is teamwork. That
means treating other people with respect and expecting to be treated with
respect."200
Canion believes that: "You can't have continuity unless you retain
people. We're able to learn as a team and then build on stable layers of new
people, year after year. Low turnover is fundamental and distinguishes
Compaq from lots of other competitors, particularly those in Silcon Valley."201
Additionally he observes that consensus management offers the organization
a benefit not because you get the answer but because of all the things you go
through to get the answer. "You get a lot of facts," he says because, " you get a
lot of people thinking, and the result is that everybody owns the decision
when you get through.202 "

199

Ibid., 92.
200 Warren Bennis, Leaders on Leaders . “Consensus. Continuity and Common Sense: An
Interview with Compaq’s Rod Canion,” Alan M. Webber, 160.
20’ Ibid., 161.
202 Ibid., 163.
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One interviewee spoke about Marriott Corporation, a very large and
successful hotel company. He explained that it was an organization founded
on the premise that if you treated your employees with dignity and respect
they in turn would treat the customers the same. From that culture the hotel
chain evolved systems around that. It was organization that had a strong
corporate culture, but when the leadership was changed from father to son,
the son was more interested in money then culture and as a result the culture
was not as strong and as a result the organization suffered.
For that same interviewee, the culture is created "by the people on the
line." Likewise, authors of a June, 1990, article in Administrative Science
Quarterly, contend that the shared perceptions of daily practices are the core
of an organization's culture. They assign these six characteristics to corporate
cultures: 1) holistic; 2) historically determined; 3) related to anthropological
concepts; 4) socially constructed; 5) soft; and 6) difficult to change.203

The Internal Dynamic of Values

In the review of literature, Robert Haas of Levi Strauss & Company,
explained that as firms become more decentralized and empower workers to
respond to changes in their environment - values - become extremely
important guides to behavior for members of organizations. As Clay Carr
points out in a September 1991 article in Training & Development :
Managing the vertical alignment of an organization has
always been a major managerial and executive responsibility. It

203 Geert Hofstede, Bran Nevijen, Denise Daval Ohayr, and Geert Sanders, “Measuring
Organizational Cultures: A Qualitative and Quantitative Study Across Twenty Cases,
Administrative Science Quarterly, v 35, no. 2, June, 1990, 301.
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simply means having a direction and then seeing that the entire
organization is moving together in that direction.
In traditional organizations, this role often is limited to
the top few layers of managers and executives.
In an empowering organization the role moves
downward: empowered players and teams are heavily involved
in setting their own goals and assessing their own success. But
everything they do must be part of the needs and goals of the
whole organization.20*
According to Rick Johnson of the Disney organization, his company
operates on the belief in a "business strategy based on hard work, attention to
detail, and exceeding customer expectations," which directly relates back to
"the original philosophy of Walt Disney, who summed it up by saying:
Quality will out!
Give the people everything you can give them;
Keep the place as clean as you can keep it;
Keep it friendly;
Make it a fun place to be."205
Johnson points out that the empowerment starts "at the top with a
strong commitment and willingness to set the example."206 For many of the
people I interviewed, the most important value an organization can have is
that its leaders "walk the talk." A leader must be able to transform many of
the ideas that have been discussed in the previous section, and an
organization's value system is a key ingredient.
Stephen R. Convey, in his best - selling book. The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People, explained that: "Each of us has many, many maps in our
head, which can be divided into two main categories: maps of the way things
204 Clay Carr, “Managing Self-Managed Workers.” Training & Development. September, 1991,
39.
205 Rick Johnson, “A Strategy for Service - Disney Style,” The Journal of Business Strategy.
September/October, 1991,38.
206 Ibid., 41.
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are, or realities, and maps of the way things should be, or values."207 Convey
contends: "Holding people to the responsible course is not demeaning; it is
affirming."208
Johnson concludes:
The Disney approach is more than just the corporate
culture - it's a way of life for the organization. This approach is
simply one of hard work focused on guest service and mutual
appreciation among the members of the team. While it may
sound simple to work, its simplicity is preferred so that all
members of the team will not only understand the mission and
strategy, but most important will carry it out.209

The Internal Dynamic of Networks

In a Harvard Business Review article Ram Charam explained
that a:
"[Njetwork reshapes how and by whom essential business
decisions get made. It integrates decisions horizontally at the
lowest managerial levels and with superior speed. In effect, a
network identifies the 'small company inside the large
company'. . . It enables the right people in the organization to
converge faster and in a more focused way. . . meeting customer
needs and building concrete advantage.210"
An example of a network organization is the highly successful Johnson
and Johnson (J&J) where each of the presidents of its 166 separately chartered
companies, according to Business

Week, "are not just encouraged to act

independently - they're expected to."211

207 Stephen R. Convey. The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1989)
24.
208 Ibid., 76.
209 Rick Johnson, “A Strategy for Service - Disney Style,” 43.
210 Ram Charam, “How Network’s Reshape Organizations-For Results.” Harvard Business
Review. September-October 1991, 105.
2,1 Joseph Weber, “ A Big Company That Works.” Business Week. 4 May 1992, 125.
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Business

Week reported:

Long before the rest of Corporate America made
'empowerment' a management buzzword, J & J, was practicing
it. As early as the 1930s, longtime Chairman Robert Wood
Johnson pushed the idea of decentralization. Believing that
smaller, self-governing units we more manageable, quicker to
react to their markets and more accountable. . .
Unfettered by headquarters bureaucracy, J&J's operating
units are easily among the most aggressive marketers in
America. Once they choose a market, they storm in and muscle
rivals out of the way...
J&J's controlled chaos suits a company whose raison d'etre
is innovation. Products introduced over the past five years now
account for a hefty 25% of sales. When J&J develops or acquires a
promising new device or product, the first step is often to set up
a division in a larger company to incubate the idea, appoint a
management team, and then eventually break out the unit into
a freestanding company. That way, the product gets the attention
of a dedicated and undistracted management along with the
financial backing of a corporate powerhouse.212

Another example of this comes from the San Diego City School District
where, according to superintendent Thomas W. Payzant, "Restructuring
involves shifting decision-making responsibility to the local school level. . . .
The theory is that given greater control over budgets and the organization of
the school and the curriculum, local schools have a better chance to match
what they teach and how that is presented to the particular needs and
learning styles of their students. With greater autonomy, schools must
assume greater responsibility."213
In an Education Digest

article, Paul T. Hill and Josephine Bonan

explain that site-based management in education reform is "like the

2,2 Ibid., 125- 127.
213 Thomas W. Payzant, “From the Bottom Up Sand Diego Restructures." Thrust for
Educational Leadership, vol 21, no. 1, September 1991, 19.
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movement toward participatory management in business, [it] is to improve
performance by making those closest to the delivery of service - teachers and
principals - more independent and therefore more responsible for the results
of their school's operations."214
The Rand Corporation study concluded:
1.
Though site-based management focuses on individual
schools, it is in fact a reform of the entire schools system.
2.
Site-based management will lead to real changes at the
school level only if it is a school system's basic reform strategy,
not just one among several.
3.
Site-managed schools are likely to evolve over time and
develop distinctive characters, goals and operating styles.
4.
A system of distinctive, site-managed schools requires
thinking accountability.
5.
The ultimate accountability mechanism for a system of
distinctive site-managed schools is parental choice. 215

Part II - In-depth Interviews Highlights

Each interview that I conducted during the second phase of my
research had four sections: 1) the Changing Organizational Operating
Environment; 2) Organizational Operating Assumptions; 3) Organizational
Learning; and 4) the Dynamics of Organizational Leadership. Each interview
lasted at least fifty (50) minutes.

2,4 Paul T. Hill and Josephine Bonan, “Site-Based Management Decentralization and
Accountability. Education Digest. September, 1991, 23.
215 Ibid., 23 & 24.
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Below, I first offer an explanation for the basis for my questions and
then provide highlights from the answers received from interviewees in this
phase of the research. (A more detailed summary of the in-depth interviews
is in Appendix C.)

Basis of Questions

The problem that this dissertation addresses is how the emerging
operational environment of the Information Age is demanding a change in
organizational dynamics. Information gleaned from the first phase of my
research and from the review of literature lead me to conclude that the key to
understanding this problem can be found in examining four elements. These
elements, as noted above, are: 1) the Changing Organizational Operating
Environment; 2) Organizational Operating Assumptions; 3) Organizational
Learning; and 4) the Dynamics of Organizational Leadership.
Since the 1950s America's organizations have been in a changing
position in a changing world. Within the Changing Organizational Operating
Environment, technology has played a critical role in making knowledge the
key resource.

Technology enables us to offer a greater variety of

individualized products and services to customers, clients, or constituents at
almost any time or in almost any place. As this occurs, the expectations and
demands of these customers, clients, and constituents rise. Hence, the first
four questions for my in-depth interviews examined technology, global
economic forces, choice/quality, and changing demographics.
In order to meet the rising expectations of customers, clients, or
constituents, organizations must effectively acquire and use information.
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This includes learning how to manage the new amount of information that
is available and the speed at which it is available to us; budgeting its cost; and
understanding and managing its effect on the basic operation of an
organization. In my interviews, questions about Organizational Operating
Assumptions and Organizational Learning explore how responsive an
organization is to this new environment.
The last series of questions—those on the Dynamics of Organizational
Leadership—explore what type of leadership is needed to bring people around
to a vision of what has to be accomplished. That vision is processed through
an organization's culture, value set, and information networks.

Participants

Jacqueline D. Arthur, vice president and chief financial officer (CFO)
for T

Cell Sciences, Inc., of Cambridge, Massachusetts. Ms. Arthur was a

representative of a smaller private corporation with 499 or less employees.

Robert M. Hutchinson, Jr., assistant secretary for Administration and
Finance for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Mr. Hutchinson was
selected as a representative of state government.

William A. Kennedy, executive secretary for the town of Auburn,
Massachusetts. He was selected as a representative of local government.
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Ann Lisi, executive director of the Worcester Community Foundation,
in Worcester, Massachusetts. She was a representative of a private, non-profit
foundation.

Patricia Martin, superintendent of the Auburn Public Schools, Auburn,
Massachusetts. She was selected as a representative of a local school system.

Kristen McCormack, executive director of the Federated Dorchester
Neighborhood Houses (FDNH) in Dorchester, Massachusetts, represented a
social service, non-profit agency.

Allen Peckham, vice president of development at the Massachusetts
General Hospital (MGH) Boston. He was selected as a representative of a large
non-profit institution.

Joseph Pellergino,

district

director

of

the

Small

Business

Administration (SBA) Boston, was a representative of a federal government
agency.

Michael Quigley, Ph.D., dean of Graduate Studies at Rivier College of
Nashua, New Hampshire, was a representative of higher education.

Dean Redfem, chief operating officer of Performance Technology, Inc.,
of Boston, Massachusetts, a representative of an entrepreneurial firm.
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Larry Stuesser, chairman and CEO, Kimberly Quality Care, Inc., Boston,
Massachusetts a representative of a major private corporation with 500 or
more employees.

Section 1 — Changing Operating Environment

Using the time period of the 1950s and 1960s as a baseline,

(what I

called the period of "Ozzie and Harriet/' named after the popular sitcom of
that time era) I asked each person I interviewed to consider how the world
has

changed

since

then

and

asked

them

to

discuss

how

four

factors—technology, the global economy, consumer's demand for quality, and
the changing demographics of our society - have impacted their organization.

Technology

Starting with technology, specifically the flow of information, Robert
Hutchinson pointed out that from his perspective technology has become a
great asset in that it provides better information. Allen Peckham offered an
example of this and explained that his industry "has gone from a system of
keeping track of donor records on 3 x 5 cards filed in huge file rooms. . . [to a
system that is now] centralized on a computer that is accessible to every staff
member." The system, Peckham said, "has revolutionized much of what we
do." He said: "It's speeded up our ability to understand trends in our donor
base, to be able to keep track of donor records, to update records, to solicit gifts.
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and it's certainly improved the solicitation [process], making it much easier to
serve some people in terms of knowing who they are and where they are."
Additionally, several people spoke about how technology had changed
the process and people within the organization. Superintendent of Public
Schools Patricia Martin asserted that technology has impacted the family unit,
which has dramatically affected instructional programs. "When parents use
the TV as an electronic babysitter," observed Martin, "then they have
absolutely delayed the social development of the child. We have to do it
[social development] in school. So, [to cope] our instructional program
changes dramatically."
Ann Lisi pointed out that the computer has changed the whole editing
process and has "made managers their own secretaries." William Kennedy
reported: "People who work in the town [of Auburn] and are in their 60s, and
in some cases early 70s, and who four years ago had a hard time dealing with
electric or electronic typewriters are using a computer. They are now not only
using a computer, but have gotten beyond the computer and are thinking
about innovative ways of, for example, database management. They don't
think of database management in those terms, but they are doing it."
But one down side of that phenomenon, as Robert Hutchinson noted,
is that advances in technology in both the public and private sectors can raise
issues about what effect it will have on the work force in terms of job security.
Despite such risks. Dean Redfern contended that you have to embrace a
certain amount of technology to continue to grow your business. Both
Jacqueline Arthur and Kristen McCormack noted their frustration when first
arriving at their respective organizations and finding that they didn't have
the technology to perform jobs in the manner they wanted.
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While technology can certainly affect an organization's organizational
process, it can also affect its product or central service. Jacqueline Arthur
observed that she was in a business that could not even be conceived of in the
1950s. According to Larry Stuesser of Kimberly Quality Care, his firm has been
greatly impacted by recently developed medical technology that has moved
care traditionally given in a hospital to the home.
Putting a historical perspective to this question, Michael Quigley,
explained: "When you go back to the 1950s in the United States . . . , it was a
period where economically and politically the United States was preeminent.
Because we were the only nation in the world, virtually, that had been
untouched by invading forces, that meant that our infrastructure was still in
place, that technology could develop. . . . The United States used that
technology and used its industrial clout to become the wealthiest nation on
the face of the earth. . . . But I think that the period of continued growth and
expansion came to a halt in the 1980s. And it did so because we had become
very successful and we ran up against the danger of what happens with so
many people who are very successful: They think it will never end. . . . And
in 1989 the world changed."

Global Economic Forces

In considering the impact of global economic forces. Dean Redfern
observed: "In terms of running a business, it has become a very competitive
world and I underscore the word world because we are truly now a global
economy. In the Ozzie and Harriet days, you had interstate commerce and [the
primary issue was] the difference between taxation in Massachusetts and
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Connecticut or Maine and Vermont. Those were the areas you were
concerned with; those were your broad markets. Today those broad markets
are global. . . . Half of our customers are outside of the U.S.; and two-thirds of
our revenue is outside the U.S." Likewise, for Joseph Pellergino, the global
economy is a reality and represents an opportunity for this country to
improve its standard of living.
Massachusetts General Hospital's Allen Peckham,

during his

interview, noted that at that moment he was waiting for a phone call from
someone who was helping the hospital raise funds from sources in
Columbia. "We didn't raise money from Columbia [or from] Japan ten years
ago, not even five years ago. Today, that's a distinct possibility. So the global
economy is important to us."
For state governments, competing in a global economy can have a
positive effect. Robert Hutchinson believes that the emerging global economy
has positively impacted Massachusetts. The state's administration and finance
official explained that the state's employment rate has gone up because of the
emerging global economy and, in addition, this has forced the state to look at
the kind of work force it is going to have in the future.
In the opinion of Michael Quigley, of Rivier College, one reason the
United States may not fare so well in the new global economy is that the
educational system has failed to produce innovators. Quigley offered the
following assessment: "Because we missed the boat in the 1970s, we have
been in decline for 15 to 20 years. We are not producing the entrepreneurs
that we should have; we are not producing the innovators; and we are not
producing enough creative people to sustain the kind of growth [that we need
to compete globally].. .. And so what we're witnessing in the late '80s and the
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early '90s is this thing called downsizing, where large organizations are
shrinking because they're simply not able to produce the kind of profitability
and the kind of wealth that sustained them in the previous eras."
Quigley continued: "And, of course, the downsizing is now affecting all
of other parts of our society. It's affecting the political—we cannot pay for
social borrowing and we've got this enormous deficit and debt. We're
experiencing the effects of downsizing where a number of our people,
particularly our graduate students, live in fear of being laid off. They don't
know where their future lies. And if they don't have the training, knowledge,
and skills and expertise, they find that they're fairly ill-suited in the global
economy. It's a very scary time for a lot of young professionals. . . . But on the
other hand they know darn well that we cannot go back to the kind of world
that existed in the 50s and 60s."

Choice/Quality

Using Anthony Patrick Carnevale's six standards of success in today's
economy, I asked each interviewee how their organization was meeting that
challenge of productivity, variety, customization, timeliness, quality, and
convenience.
According to William Kennedy, the town of Auburn was measuring
the effectiveness of departmental operations and making sure that
constituents understood the effectiveness of their programs. Patricia Martin
explained that she looked at both the parent and the student as her customers
and that she ensured that their students were on the cutting edge of
education, because parents wanted to see that.
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FDNH's Kristen McCormack believed that "some organizations. . .
provide services in a certain pattern with a certain product year after year and
don't stop to ask if that's the right product, if it's the right variety, or if people
are happy with it?" She contended that all organizations must ask these
questions even if the corporate culture sometimes is resistant to hearing
them.

Changing Demographics: Aging of the Work Force

From a higher education perspective Michael Quigley said: "That [the
changing demographics] will definitely have an impact on higher education,
and particularly in the area of graduate education. What we anticipate seeing
is people coming back not just for a degree, although some will, but coming
back to update their skills and their knowledge. . . . The old idea of getting a
masters degree and by 40 years of age finding a comfortable job in corporate
America and being secure the rest of my life—those days are gone, totally
gone. We can anticipate now an aging work force that will require continuous
education. Colleges and universities have to be able to provide that; the ones
that do will be successful, the ones that don't will fall by the wayside."
Kimberly Care's CEO Larry Stuesser observed: "As far as that affecting
us, I think it's actually a plus because as people become more mature they
want to have a little more control over their own work environment and
with home health care there is a lot of flexibility. So nurses come back into
health care and they can work, basically, whatever hours they want to because
home health care is available twenty-four hours a day. So the aging [of the
work force] is, I think, a plus for us." Jacqueline Arthur explained that the
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overall aging of the population affects T Cell Science customers "because as
the population ages there's more of a demand for the different things we're
trying to do" to improve the quality of life with the development of medical
products.
In Auburn, according to William Kennedy, this demographic shift has
affected the nature of the programs that his town and other communities
offer. He noted: "Twenty years ago we didn't worry about having a senior
citizens program. Now a majority of communities have senior citizens
housing; they have senior citizens centers where they have leisure time
activities and quality of life activities like meals on wheels."

Changing Demographics: The Impact of Larger Numbers of Women

The SBA's Joseph Pellergino pointed out that "the fastest growing
segment of small business owners is women. . . and we are seeing some [that
are] very successful." From an entrepreneurial perspective. Dean Redfern
said: 'This is the 90's, and we recognize that we have to be flexible. . . . what
we really want is productivity. . . . We have been very flexible about women
on the 'mommie track' at work and that's been very successful. If you're
willing to go the extra distance what you get in return is a highly committed
employee."
Robert Hutchinson observed: "We do have a legitimate, growing
demand by women for greater visibility in all structures of government, in
management positions and everything else."
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Changing Demographics: Minorities

At MGH, according to Allen Peckham, the changing work force is a big
issue because the institution has 14,000 employees and is the largest non¬
government employer in the city of Boston and in the state. Likewise, for
Kristen McCormack, whose Federated Dorchester Neighborhood Houses is
"one of the largest employers in Dorchester," this issues is significant. 'We
have about 300 employees," McCormack noted, "and close to seventy percent
are female, forty percent are minority, and probably a third speak a language
other than English. Some of our staff speak three or four languages. It's had a
dramatic affect in both who we hire and also in who we serve. We serve an
extraordinary number of Haitians, Cape Verdeans, Vietnamese—especially
Vietnamese. . . . We hired four Vietnamese people this year and added a
Vietnamese business person on the board—and that's just a beginning. I feel
that we were late in doing that; it took a long time to happen and we weren't
prepared enough for it. .."
The Worcester Community Foundation's Ann Lisi said: "We've got to
be more inclusive of racial and ethnic groups, and that is not easy. It's not
going well, I think, for lots of non-profits in Worcester." While for state
government Robert Hutchinson explained: "We've had to be far more
reflective of the society that exists because what hope to you give anyone?
Currently, about seventeen percent of our work force is minority. We have
made significant gains in the area of management and development and the
like, but it's nowhere near what it should be or as visible as it should be." He
added: "There are [people from] so many different walks of life coining into
public and private positions, I consider ultimately that it as a strength.... I
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think we're just going to have to spend more time talking to each other about
what's right."

Changing Demographics: Immigrants

In considering the questions of immigrants, many of the issues were
the same as reflected in earlier parts of the question. Larry Stuesser reported
that his firm was recruiting immigrants from other countries to meet
requirements in a number of areas where there weren't enough skilled
employees in this country.
Additionally, Michael Quigley observed that "We need to understand
and appreciate cultural differences and to understand the nature of creativity
in its different form. Now, that's something we have never looked at much.
People coming in from different cultures might express innovation and
creativity in a very different way from the Anglo-American."

Section 2 - Operating Assumptions

Continuous or Discontinuous Change

As I pointed out in the review of literature, Charles Handy, in his best¬
selling book. The Age of Unreason, explains that there are two types of
change. "Continuous" change, which is comfortable because it is based on the
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past; and "discontinuous" change, which is often uncomfortable and is not
part of any previous pattern.
All the people I interviewed believed that are in a period of
discontinuous change. For Larry Stuesser and the employees of Kimberly
Quality Care, discontinuous change was a hot topic recently because there are
many things that are brand new in the organization that have not been part
of a continuous change process.
According to Patricia Martin, we will continue to see discontinuous
change in the future. She observed: "Discontinuous change is the most
difficult, it's the most frightening to the staff. It is also the time when the
leadership has to be supportive of the people and most tolerant of their
passive resistance—because it is frightening. We have personnel who have
worked for us for thirty years—and have been successful—but our clients
coming in [now] are changing. And again, we go back to the change in family
structure and the impact technology has had on the families in our schools.
So now we have to make some dramatic changes in how we deliver the
goods to our clients.
Stressing the degree to which the dramatic organizational changes that
are often made during periods of discontinuous change can be stressful for
personnel, Martin continued: "When we [make dramatic changes] our
teachers, our personnel feel that because we made this dramatic change, then
they did something wrong, which is not the truth—but that's what they
believe. There are steps, literally passages, that they go through when they say
'Why?' And then when you explain it to them they resist because they're
saying, T didn't do this wrong 30 years ago. No one suggested then that we
need these changes.' We find that those who are more senior who have been
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in middle management positions resist the most because they're afraid that it
means they've done something wrong and they will be out of their job. In
education, it takes approximately three to four years to get change
implemented—and that's continuous change.
Joseph Pellergino believed that a lot of the discontinuous change that
many organizations are now experiencing stems from the rapid changes in
technology. He believes that "we definitely have to educate more of our
people or reeducate them and provide the training."
Interestingly,

Dean Redfern

observed

that

his

firm

needed

discontinuous change because that was the best way for them to deal with a
rapidly changing environment.

Closed vs. Open Systems

Most of the people I interviewed considered themselves to be working
in an

open system that freely interacted with its external environment.

According

to

the

commonwealth's

Robert

Hutchinson:

"the

moreinformation I have, the better off I'm going to be. I might not, you may
not, like what I'm doing, but you'll understand it better. And hopefully most
people are relatively reasonable and they can say 'Well, I can see how you got
to that decision."
The Auburn municipal government, according to William Kennedy, is
"extremely open" via a number of organizational requirements and the local
town meeting. Also, Michael Quigley reported his school definitely operated
in an open system. He explained that he spend a good part of his time talking
with business leaders in his region, superintendents of schools, principals.
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teachers. Rotary Clubs, and chambers of commerce because that is the way
that he "scout[ed] the horizon."
He explained that: "They are my customers and I need to know what
their needs are so that we can respond. And I try to work with graduate
faculty and graduate school administrators so that they adopt the same kind
of working attitude. Willingness, readiness to learn and to listen, rather than
to take the closed point of view that we know what's best for society and
expect them to buy it."

Section 3 - Organizational Learning

My

research

has

pointed

out

that the emerging

high-value

organizations derive success not from scale and volume but from continuous
discovery of new linkages between solutions and needs. Organizations
achieve competitive advantage through acts of innovation. This question
asked each interviewee about innovation within their organization.
For Robert Hutchinson "innovation comes about by having an open
system and saying everybody has something to contribute wrhether you pick
up the wastebaskets at night or whether you're the boss." He added: "Most of
the best ideas are going to come from people who work every day."
Patricia Martin explained that the Auburn Public School System was
innovative around rebuilding the system's good image of trust and
competence in the community:

"I worked a three-year process getting this

together. I had a bibliography of nine books: the latest on public education; the
latest on commentaries being made both pro and con, because you must
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know where they're attacking in order to improve or defend. . . . There was
resistance [by some] to reading the books. . . . [Although] it tickled the intellect
of our administrators, which gave them another sense of self worth. . . . We
discussed the books and how they impacted the public schools in Auburn.
From that point, the administrators met over an eighteen-month period and
they developed a position paper. Where is public education going? The
position paper was presented to the school board and accepted. Now we use
that as our foundation. . . . Once you start with everyone buying in, it's
successful."
MGH's Allen Peckham told me that "if I were to identify even small
innovative things that we've got going here in the department, they would
have to be driven by my staff people with great ideas; not top-down driven,
but driven by empowering the people who work here with a sense of
responsibility and a sense of grabbing responsibility and by taking on those
projects and coming up with some really exciting, innovative things. . . ."

Creating New Knowledge

My readings point out that the key to creating knowledge within an
organization requires personal commitment, which is the organization's
member sense of identity with the enterprise and its mission. To achieve this
commitment,

organizations

must move

away

from

a

hierarchical,

management-driven model of organization to a stakeholder model of
involvement. During the course of the interviews I asked the participants if
this was happening in their organization.
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Kimberly Quality Care, noted Larry Stuesser, has "always promoted
entrepreneurs in the local market place. Our company is made up of
about—well, over the past six years we've acquired over forty companies that
have become part of us, and bringing those people into the organization
we've had to allow them to function in an environment where they continue
to invent and develop new things and I guess we generally feel that the best
ideas do come from field offices. We go out and we find out that all of a
sudden somebody has invented a new pediatrics program. And they've
packaged it and they've got new referral sources coming in. And we test that
and try to replicate it in other organizations around the country. So we very
much encourage that, it works well in our system."
Michael Quigley responded: "Within the graduate school. . .[we] have
been developing a vision. As the dean of the school I see it as my
responsibility to make sure that envisioning happens. And that means
allowing everyone within the organization to have their say in shaping it, so
that they own it. It's only when they have ownership of it that they will
commit to it. Now, that is the task of management—to ensure that everyone
in the organization has the opportunity to buy into that vision, and then
other things follow from that. Vision translates into mission and then
mission translates into what could be money."
According to Joseph Pellergino, as the SBA has gone about developing
strategic plans or goals, the Washington-based administration "has solicited
input from the field on what the organization's priorities should be and,
more importantly, they encouraged us to customize them by region or by
district. What might make sense here might not make sense somewhere else.
So I think that's very encouraging and that's critical to us being effective."
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Responding to this question, Jacqueline Arthur said: "First of all,
compared to any other organization that Fve worked in we're very flat. We've
got some extraordinary talent all the way through the company and they
encourage working across departments. So for example, I go to the research
review section and learn everything I need to know about research. . . . And
we have a pretty open dialogue in terms of how the company's performing as
we're going through this major change that we're going through right now.
We've started to initiate a dialogue about that, so it's not just a top
management change. . ."
Arthur continued: "One of the other things that we're trying to do with
this change process is to get people to understand what it really means. That's
becoming understood. I see us as very different from the more typical
companies. You saw that anybody could walk into the chief executive's office
at any time. It's hard to find [him there] because he's walking around talking
to other people. What you're getting is very different from where I was before;
[there] the chief executive and his team were in a different building."

Section 4 - Dynamics of Organizational Leadership:

I asked all the people I interviewed to define leadership by reacting to
Peter Drucker's assumption that leadership is thinking through the
organization's mission, defining it, and establishing it clearly and visibly for
each member.
Jacqueline Arthur responded by saying she felt that leadership is
becoming "more about coaching or setting a vision, but a coach in terms of
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making it happen—and that is very important." She continued: "I think a
very important piece of leadership is also being able to recognize things
changing and modifying the vision to take account of that. . . "
For Kristen McCormack leadership is "an inspired action that leads
toward the fulfillment of the mission of a particular group of people or an
organization. And it's having the ability to inspire others to follow that
vision, to be part of that mission, to feel like they're part of the mission."
Likewise, for Allen Peckham a leader inspires: "I think there is a difference
between leadership and management. A leader is someone that you will
follow, someone you have confidence in, that instills confidence and inspires
people to do maybe a little more than they would do without a leader."
As Michael Quigley sees it, we have to continue to "move away from
the hierarchical pyramid of power. In that pyramid of power," he observed
"you look for leadership at the top; when you [move] towards a systems view
of the organization, you find the leadership in what Peter Senge calls a
'distributed phenomenon/ so that leadership begins to appear in different
parts of your organization. Now, what I understand that to mean is the leader
becomes the individual who, through intensity of commitment to the vision
of the organization, inspires others to motivate themselves to similar
commitments. That's leadership. ... A leader can appear at any of the. . . .
different parts within the organization."
Leaders, according to Dean Redfern's definition, have to set a vision
that everyone involved will buy into. He explained: "It starts with a vision
and then people begin to understand what their piece of that vision, or that
strategy or plan, is. . . . Secondly, I think a leader has to have a sense of value
. . . . That's important because that then defines the culture and how people
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are going to interact. And there's no 'right' set of values, but that person has
to believe in something. The leader and the employees around him have to
see those values so that there is a leader and a belief structure and a way to
behave with the organization."
Redfern concluded by noting that "leadership involves a bit of a nowin [situation] where the recognition ultimately is that, if you want the team
to win week after week, it has to flow from the team and. . .when the team
screws up, you've got to step in and run interference."

Vision

Several times throughout my dissertation I refer to Warren Bennis'
definition that organizational vision operates on three levels: strategic,
tactical and personal. I asked each person I interviewed if they could tell me
about their organization's overriding values and give me an example of
either strategic, tactical or personl manifestions in the behavior of their
organization.
At T Cell Sciences the vision, according to Jacqueline Arthur, is to
become a fully integrated pharmaceutical company. She explained "that
means taking a small research-oriented group that is not used to doing things
in certain timeframes, that is not used to selling products to a marketplace,
that is not used to having a bottom line, to something that may have, top¬
line, a billion dollars, a fifty million dollar manufacturing plant, and a sales
force of 1,000 people—and, yes, a research group as well. There are a lot of
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things that come around it and doing it—and in a rather tight timeframe,
maybe five years or so."
In Auburn, William A. Kennedy explained that people have a quality
of life that they want to they want to maintain. "They see themselves as
living in New England, a green community with basic municipal services
provided at a reasonable price; where the. . .services delivered are delivered
in a friendly [way]. ... I think that's the vision that people want to have, the
opportunity to live close by, to live in the community, work close by, at a
reasonable wage, come home and enjoy the amenities of the town."
Patricia Martin answered the question by saying: "Our vision is being
able to provide the best we possibly can. . . our teachers and our
administrators are very committed to making sure all the children are
provided with the best." Larry Stuesser believes that at Kimberly Quality Care
"There is a real commitment to improving the quality of life. And the way
that people in this organization get involved in that is that we encourage all
of our branches and all of our departments be involved in the local
community."

Values

I asked each leader what the values of their organization were and how
they worked within their organization.
Larry Stuesser told me that Kimberly Quality Care has "done a lot of
work in trying to create values and philosophies. And in fact," he said, "just
this

next

year

we're

trying

to

develop

a

new

system

of

performancemeasurement based on, not so much the financial success of the
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company, but how well people exemplify the values of the company—which
would include the quality of service, the internal process, our relationships
with our employees."
He continued: "We have a whole set of company philosophy and
business values we currently use. We also are guided by things like patients
"Bill of Rights" that we have to deal with. Patients have a right to respect.

So

we're using those kinds of value statements. . . . This year we're letting our
branches select some of the things that they think are important to their local
branch, that they're going to set goals on and measure themselves on. And as
long as those measurements are not in conflict with either our guiding
principals and values of the company or the business plan, then they have
some latitude to select the things they want to measure."
At Performance Technology, Dean Redfern noted: "We value getting
the job done. We value teamwork in getting the job done. . . . We value
working hard; but on the other hand part of our cultural belief is that when
you work hard you get rewarded on multiple levels."
At T Cell, explained Jacqueline Arthur, one of the primary corporate
values is scientific excellence which, she said "is what you'd expect in our sort
of organization. What I see coming with that. . .is quite interesting—a very
strong sense of business ethic that you don't always see elsewhere. I don't
know whether that's a function of being flat or a function of an organization
having more involvement or whether it's a function of scientific excellence
where everything has to be excellent."
"Values in my book," explained Michael Quigley, "refers to what
people in a group find meaningful; whether or not they find meaning in
their work. And value in that sense would translate for us, here at the
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graduate school, into effectiveness of teaching. That's a great value; wellprepared teachers; teachers who are forever learning themselves; people who
can learn from students—that's effective teaching. That's a great value that
. . . . I would espouse as the dean of the school; something that I look for."
For the Auburn Public Schools, according to Patricia Martin, the
primary value "is that every child is educated to their peak potential. [It is]
that every child understands that. . .they have importance in the organization
of the classroom, the organization of the building, the organization of the
school system. ... So we empower by that. ... If you come to school in
Auburn. . .you know that the children come first, no matter what their need
is. . .. The student comes first."

Culture

I asked each leader to define the culture within their organization and
to explain the role culture played in their organization's overall
performance?
William Kennedy explained that in Auburn: 'There is a community
of municipal employees. . . [and that] they have a great deal of loyalty to the
municipal organization, delivering the services. From that standpoint, it's a
lot like—but probably not to the same extent—a lot of the same qualities of
the Japanese worker. They have alliances to the business they work for."
At Performance Technology Dean Redfem noted: T think our culture
has come to a point were we welcome new and radical ideas for the
advancement of the business. And we have encouraged it. . . . We have a
pretty good culture here that says that no idea is too stupid or statement too
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weird, as long as it's an advancement of the business. But that in and of itself
isn't enough to think outside of the box, because you become in-bred in a
small company. We look to do a lot of hiring from the outside and we've
hired different people with different backgrounds who have brought in new
ideas and force us to think outside the box."
Ann Lisi

described the culture at the Worcester Community

Foundation as not "a family exactly—because that's stretching it—but it's an
extremely nurturing place. [There are] seven people, five of who are women.
[There is] a lot of caring for each other personally and a hypersensitivity to a
sense of fairness. The culture when I think of the board and the overall group
is one of just really wanting to do good. OK, that's the mission. People are
here because they get a real charge out of being part of a positive giving kind
of place."

Networks

This question asked these leaders if their organization had any network
structures and if they did exist within their organization could they give me
an example and tell their impression of networks.
Patricia Martin believed that network structures were developing
within the Auburn School System. She explained that: "networks develop
first when you have some change and [the employees] want their own
support groups. [The employees ask] Is this going to be another flash change?
So you have to talk with one another. Right now, definitely, I see there's no
longer that pyramid; it's almost an inverted pyramid."
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According to Larry Stuesser, Kimberly Quality Care operates somewhat
like a network structure "because we try to encourage a lot of interfacing with
a pretty extensive central support group of 300 people who have direct contact
with other branches. The other side of that, though, is that we want
information to flow more upstream in our organization so that decisions are
made in the local marketplace. "
Michael Quigley noted: "As you extend a network, what one has to do
is to articulate clearly the vision of the mission of the organization without
boundaries. Otherwise, it will be certain to lose it. .. . That wxmld be not only
dangerous but it would weaken the effectiveness of the organization itself. So
networks are ways in which a learning organization can learn a heck of a lot,
both about itself and about the world in wThich it finds itself. It's a living
organism; it interacts with that environment. The wrork of leadership is to
insure that the mission of the organization is not lost in the midst of the
network. Because wrhen that happens you lose your effectiveness."
Quigley concluded: "Yes, wre're

[Rivier College] becoming an

organization without boundaries. Eventually wee'll become a w7orld without
boundaries. That's happening

nowT because of technology; it will happen

politically in the not too distant future. One can see the beginnings of it in
Europe, where you're getting a European community knocking dowm
boundaries. And we're becoming more interdependent. We know7 w7e can no
longer isolate ourselves within our cultural wrorld, nor separate ourselves
from what's going on elsewrhere. That will continue as the technological w7ay
of the world comes into our owti purview7. And networks will enable us to
accomplish our mission."
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Chapter Summary

Alan Weber in an article for the Harvard Business Revira?, explains
that "the revolution in information and communications technologies
makes knowledge the new competitive resource. But knowledge only flows
through the technology; it actually resides in people - in knowledge workers
and the organizations they inhabit. In the new economy, then, the manager's
job is to create an environment that allows knowledge workers to learn from their own experience, from each other, and from customers, suppliers,
and business partners."216
Likewise, my research points to knowledge as becoming the key
organizational resource. I've suggested that by creating a positive
environment that allows each member to fully contribute, successful leaders
will tap the full value of their human resource assets. The next chapter
presents a full discussion of this topic in relation to the stated problem of this
dissertation.

2,6 Alan M. Webber, “What's So New About the New Economy?" Harvard Business Review.
January/Febmary 1993, 24 & 25.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

This dissertation has explored the problem of how the emerging
operational environment of the Information Age is demanding a change in
organizational dynamics. Using grounded theory analysis the following
discussion presents the conclusions drawn from my research.

Changing Operating Environment

America and the world have changed a great deal between the time of
"Ozzie and Harriet" and the swearing in of Bill Clinton and Albert Gore as
president and vice president.
We are in a time of transition into the Information Age and because of
this many of the changes occurring during this period are different from
those that we have experienced at other times in our history. Charles Handy
explained that we are in a period of "discontinuous" change which, unlike
"continuous" change, is an uncomfortable experience and one that can not
use the past as a guide to the future. Significantly, most of the individuals I
interviewed agreed with Handy's assessment.

Technology

Today, technology is helping to create and sustain high-value, globally
reaching, quality-driven organizations. These organizations meet the
objectives of their missions not from scale and volume but from knowledge
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acquired through the continuous discovery of linkages between solutions and
needs. The German "Mittelstand" is an example of this kind of organization
and points to the power of process technology.
Further,

technology has

and

will

continue

to

impact every

organization's process or products. Allen Peckham pointed to a positive
impact, which was that computerization of records has revolutionized the
development profession and vastly increased its productivity. On the
negative side, Patricia Martin explained how technology has impacted
instructional programs because school children's social development is now
slower as a result of parents using television as an electronic babysitter.
Robert Benjamin and John Blunt, in their Sloan

Management

Review article, showed how changes in process wrought by new technology
can also mean a change of roles and power within organizations. They
pointed out that as technology evolves, in this case information technology, it
". . . . moves the locus of knowledge and hence the power in the organization,
it changes the time dimension of processes and decisions, and it enables new
organizational constructs to be implemented."217 This point was brought
home when Ann Lisi reported that the computer has changed the whole
editing process and has "made managers their own secretaries."
Given these trends, we must keep in mind the Workforce 2000
observation that: "Technology will introduce change and turbulence into
every industry and every job. In particular, the necessity for constant learning
and constant adaption by workers will be a certain outgrowth of technological
innovation."218

217 Robert I. Benjamin and John Blunt, “Critical IT Issues: The Next Ten Years,” Sloan
Management Review. 16 &17.
218 Johnston and Packer Workforce 2000. 37.
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Global Economy

Dean Refern of Performance Technology observed that: "In the Ozzie
and Harriet days you had interstate commerce and [the primary issue was] the
difference between taxation in Massachusetts and Connecticut or Maine and
Vermont. Those were your areas you were concerned with; those were your
broad markets. Today those broad markets are global."
Robert Reich, in the review of literature, explained that what is traded
between nations "is less often finished products than specialized problem¬
solving, problem identification, and brokerage services, as well as certain
routine components and services, all of which are combined to create
value."219 To be successful, organizations have to effectively use information,
and that requires tapping into human knowledge.
Thus, Lester Thurow believes that in the global economy competition
revolves around the questions: "Who can make the best products? Who
expands the standards of living more rapidly? Who has the best-educated and
best-skilled work force in the world? Who is the world's leader in
investment-plant and equipment, research and development (R & D),
infrastructure? Who organizes the best? Whose institutions—government,
education, business—are world leaders in efficiency?"220

219 Reich. The Work of Nations. 113.
220 Thurow. Head To Head. 23.
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Customers' Demand for Quality/Choice

Kenichi Ohmae echoed Reich, Redfern and Thurow in noting that
"the pressure for globalization is driven not so much by diversification or
competition as by the needs and preferences of the customers. Managing
effectively," he believes, "means paying central attention to delivering value
to customers"221
The result of these trends for Dean Refern and his organization is that
customers "are demanding a lot and they want it quickly, [and] the long cycles
to markets are shortening." For William Connell, "Today, customers want
what they want and they want it right now."
To accomplish the imperative of meeting customers' needs, Kristin
McCormack stated that she believes every organization must ask it itself if it
has the right products or services: Are they the right variety? Are people
happy with them? They must ask these question even if it goes against the
culture to do so.

Changing Demographics

Since "Ozzie and Harriet's" time the demographics of customers and
the work force have changed and will continue to change rapidly.
Most striking of the perspectives I encountered on this subject was
William Henry's observation in Time

that: "By 2020, a date no further into

the future than John F. Kennedy's election is in the past, the number of U.S.
residents who are Hispanic or nonwhite wall have more than doubled, to
nearly 115 million, while the white population will not be increasing at all. By
221 Kenichi Ohmae. The Borderless World. (New York: Harper Perennial, 1990) 35.
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2056, when someone born today will be 66 years old, the 'average' U.S.
resident as defined by Census statistics, will trace his or her descent to Africa,
Asia, the Hispanic world, the Pacific Islands, Arabia—almost anywhere but
white Europe."222
Additionally, we have an older, less educated and more feminized
work force that will need continuous training and education. As a result of
this fact organizations, according to Joseph Pellergino, will have to respond
with flexibility. An example is Performance Technology, which is placing a
high priority on being flexible with women who are juggling both a career
and motherhood, because they are concerned with productivity and having a
highly committed employee.
My contention is that more organizations will have to come to the
conclusion, as did Robert Hutchinson, that people from different walks of life
coming into an organization ultimately add strength to the organization by
adding different perspectives.

The Dynamics of a
21st Century Learning Organization

Thus, we see that the operational environment is very different and
organizational leaders must maintain a constant dialogue about the global
economy, greater productivity, diversity of the work force and quality. For
Michael Quigley, when leaders talk about these things they are talking about a
very different paradigm of organization than has existed in the past—"A very
different way of understanding your organization and how to manage it and

222 William A. Henry III, “Beyond the Melting Pot.” Time. 9 April 1990, 28.
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how to lead it," he contends, "whether you're talking about corporate
America or K-12 classrooms."
Quigley believes that the key to this paradigm is for leaders to
understand that all organizations are part of open systems and that we are,
both within and outside of the organization, more interdependent than
independent. Such a paradigm demands the creation of "learning
organizations," which requires making effective use of the dynamics of
leadership, vision, values, culture and network structures.
Anthony Patrick Carnevale tells us that: "The new context for work is
loosely knit teams and networks flexibly organized around information. As
in the craft economy," he continues, "control is exerted through common
values and goals arrived at by consensus-building process and cooperation
rather than through authority-based control system."223
As Riech has pointed out, modern enterprises have no need to control
vast resources, discipline armies of production workers, or impose predictable
routines. Thus, they need not be organized like the old bureaucratic pyramids
that characterized standardized production of the Industrial Age, with a
strong CEO presiding over ever-widening layers of managers, atop an even
larger group of hourly workers, all following standard operating procedures.234
In this time of change, Alvin Toffler observed, knowledge has become
the key resource for all types of organizations. Likewise Ikujiro Nonaka has
pointed out that in an economy where the only certainty is uncertainty, the
one sure source of lasting competitive advantage is knowledge. Creating
knowledge is not simply a matter of processing objective information, but
requires the tapping of the tacit and highly subjective insights, intuitions, and
223 Anthony Patrick Carnevale, America and the New Economy. 6.
224 Robert B. Reich, The Work of Nations. 87.
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hunches of individual employees and making those insights available to the
whole organization.
Therefore, Information Age organizational leaders must spend more
time actively communicating priorities by translating them into concrete
operational terms, ensuring that groups learn from one another, and then
personally recognizing achievements that best exemplify these priorities. Key
skills must be first in people's minds; people must understand their own
work in terms of contributing to or drawing from the pool of shared know¬
how.225
This in turn requires moving away from what Thomas Kochan and
Michael Useem described as "the traditional shareholder-maximizing,
hierarchical, management-driven model" of organization to a "transformed
stakeholder model."226

These authors conclude:

"In the transformed

conception, by contrast, organizations are composed of and therefore
responsible to multiple stakeholders. Effective change and mobilization of the
energies of these stakeholders requires responding to their varied interests
and needs. An effective organization is defined as one that meets the
expectations of the multiple stakeholders, including shareholders, employees,
customers, and the societies in which they are located. The effective
organization also commands the loyalty and commitment of these
stakeholders to the long-term survival of the organization and social network
in which it is embedded"227

225 Rosabeth Moss Kanter, “How to Compete,” Harvard Business Review. 7.
226 Thomas A. Kochan and Michael Useem, eds., Transforming Organizations. 404.
227 Ibid., 5.
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Leadership

Dean Redfern explained: "I think that leaders have to set a vision—and
not, you know, the bullshit business plan, but something. . .plain to
understand and that everybody understands and will buy into. . . . First, it
starts with a vision and then people begin to understand what their piece of
that vision, or that strategy or plan, is. . . . Secondly, I think a leader has to
have a sense of value. . . . That's important because that then defines the
culture and how people are going to interact. And there's no 'right' set of
values, but that person has to believe in something. The leader and the
employees around him have to see those values so that there is a leader and a
belief structure and a way to behave with the organization."
Many of the people I interviewed reaffirmed that leaders need to
empower their followers. They stressed the idea that not all wisdom resides at
the top of an organization, and they noted the importance of team building.
Most of all, they stated that unconditionally leaders must "walk their talk."
Taking the concept of vision one step further, Paul MacDonald and
Jeffrey Gandz pointed out that vision and values are linked and are mutually
supportive of each other. As Robert Haas explained, they are becoming more
essential as change happens more rapidly because there is today an enormous
diffusion of power in companies and values "provide a common language
for aligning a company's leadership and its people."228
Finally, as Jerald Hage and Charles H. Powers pointed out, "because of
rapid technological changes, organizations were by the 1980s rapidly moving

Howard, "Values make the Company: An Interview with Robert Haas," Harvard
Business Review. 134.
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away from hierarchical structures to network structures."229 "Hierarchical
models don't work for a lot of different reasons," contended Dean Redfern,
because "it assumes that the guy on the top has more to contribute than the
guy on the bottom. It also becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. It ruins
innovation and creativity. . . . People at the low levels just do what they're
told to do because [supposedly] they're not as smart as the guy on the top.
And it slows down the company—it chokes it off. You have to create a model
that empowers everybody—that does more than that; one that creates a
partnership where everybody is perceived as valued equally in terms of their
contribution. And that is tough to do."

Conclusion

We have entered a new age where the rules of organizational success
that have been in effect for the past fifty years are for the most part changed.
This manuscript has look at what the new rules might be; it does not purport
to give the definative answer because technology and other factors have and
will continue to introduce more complexity as well as increase how rapidly
change occurs.
By using technology we have customized products and services that
can reach markets anywhere in the world. As this has happens customers,
clients and constituents are demanding value and as quickly as possible. The
customers themselves are very different! Successful organizations must be
flexible and use knowledge that is acquired through the continuous discovery
of links between solutions and needs. This process of acquiring knowledge is

229 Haae & Powers. Post-Industrial Lives. 183.
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never ending and the rules of success can again change almost instantly.
In this era of discontinuous change, leadership must understand that
human resources are their most valuable asset. Successful leaders will tap the
desire of each member of the organization to contribute fully and will create
the environment for that to happen using vision, values, culture and
networks.
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APPENDIX A
BACKGROUND INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM

Thank you for agreeing to participate in dissertation research allowing me to
complete my doctoral studies in the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts.
As we have discussed, my dissertation is studying organizational dynamics
caused by the changing operating environment of the emerging Information
Age. I am trying to understand the impact of new technology; changing
consumer tastes; the emerging global economy; as well as the changing
demographics on your operational environment. Further, I am interested in
finding out how the management techniques of vision, values, and culture
play out in the dynamics of your organization, sector or industry.
I will use the materials from the interview, in my dissertation, in subsequent
journal articles, presentations, and related academic work. The interview will
be tape recorded and I will have it transcribed. In all documents that may
result from your interview, I will not use your name, the name of your
organization, or specific names of other you identify during the course of our
interview.
In signing this form, you agree to the use of the materials from your
interview as indicated above. If I desire to use the materials from the
interview in any other way not consistent with what is stated above, I will
contact you to obtain your additional written consent.
In signing this form, you also are assuring me that you will make no financial
claims on me for the use of the materials in your interview.
Further, in signing, you state that you have read the above and agree to
participate as an interviewee under the conditions spelled out on this form.

Signature of participant:
Participant's Name (please print clearly):
Date:
Location:
Interviewer's signature:
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APPENDIX B

IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM

Thank you for agreeing to participate in dissertation research allowing me to
complete my doctoral studies in the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts.
As we have discussed, my dissertation is studying organizational dynamics
caused by the changing operating environment of the emerging Information
Age. I am trying to understand the impact of new technology; changing
consumer tastes; the emerging global economy; as well as the changing
demographics on your operational environment. Further, I am interested in
finding out how the management techniques of vision, values, and culture
play out in the dynamics of your organization, sector or industry.
I will use the materials from the interview, in my dissertation, in subsequent
journal articles, presentations, and related academic work. The interview will
be tape recorded and I will have it transcribed.
In signing this form, you agree to the use of the materials from your
interview as indicated above. If I desire to use the materials from the
interview in any other way not consistent with what is stated above, I will
contact you to obtain your additional written consent.
In signing this form, you also are assuring me that you will make no financial
claims on me for the use of the materials in your interview.
Further, in signing, you state that you have read the above and agree to
participate as an interviewee under the conditions spelled out on this form.

Signature of participant:
Participant's Name (please print clearly):
Date:
Location:
Interviewer's signature:
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS

Each interview had four sections: 1) the Changing Organizational
Operating Environment; 2) Organizational Operating Assumptions; 3)
Organizational Learning; and 4) the Dynamics of Organizational Leadership
and lasted at least fifty (50) minutes.

Participants7 Backgrounds

Jacqueline D. Arthur, vice president and chief financial officer (CFO)
for T Cell Sciences, Inc., of Cambridge, Massachusetts. As CFO Ms. Arthur is
responsible both for raising monies to fund research and development efforts
and for managing the commercial aspects of intellectual properties. She also
manages the purchasing and accounting functions of this emerging biotech
company of 120 people.

Ms. Arthur was selected as a representative of a

smaller private corporation with 499 or less employees. She was interviewed
on December 14,1992.

Robert M. Hutchinson, Jr., assistant secretary for Administration and
Finance for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. In this role Mr.
Hutchinson serves as chief operating officer for internal operations both
within his department and throughout the government of Massachusetts.
Mr. Hutchinson was selected as a representative of state government. He was
interviewed on November 27, 1992.
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William A. Kennedy, executive secretary for the town of Auburn,
Massachusetts. Reporting to the board of selectmen, Mr. Kennedy is
responsible for the municipal government of this central Massachusetts
Town. He was selected as a representative of local government and was
interviewed on December 1, 1992.

Ann Lisi, executive director of the Worcester Community Foundation,
in Worcester, Massachusetts. As the chief professional officer, Ms. Lisi heads
this non-profit organization, which raises and distributes funds to support
community-based programs in the central Massachusetts area. She was
chosen as representative of a private, non-profit foundation. She was
interviewed on December 21, 1992.

Patricia Martin, superintendent of the Auburn Public Schools, Auburn,
Massachusetts. Ms. Martin heads this central Massachusetts system which has
2,000 students enrolled in kindergarten through grade twelve, 365 employees,
and a $10 million annual budget. She was selected as a representative of a
local school system. She was interviewed on December 15,1992.

Kristen McCormack, executive director of the Federated Dorchester
Neighborhood

Houses

(FDNH),

in

Dorchester, Massachusetts.

Ms.

McCormack directs this $9 million dollar, primarily human or social service
agency, which provides cradle to grave services to the residents of the
Dorchester section of Boston. She represents a social service, non-profit
agency and was interviewed on December 8,1992.
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Allen Peckham, vice president of development at the Massachusetts
General Hospital (MGH), Boston, Massachusetts. Mr. Peckham directs a staff
of twenty-five (25), which is charged with raising funds for this
internationally famous hospital and for an affiliate institution, the Spaulding
Rehabilitation Hospital. In addition, he oversees various public relation
activities within the institution. Interviewed on December 21, 1992, he was
selected as a representative of hospital and a non-profit institution.

Joseph Pellergino,
Administration

(SBA),

district
Boston,

director

of

the

Massachusetts.

Small

Business

Interviewed

as

a

representative of the federal government, Mr. Pellergino heads up the Boston
office of this agency whose mission it is to help people get into business, stay
in business, and expand their markets. He was interviewed on December 22,
1992.

Michael Quigley, Ph.D., dean of Graduate Studies at Rivier College of
Nashua, New Hampshire. Dr. Quigley, in addition to being dean of Graduate
Studies at this Catholic college, is also an active classroom instructor and is
director of the college's center for collaborative studies, which is a non-credit
quasi-academic undertaking that explores issues of quality and leadership at
all levels of education. He was selected as a representative of higher education
and was interviewed on November 30, 1992.

Dean Redfem, chief operating officer of Performance Technology, Inc.,
of Boston, Massachusetts. Performance Technology is a high-tech, four-yearold start-up, with fourteen employees and $2 million in sales. Mr. Redfern
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was picked as a representative of an entrepreneurial firm. I interviewed him
on November 23, 1992.

Larry Stuesser, chairman and CEO, Kimberly Quality Care, Inc., Boston,
Massachusetts. Kimberly Quality Care is a health care and staffing
organization that has $750 million in annual sales with 400 branches in 41
states. Mr. Stuesser was chosen as a representative of a major private
corporation with 500 or more employees. He was interviewed on December
22,1992.

Presentation of Interview Results

Section 1 — Changing Operating Environment
Introduction: "Ozzie and Harriet" was a weekly television show that
ran in the 1950s and 1960s. I believe that it idealized, perhaps very
romantically, America's perspective of life. Using that time period as a
baseline, I would like you to consider how the world has changed
since that time and discuss how those changes have affected the
environment that your organization operates in today. Looking at
four factors—technology, the global economy, consumers demand for
quality, and the changing demographics of our society (we will go
through each one separately)—I would like your description of how
those factors impact on your organization today.

Technology: No doubt, technology has impacted and will continue to
impact every organization. Could you articulate its general impact on
your organization?
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,

Specifically

how has technology affected the flow of information to

,

and from your organization as well as within?

In terms of the flow of information, Robert Hutchinson pointed out
that from his perspective technology has become a great asset in that it
provides better information not only to policy makers but also to the public.
Dean Redfem contended that "You have to embrace a certain amount of
technology to continue to grow the business. . . . We have just spent several
thousand dollars this fall automating our entire customer support and order
entry process. Prior to this fall it was all manual. It's clear that if we want to
become a ten, twenty, thirty million dollar company, we cannot have a
manual process to order products and support the customer."
Jacqueline Arthur, relatively new in her position at T Cell Sciences and
coming from an organization that was better equipped with more advanced
computer systems, expressed frustration when she found that T Cell's
technology was not adequate to do the job. "We have not invested our
relatively few dollars in terms of having very advanced information
communication technology," she said. Continuing, she explained: "I find it
kind of frustrating because where I came from. . .

Well, for example, our

accounting system is right on a PC [personal computer] network and although
it's a very simple system with very little data it takes six hours to run."
Kristen McCormack's noted a similar experience when she first came to
the FDNH. "When I came here—to Federated—the organization was on the
verge of bankruptcy," McCormack said, continuing: "There was not an
adequate financial management system in place. ... If you look at the budget
of the organization we have about 150 different funding sources, many of
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which have different record keeping requirements and accounting
requirements. . . . There weren't any management reports that came out of
the financial office—there wasn't a system. So, one of the first things we did
was implement a state-of-the-art automated accounting system and the
difference is now like night and day."
Allen Peckham talked about how his industry "has gone from a system
of keeping track of donor records on 3 x 5 cards filed in huge file rooms. . . [to
a system that is now] centralized on a computer that is accessible to every staff
member." The system, Peckham says, "has revolutionized much of what we
do." He explains: "It's speeded up our ability to understand trends in our
donor base, to be able to keep track of donor records, to update records, to
solicit gifts, and it's certainly improved the solicitation [process], making it
much easier to serve some people in terms of knowing who they are and
where they are."
Discussing another type of technology, Peckham continued: "We just
completed a ten-day tour of Japan and the FAX machine was absolutely
essential. I mean how we would have managed to have made the trip and
done all the things we did without the FAX machine, I just don't know. The
FAX has revolutionized our ability to communicate. In our business, which is
the business of persuasive communication, the speed at which we're able to
access information and the ease with which we are able to communicate [with
the FAX] is really beautiful."
William Kennedy reported: "People who work in the town and are in
their 60s, and in some cases early 70s, and who four years ago had a hard time
dealing with electric or electronic typewriters are using a computer. They are
now not only using a computer, but have gotten beyond the computer and are
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thinking about innovative ways of, for example, database management. They
don't think of database management in those terms, but they are doing it."
The Small Business Administration, according to Joseph Pellergino, is just
beginning to experience the "true benefits of automation." "We now have a
PC on everybody's desk," Pellergino explained, "and of course it's allowed us
to do more with the same or fewer personal resources. But equally important
it's allowed us to get information more timely."
Ann Lisi pointed out that the computer has changed the whole editing
process and has "made managers their own secretaries." A down side of that
phenomenon, as Robert Hutchinson noted, is that advances in technology in
both the public and private sectors can raise issues about what effect it will
have on the work force in terms of job security.
While technology can certainly affect an organization's organizational
process, it can also affect its product or central service. Jacqueline Arthur
observed that she is in a business that could not even be conceived of in the
1950's. According to Larry Stuesser of Kimberly Quality Care, his firm has
been greatly impacted by recently developed medical technology that has
moved care traditionally given in a hospital to the home. "There are a
number of areas in the actual delivery of service where technology has
expanded the marketplace, so to speak," he observed.
Similarly, Dean Redfem explained: "We are a technology company to
begin with because we build products based on the latest technology. As soon
as there's a change in technology, we have to assimilate it and understand and
anticipate what it's impact will be on the marketplace." Superintendent of
Public Schools Patricia Martin asserted that technology has impacted the
family unit, which has dramatically affected instructional programs. "When
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parents use the TV as an electronic babysitter," observed Martin, "then they
have absolutely delayed the social development of the child. We have to do it
in school. So, [to cope] our instructional program changes dramatically. Many
people say, 'Boy, there's so much play-time in school/ but we have to do it
because the parenting doesn't happen."
Martin also pointed out that typing no longer exists, but that, rather,
word processing does. This phenomenon, she noted, "has changed how
children think, how they produce. They can write or rewrite without the
stress of having to manually do it, they do it over — it improves their
productivity."
Finally, Martin noted as well that "the changeover in technology has
also caused the schools to redirect our terminal learners—those children who
will not go on to college or further education. We realize now that there are
no longer any high-paying, low-skill job opportunities out there. ... So our
high school students have to come out of high school ready to be retrained
immediately. ... We have to instill in them that willingness to be a life-long
learner."
For Michael Quigley, "When you go back to the 1950s in the United
States . . . , it was a period where economically and politically the United
States was preeminent. Because we wTere the only nation in the wrorld,
virtually, that had been untouched by invading forces, that meant that our
infrastructure was still in place, that technology could develop. . . . The
United States used that technology and used its industrial clout to become the
wealthiest nation on the face of the earth. . . . We w*ere able to develop a
system of higher education that became available to just about anybody in this
country. It was no longer only the elite wTho had access to education.... But I
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think that the period of continued growth and expansion came to a halt in
the 1980s. And it did so because we had become very successful and we ran up
against the danger of what happens with so many people who are very
successful: They think it will never end. . . . And in 1989 the world changed."

Global Economic Forces: Could you

tell me how the new world

economy is impacting your organization?

What impact do you think it will have on your organization in the
future both in the short-term (1 to 5 years) and in the long-term (5
years and beyond)?

In considering the impact of global economic forces. Dean Redfern
observed: "In terms of running a business, it has become a very competitive
world and I underscore the word world because we are truly now a global
economy. In the Ozzie and Harriet days, you had interstate commerce and [the
primary issue was] the difference between taxation in Massachusetts and
Connecticut or Maine and Vermont. Those were the areas you were
concerned with; those were your broad markets. Today those broad markets
are global. . . . Half of our customers are outside of the U.S.; and two-thirds of
our revenue is outside the U.S."
Likewise, for Joseph Pellergino, the global economy is a reality and
represents an opportunity for this country to improve its standard of living.
Pellergino believes that business people understand that "the markets of
other countries are where they have to be." He also believes that "there's a
very significant trend right now" to be there.
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According to William A. Kennedy, during the 1950s municipal
managers did not think about the economy: 'They didn't use the term
'economic mix in the community7—it was probably nonexistent. Municipal
managers did not think about where the money was coming from or how the
economy impacted on the ability to deliver services in a municipality."
Massachusetts General Hospital's Allen Peckham,

during

his

interviewed, noted that at that moment he was waiting for a phone call from
someone who was helping the hospital raise funds from sources in
Columbia. "We didn't raise money from Columbia [or from] Japan ten years
ago, not even five years ago. Today, that's a distinct possibility. So the global
economy is important to us."
Noting that companies could develop divided loyalties, Worcester
Community Foundation director Ann Lisi noted that for philanthropic
organizations in local communities this globalization could negatively effect
corporate support. She raised the question: "Corporations may be based in the
United States but have offices around the world — So, who are they really
accountable to?"
For local and state governments, said Robert Hutchinson, competing in
a global economy can have both a negative and positive effects. Hutchinson
believes that the emerging global economy has positively impacted the
Commonwealth. The state's administration and finance official explained
that the state's employment rate has gone up because of the emerging global
economy and that this. Patricia Martin observed the opposite and believed
that a downturn in employment, because of the emerging global economy,
has had a direct impact on revenues and on the financial level of support for
public education.
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Kristen McCormack reported that for her social service agency the new
global economy "has had an affect on the families who [they] work with who
might have grown up working at the Edison [Boston Edison Company], or at
some of the old line, blue-collar utilities or factories, or large insurance
companies/' She added, "Some of the larger, what I call the 'old line Boston
companies,' if you look at their levels of employment over the past five to ten
years, it has declined steadily. Those workers don't have access to retraining
and they're not familiar with some of the newer emerging industries that are
related to the world economy."
In addition, according to Robert Hutchinson, the global economy has
forced the state to look at the kind of work force it is going to have in the
future. This he added, has impacted education.
In the opinion of Dean Michael Quigley, of Rivier College, our
educational system has failed to produce innovators. Quigley offered the
following assessment: "Because we missed the boat in the 1970s, we have
been in decline for 15 to 20 years. We are not producing the entrepreneurs
that we should have; we are not producing the innovators; and we are not
producing enough creative people to sustain the kind of growth [that we need
to compete globally]. . . . And so what we're witnessing in the late 80s and the
early 90s is this thing called downsizing, where large organizations are
shrinking because they're simply not able to produce the kind of profitability
and the kind of wealth that sustained them in the previous eras."
Quigley continued: "And, of course, the downsizing is now affecting all
of other parts of our society. It's affecting the political—we cannot pay for
social borrowing and we've got this enormous deficit and debt. We're
experiencing the effects of downsizing where a number of our people.
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particularly our graduate students, live in fear of being laid off. They don't
know where their future lies. And if they don't have the training, knowledge,
and skills and expertise, they find that they're fairly ill-suited in the global
economy. It's a very scary time for a lot of young professionals.. . . But on the
other hand they know darn well that we cannot go back to the kind of world
that existed in the 50s and 60s."
Turning directly to the issue of higher education, Quigley concluded:
"So we're betwixt and between right now. And what it means in terms of
higher education is that we're going to have to be very responsive to this
global economy as it is emerging. And nobody in his right mind would ever
dare tell you what the world is going to look like ten years from now, because
nobody knows. What that means is that, whether you're a graduate student or
an administrator in higher education, you have to be continually scouting the
horizons to see where that change is coming from. And then we have to be
very responsive so that we can provide students in higher education with the
kind of knowledge and skills that the global economy is going to require of
them."

Choice/Quality:

Today's customers, clients, and constituents "want

what they want and they want it right away." Author Anthony Patrick
Carnevale identifies six standards of success in the today's economy:

,

productivity

variety,

customization,

timeliness,

quality,

convenience. How is your organization meeting that challenge?

Could you give me a specific example?

How does technology affect this?
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and

Each one of the people I interviewed had a very clear response to this
question. The following are highlights from each interview:

Jacqueline Arthur:
"We measure ourselves rather differently—the biotech industry does.
It's a very high-quality industry.

The FDA

[U.S.

Food and

Drug

Administration] sets certain standards for quality, but we actually set higher
standards for ourselves.

I think most countries do that so that they meet

estimated protocol and then some."

William A. Kennedy:
"The town is measuring the effectiveness of departmental operations
and making sure that constituents understand the effectiveness of their
programs. Well, I think that probably the majority of citizens will say: Tf I call
the fire department and it shows up with the red engines and there are a lot
of firemen running around, they get the hoses out, they're there busy putting
>

the fire out—[then] they're effective, particularly if they get there very
quickly.' But we're starting to use a computer to look at how we do things.. ..
We're looking, for instance, at the fire spread. Where was the fire at the time
that we arrived and where was it when we left?"

Ann Lisi:
"We are by definition an entrepreneurial, flexible organization. We are
here to serve people who want to give resources to the community. We're
here to help people who want to see good work carried out. So we have got to
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be flexible. Often, donors have a certain kind of financial gift they want to
make that may not be the usual, 'write-a-check-to-create-an-endowment'
approach. So we are really in the flexibility business. ... On the other hand, in
terms of helping the non-profits, we are created to be responsive. That's really
the whole point where they're concerned. Our endowment is supposed to be
accessed by the most revelant problem-solvers. . .versus a private foundation
that may have ties to a [certain] family's issues or objectives. . .or whatever....
[W]e're supposed to pay attention to the consumer's needs, the customers'
demands all right.
"How have we do that? We go to where the donors are, we speak to
them at their convenience, and we create flexible funding mechanisms. We
need to be more flexible on the giving side, and I think we are learning. [But
at the same time] I think that there's a whole segment of non-profits that are
somewhat entrenched and bureaucratic. And it's not supposed to be that way.
You're really supposed to be constantly operating for the good."

Patricia Martin:
"I look at both the parent and the student as our customers. Parents
want to see that their children are on the cutting edge of education, or the
cutting edge of the latest information. They want it right away.... Quality is, I
think, a commitment that we look for from our faculty. If I provide all of the
teachers in the system with immediate information so that should a question
be given to them, they feel good, they know right away, they produce more.
So I think that's why the research and development needs to be solely in the
schools; it has to be the key factor now. Part of our budget has to be focused
towards that because the faculty needs to have that immediacy of information
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so that they can turn around to the students—And, in turn, the parents are
pleased/'

Kristen McCormack:
"I think some organizations. . .provide services in a certain pattern
with a certain product year after year and don't stop to ask if that's the right
product, if it's the right variety, or if people are happy with it? When I came
here I did ask those questions. The corporate culture sometimes is resistant to
hearing these questions."

Allen Peckham:
I think all the issues that he [Anthony Patrick Carnevale] mentions are
things that I'm not so sure are any more valuable today in our business then
they were twenty years ago. I think they're true. We try to be a customeroriented department. For example, we don't screen calls. . . . And I think this
institution and health care in general is changing to focus more on the
person. The Massachusetts General Hospital is a 180-year-old institution, yet
today. . . it must have customer service, variety and, as you know, you really
need to respond to needs quickly. This institution will not thrive the way it
has in the past. It might have true twenty or thirty years ago, when it was a
privilege to be treated at MGH."

Joseph Pellergino:
"We recognize that management is the most important element in
being successful in business. We preach that constantly. We preach it to people
who want to start a business and people who are in business. .. . You've got
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to have a good product, you've got to have the right price, you certainly have
to have quality, and you have to really provide good service on a consistent
basis. Yes, those are the keys to success."

Michael Quigley:
"Largely because our organization is what I would call a sufficient
human scale to respond to changes in the environment, the graduate school
— through its chairs, its directors, and programs — sees itself functioning as a
team in attempting to understand the changes that are taking place. .. .
Productivity can be understood in different ways. It could mean simply
churning out V number of students through the institution. It could also
mean one is very productive in understanding the nature of our changing
world. . . . We can't stop talking about the global economy and greater
productivity and quality. We are talking about a very different paradigm of
organization; a very different way of understanding of your organization and
how to manage it and how to lead it; a very different view of what the
classroom is all about, how it's bound up in many respects with the systems
thinking. Whether you're talking corporate America or K-12 classrooms, that
kind of management—that kind of systems thinking—is the only way to go.
That's the way the world is moving. And it will bring greater effectiveness
and greater productivity, and probably a much higher level of motivation. So
we are busy exploring the world and incorporating it into as many courses as
we possible can."
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Dean Redfem:
"Because the customers are demanding a lot and because they want it
quickly, the long cycles to markets are shortening very quickly, but a small
company can do it even much more quickly. We do find in our business that
customers have unique requirements and that they demand unique
requirements because they themselves are in a highly competitive situation. .
. . We have adopted the concept that if a customer says 1 need to do it this way
because I've got to be competitive in my particular industry we will do it."

Larry Stuessen
"Well, our's is a little bit different because when you find who is our
customer in health care, particularly home health care, the customer is not
necessarily the patient perse. Instead, often the customer is the payer or the
referral source is making the actual referral. When we talk about customers
we talk about the client or the patient who is paying the bill, also the family
members and then the referral source. Most of all, we have to balance all the
things we do to serve the customer—and the top of the list for us is quality
service, so none of those get shortchanged in quality of health care. Everybody
wants the best—and absolutely the best."

Changing Demographics: According to many sources the American
work force is becoming more mature and diverse, yet less well-trained
and

educated.

Please

tell

me how each

one of these shifts

in

demographics has or will impact your organization and what, if any,
steps your organization is planning to ameliorate the impact of them.
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The aging of the work force and the shrinking number of
younger workers?

From a higher education perspective Michael Quigley said: 'That will
definitely have an impact on higher education, and particularly in the area of
graduate education. What we anticipate seeing is people coming back not just
for a degree, although some will, but coming back to update their skills and
their knowledge.... The old idea of getting a masters degree and by 40 years of
age finding a comfortable job in corporate America and being secure the rest
of my life—those days are gone, totally gone. We can anticipate now an aging
work force that will require continuous education. Colleges and universities
have to be able to provide that; the ones that do will be successful, the ones
that don't will fall by the wayside."
Kimberly Care's CEO Larry Stuesser observed: "As far as that affecting
us, I think it's actually a plus because as people become more mature they
want to have a little more control over their own work environment and
with home health care there is a lot of flexibility. So nurses come back into
health care and they can work, basically, whatever hours they want to because
home health care is available twenty-four hours a day. So the aging [of the
work force] is, I think, a plus for us."
At the Dorchester Federated House, according to Kristen McCormack,
about forty percent of their work force is over the age of fifty because a large
component of their services are aimed at that group. Similarly, Joseph
Pellergino of the SBA told me that: "Yes, we do have a number of older
workers and the effect.. .is a need for flexibility, the need for training. In other
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words [the training] is more critical now than it was a few years ago because of
the changes, because of the rapid changes."
According to Ann Lisi this shift in population demographics has had a
profound influence on the work of the Worcester Community Foundation.
Amongst her organization's seven staff people there are two staffers in their
sixties and one in her seventies, and she believes that they are widely
representative of what is going on in the community. Lisi points out that
"Worcester is older that anyplace else in the state. . . . We've got a larger
percentage of elderly people, so this is a group that we're very attentive to."
Jacqueline Arthur explained that the overall aging of the population
affects T Cell Science customers "because as the population ages there's more
of a demand for the different things we're trying to do. One thing that's
happened with the changes in technology is the life expectancy has been
pushed out much much further than it was. We haven't, though, necessarily
pushed out the quality of life or the productivity of life to the same barriers.
One of the things that my company is geared toward is filling or sort of
closing that gap so that we can have a high quality of life for a longer period."
In Auburn, according to William Kennedy, this demographic shift has
affected the nature of the programs they offer. He noted: 'Twenty years ago
wedidn't worry about having a senior citizens program. Now a majority of
communities have senior citizens housing; they have senior citizens centers
where they have leisure time activities and quality of life activities like meals
on wheels. They didn't have to worry about that in the 50s. In the 50s. . .
families [tended to take] care of people, [elderly people] moved in with their
son-in-law. That doesn't seem to be the case today. The elderly has a different
set of needs and they approach those needs differently."
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Robert Hutchinson points out that for the state the cost of providing
services to this age group can present challenges. "We see a society that says,
'give me all these benefits and make sure I continue to enjoy the benefits of
escalation—and let somebody else pay for it/"
Speaking about this same challenge, educator Patricia Martin
commented: "I go back to how we have to prepare our children to be able to
function and relearn. . . . We have to educate them to be strong enough and
have a work ethic that will keep them in the work force so that they can pay
for the time of the elderly. ... I think part of that was, we have changed our
whole economic and industrial arts [programs] to involve that health
services. So no longer do they take care of themselves and prepare; we've
refocused those departments to be service agencies because they will be taking
care of the elderly."

The impact of larger numbers of women?

The SBA's Joseph Pellergino pointed out "the fastest growing segment
of small business owners is women. "That's the biggest thing we see, and we
are seeing some very successful ideas. ... So there are a lot of reasons to be
optimistic about that happening."
Robert Hutchinson said: "We do have a legitimate, growing demand
by women for greater visibility in all structures of government, in
management positions and everything else."
Observing changes in the field of development, Allen Peckham said,
"when I came into the field of public affairs and development, it was really a
bastion of male supremacy. I mean it was white male... . Females were
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relegated to annual fund positions because [development] was the kind of
work that most of them didn't want to do. I think that's changed so rapidly,
and I think fund raising in particular is a field of great of opportunity for
women." Concurring, Ann Lisi of the Worcester Foundation commented: "I
think our assumptions about women in executive positions are being
completely changed."
From an entrepreneurial perspective. Dean Redfem said: 'This is the
90's, and we recognize that we have to be flexible. . . . We have a concept here
that what we really want is productivity. .. . We have been very flexible about
women on the 'mommie track' at work and that's been very successful. If
you're willing to go the extra distance what you get in return is a highly
committed employee."
As a caution, however, Robert Hutchinson observed: "It does present
interesting issues in that we are going to provide double standards. In other
words, can I—being assistant secretary of administration and finance—keep
my operation in place but work on flextime and run my kids? I'm telling you
it ain't going to happen in this particular job."
From an educational perspective Patricia Martin pointed out that "The
work force of education has traditionally had a higher number of females. We
work diligently to get more males in the system, in public education. So it
doesn't change the direction of public education. . . . Public education is a
human resource; it's interaction. So I don't see it affecting us as dramatically
as places that have been predominantly male."
Coming from the perspective of higher education,

Michael Quigley

noted: "It's been a very interesting kind of phenomenon because, at least from
my point of view, [it] has lead to much better education in our country. What
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would be considered a male-dominated mood ten years ago, with one or two
women, is now probably fifty percent male and fifty percent female. And that
means that there is a much greater exchange of ideas and open sharing of
ideas, not simply on how to develop an organization and how to manage it,
but also on how to deal with sexual issues or sexual harassment issues,
discrimination issues. They are now much more openly and bluntly
discussed/7

Minorities increasing as a share of new entrants?

At MGH, according to Allen Peckham, the changing work force is a big
issue because the institution has 14,000 employees and is the largest non¬
government employer in the city of Boston and in the state.
Likewise, for Kristen McCormack, whose Federated Dorchester
Neighborhood Houses is "one of the largest employers in Dorchester," this
issues is significant. "We have about 300 employees," she noted, "and close to
seventy percent are female, forty percent are minority, and probably a third
speak a language other than English. Some of our staff speak three or four
languages. It's had a dramatic affect in both who we hire and also in who we
serve. We serve an extraordinary number of Haitians, Cape Verdeans,
Vietnamese—especially Vietnamese. . . . We hired four Vietnamese people
this year and added a Vietnamese business person on the board—and that's
just a beginning. I feel that we were late in doing that; it took a long time to
happen and we weren't prepared enough for it. . . . It's that kind of
institutional racism where the individuals themselves are not racist perse,
but there are a certain number of jobs and, especially during times of cutbacks
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and layoffs (of which we've had a lot), there wasn't a lot of new hiring. The
system was designed to perpetuate the status quo."
The Worcester Community Foundation's Ann Lisi said: "We've got to
be more inclusive of racial and ethnic groups, and that is not easy. It's not
going well, I think, for lots of non-profits in Worcester."
From the state's perspective Robert Hutchinson said: "We've had to be
far more reflective of the society that exists because what hope to you give
anyone? Currently, about seventeen percent of our work force is minority. We
have made significant gains in the area of management and development
and the like, but it's nowhere near what it should be or as visible as it should
be." He added: "There are [people from] so many different walks of life
coming into public and private positions, I consider ultimately that it as a
strength. ... I think we're just going to have to spend more time talking to
each other about what's right."
Along those same lines Auburn Public Schools' Patricia Martin
commented: "I think that immigrants and minorities have already impacted
urban education dramatically, and now are starting to impact our local
communities. It is a very positive impact; we now have this sensitivity.
Again, part of our instructional program, part of our teacher research
training, is sensitivity training for various diversities and cultures.

And

where we used to teach about the growth of our country and give a small
amount of time to the immigrants of the 20s, now we do ten week periods on
understanding diversity in cultures. [And], it used to be just the social studies
department that would do that. But because education has started to shift
around from being very disciplined-oriented, we now have interdisciplinary
approaches. And we spend time training our teachers—and not only
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that—our cafeteria workers too. So the food changes; what they will focus on
for foods for different holidays reflects the different cultures that are coming.
It is one of the key factors in public education—the understanding of diversity
in cultures/7
Finally, from his perspective. Dean Redfem noted: "I think that we are
seeing more minorities and women in the pipeline than ever before—which
I think is a positive statement about the work force in general and the
economy." On the other hand. Refern observed,

"I have had to deal

personally with many, many minority issues and human resources [issues],
and you become jaded with the extra set of laws and requirements that are
there to protect minority classes. Yet they almost become, if you get jaded, they
become a barrier to hiring. I would like to think, again, that even though we
are mindful of these barriers to hiring, we're still very open-minded and
effective in our goal."

Immigrants?

With issues dealing with immigrants, many of the issues were the
same as reflected in earlier parts of the question. Larry Stuesser reported that
his firm was recruiting immigrants from other countries to meet
requirements in a number of areas where there weren't enough skilled
employees in this country.
Additionally, Michael Quigley observed that "We need to understand
and appreciate cultural differences and to understand the nature of creativity
in its different form. Now, that's something we have never looked at much.
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People coming in from different cultures might express innovation and
creativity in a very different way from the Anglo-American."

Section 2 - Operating Assumptions

Charles Handy, in his best-selling book The Age of Unreason, explains
that there are two types of change:

Continuous" change, which is

"

comfortable because it is based on the past; and

discontinuous"

"

change, which is often uncomfortable and is not part of any previous
pattern.

Could you give me an example of discontinuous change in your
organization?

Could you give me an example of continuous change?

Which is more common?

How about in the future?

For Larry Stuesser and the employees of Kimberly Quality Care,
discontinuous change was a hot topic recently because there are many things
that are brand new in the organization that have not been part of a
continuous change process. Stuesser noted: "We had to make some pretty
dramatic shifts in what we do, particularly in some of our market places
where now our businesses have grown to such a large size that the traditional
ways that we had of managing and organizing them just aren't working. Six
years ago our average branch size was say, $800,000; now we have branches
that are doing $12, $15 million. The structure and the staffing of those
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operations just doesn't make sense any more. It's just too big. So we have to
look at it from an organizational, operational standpoint and just completely
reengineer what we're doing, " he said.
Robert Hutchinson reported that his example of discontinuous change
was his department proposing changes to the civil service system. Often as is
the case, discontinuous change is resisted, as was the case when Hutchinson
pointed out that the issues of veterans preference have many veterans groups
saying that they want things like they were in 1942.
According to Patricia Martin, we will continue to see discontinuous
change in the future. "We are experiencing that right now," she noted,
adding: "Discontinuous change is the most difficult, it's the most frightening
to the staff. It is also the time when the leadership has to be supportive of the
people and most tolerant of their passive resistance—because it is frightening.
We have personnel who have worked for us for thirty years—and have been
successful—but our clients coming in [now] are changing. And again, we go
back to the change in family structure and the impact technology has had on
the families in our schools. So now we have to make some dramatic changes
in how we deliver the goods to our clients.
Stressing the degree to which the dramatic organizational changes that
are often made during periods of discontinuous change can be stressful for
personnel, Martin continued: "When we [make dramatic changes] our
teachers, our personnel feel that because we made this dramatic change, then
they did something wrong, which is not the truth—but that's what they
believe. There are steps literally, passages that they go through when they say
'Why?' And then when you explain it to them they resist because they're
saying, 'I didn't do this wrong 30 years ago. No one suggested then that we
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need these changes/ We find that those who are more senior who have been
in middle management positions resist the most because they're afraid that it
means they've done something wrong and they will be out of their job. In
education, it takes approximately three to four years to get change
implemented—and that's continuous change.
According to Jacqueline Arthur, T Cells had just gone through a large
discontinuous change when I interviewed her. She recalled: "We are nine
years old and for the past eight years of our existence we were primarily
research-focused. We've really carved out a niche for ourselves and we are
continuing to be a research-driven player, supplying the needs of the
pharmaceutical companies.
"Some time ago," she continued, "probably about eighteen months ago,
the board made a strategic decision to change that and to turn the company
towards becoming a fully integrated pharmaceutical company. ... As part of
that they brought in a new chief executive about a year ago and he has
changed most of the senior management team and is changing a number of
external advisors. He has also changed the make-up of the advisory board and
the whole focus of the company.
"It's an extremely difficult thing to manage," Arthur acknowledged,
"And you're absolutely right: continuous change you can deal with, but the
company's gone through discontinuous change, and discontinuous change
has a lot of repercussions. One of the things that surprised me when I joined
the company four months ago was that morale was not very good. I'd come
from a company that was downsizing, people were laid off, and morale was
awful. But to come to a growing company and find that morale was awful was
really a surprise."
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In an attempt to address this situation, Arthur explained that T Cells
went through a very introspective exercise: "We surveyed all of our
employees, it was a very extensive survey—nearly 100 questions designed to
really take the pulse of the organization—and we found some extraordinary
things. We found that people felt good about the work they were doing, felt
good about their relationship with their supervisor. They felt good about the
products of their company, but they all agreed that morale was terrible. So you
start saying "Why?" and then you look at the survey and you talk to people
and you find that it is this discontinuous change and the uncertainty that it
causes. They want to believe in the new management team, but they don't
know us yet. They want to believe that they can become a fully integrated
pharmaceutical company, but they don't really understand what it is. So
[discontinuous change] is something you certainly can't have too much of or
for too long a time in an organization."
Joseph Pellergino believes that a lot of the discontinuous change that
many organizations are now experiencing stems from the rapid changes in
technology that they are also experiencing. He believes that "we definitely
have to educate more of our people or reeducate them and provide the
training. That's the key element to allowing us to be more competitive in the
years ahead. There's no question about it. So, people who are accustomed to
going in and doing the same type of work for a number of years—ten, fifteen,
twenty or more years—are the ones having the biggest problem. I think the
one valuable lesson that we could teach people coming out of high school is
to first of all become well-rounded, to be exposed to as many areas as possible
so flexibility will be there and they will be able to adjust and adapt as needed
as they go along. That's where we have a problem; that's where we will have
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our problem with the people who don't have the advantage of that training
and education."
Interestingly, Dean Redfem observed that for his firm: "I think we
need discontinuous change in our company far greater than we need
implemented change because we're in a rapidly changing environment."
For similar reasons, William Kennedy, noted that he believes that
discontinuous change "will be more common [in the future] because of
programs that are generated by the federal and state governments, especially
legislation dealing with the environment."
In answering the question, Allen Peckham observed that "MGH is
going through it's own metamorphosis, although non-profits have a history
of changing rather slowly. . . . People often worry about non-profits in times of
economic distress or war and pestilence and all the rest of it—but somehow
these non-profits survive.

They kind of keep chugging along. So I think

they're sturdy, but tend to change slowly. And I think if you look at MGH, it's
180 years old, it's probably changed pretty slowly. But I do see some rapid
cultural changes happening here, which are driven by the market place. . . .
Instead of, 'it's a privilege for you to be treated here because we're so great,'
we're trying to turn this institution into a 'come and be treated here because
we'll treat you so well.' It's much more customer-driven then it is selfdriven."
Michael Quigley observed that: "In this organization here, for the most
part—and I suspect this is true of much of higher education—[we've
experienced] continuous change. Gradual, two steps forward, one step back;
more content with the familiar than with the unfamiliar. . . . [Yet] there's a
danger in that organizations can become very settled with what is familiar
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and will not be able to make the kind of quantum leap that is necessary when
the world makes a really major transformation/'

Closed vs.

Open Systems:

organization

operate as a

From

closed

your

perspective

or open

system?

does

your

A system

is

considered "open" if it freely interacts with its external environment;
it is considered "closed" if it doesn't.

Which kind of system do you personally think is more relevant to
today's operational environment and why?

Could you give me one

example of how that system might operate?

According to the commonwealth's Robert Hutchinson "the more
information I have, the better off I'm going to be. I might not, you may not,
like what I'm doing, but you'll understand it better. And hopefully most
people are relatively reasonable and they can say 'Well, I can see how you got
to that decision."
The Auburn municipal government, according to William Kennedy, is
"extremely open" via a number of organizational requirements and the local
town meeting.
"From my point of view," Michael Quigley reported, "here at the
graduate school we definitely operate in an open system. I spend a good part
of my time, whether it be in person or on the telephone, talking with
business leaders in this region, superintendents of schools, principals,
teachers. Rotary Clubs, and chambers of commerce because that is the way
that I scout the horizon. [It is also the way] in which I interact with the people
who we serve. They are my customers and I need to know what their needs
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are so that we can respond. And I try to work with graduate faculty and
graduate school administrators so that they adopt the same kind of working
attitude. Willingness, readiness to learn and to listen, rather than to take the
closed point of view that we know what7s best for society and expect them to
buy it."
In considering a different level of education, Patricia Martin observed
that "Public education was closed for hundreds of years, and it was very elitist
and actually resistant to even informing people about what goes on. I
function, and I think the school system I'm in now is open. When a
superintendent is hired, they better fit in with the philosophy of the
community. This community needed an open environment, so it worked out
well. It's self-destructive if it doesn't. It has to be open in order to rebuild the
trust public education has or rebuild trust in the public. You just have to feel
that; you also have to be very secure in what you're doing, very committed to
what you're doing and ready to take the slings and arrows of those people
who don't believe in it. But when you're open and you rebuild that trust, it's
almost indestructible.
Dean Redfem noted that Performance Technology has a "completely
flat organization." He added: "I hope that as it grows our organization stays
flat and lets people come together as needed on a project basis. We are going
to stay away from lots of layers of management that are there for the sake of
approvals and hierarchy and actually slow the company down. ... So our
internal system is designed to be flat and also egalitarian—not in the sense of
voting, but in the sense of everybody has the same right to contribute."
At T Cell Sciences, Jacqueline Arthur reported: "I think for us it's a
combination. It's an open system in some respects in that the outside world is
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giving us the money to do things. And the outside world is driving the need
for products and for what we're trying to do overall. It's a closed system to the
extent that you are from a scientific point of view and to some extent control
your destiny through that. The company is well-positioned in terms of it's
actual quality and we should take more risks. And to that end I suppose a
closed system controls our destiny."

Section 3 - Organizational Learning:

The emerging high-value enterprises and organizations derive success
not from scale and volume but from continuous discovery of new
linkages

between

solutions

and

needs.

Organizations

achieve

competitive advantage through acts of innovation. Information plays
a large role in that process.

Could

you tell me the most recent

innovation in your organization?

How did it come about?

Generally, how does change come about in your organization?

What is your personal perspective of change?

In considering the realm of innovation, T Cell's Jacqueline Arthur
reported that "The product we currently have at the FDA for marketing
approval and diagnostic is very new and it's a quantum leap, a technological
shift. It was invented by one of our non-Ph. D. scientists. All of it was
accidental. He was playing around with some ideas and he said, 'Oh, you can
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do this/ [What he did meant] that you could significantly reduce the cost of a
very critical test for HIV patients/'
As for other innovation at T Cell, Arthur said: "Some of the other stuff
we do is a lot more focused because we do get into very serious drug design.
With that you do have a clear idea of the problems you want to solve and a
clear idea of the clinical work that you will do to see whether you can solve
it"
For Robert Hutchinson "innovation comes about by having an open
system and saying everybody has something to contribute whether you pick
up the wastebaskets at night or whether you're the boss." He adds: "Most of
the best ideas are going to come from people who work every day."
At

the Worcester Community Foundation Ann Lisi

offered a

seemingly very simple example of innovation, but explained its significance:
"We began meeting with the local funders on a regular basis," she recalled.
"And that came out of us knowing that what we were doing prior wasn't
making sense; that the local government and community haven't talked to
each other. [It] sounds like a very simple idea, but there are a lot of issues that
people have about coming to a meeting if someone else calls it. You know,
studying the agenda and things like that. So something clicked for people and
it must have been through us saying it was going to be all right and we
weren't going to be threatening and I think that was an act of innovation that
came out of us doing our homework and realizing people needed us to play
this role."
Patricia Martin explained that the Auburn Public School System was
innovative around rebuilding the system's good image of trust and
competence in the community: "I worked a three-year process getting this
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together. I had a bibliography of nine books: the latest on public education; the
latest on commentaries being made both pro and con, because you must
know where they're attacking in order to improve or defend. . . . There was
resistance [by some] to reading the books. . . . [Although] it tickled the intellect
of our administrators, which gave them another sense of self worth. . . . We
discussed the books and how they impacted the public schools in Auburn.
From that point, the administrators met over an eighteen-month period and
they developed a position paper. Where is public education going? The
position paper was presented to the school board and accepted. Now we use
that as our foundation. . . . Once you start with everyone buying in, it's
successful."
Kristen McCormack, of the Federated Dorchester Houses, reported a
similar situation when the "the Denison House, one of our older settlement
houses, was virtually shut down. When I came here there was one program
left. It wasn't enough to support the whole house. I didn't want to close the
house down or sell it because the house has over 100 years of history, and I'm
much too much of a historian and value old things so I could never do that."
McCormack recalled: "So it was like, OK, well we're going to have to
start this from scratch. So what is it that we're going to do? How are we going
to create this settlement house here and why? Who needs it anyway? So we
started a six-month planning process involving everyone who was working
in the Codman Square neighborhood, a lot of different groups. . . . We tried to
invite everyone to the table and we said, 'Well, what are you doing? What do
your clients need? What are you doing with your clients?' We kind of all put
it on the table—what we could bring to a settlement house if we were all
going to work on it together."
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MGH's Allen Peckham told me that "if I were to identify even small
innovative things that we've got going here in the department, they would
have to be driven by my staff people with great ideas; not top-down driven,
but driven by empowering the people who work here with a sense of
responsibility and a sense of grabbing responsibility and by taking on those
projects and coming up with some really exciting, innovative things. .
Those things are almost always, I think, driven down at this level, then are
driven by me. What I want to do is set in place the opportunity for people to
grab a project and create a plan that has creativity in it. [I want to] give them
the power to do that."
Speaking about innovation, Michael Quigley referred to Rivier
College's Center for Collaborative Leadership. "When I say 'we' have started
it, it is not simply an initiative taken by internal people. Rather, [it was
started] here at the college with leaders of different businesses and
corporations and. . .with superintendents of schools. So for the first time we
have got a common agenda being discussed by three different entities. . .. And
that, that is a very different model. . . . And that is where the results we come
up with will be greater than the total of the parts."
This center, according to Quigley, came about with proactive
people—"People who, through their own self-confidence and their own
commitment to society (and not their selfishness) are will to give time, effort,
and expertise so that proactivity becomes the hallmark of change itself."
For Dean Redfem and Performance Technology, innovation came in
the structure of the company: "Unlike a traditional organization that
interfaces only through sales or only through market research, everybody in
this company is in customer contact on a daily basis. The developers, the
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marketing people—we don't formalize that structure. Everybody is getting
input. And what that means is that when you're in a staff meeting or you're
in a development meeting you have everybody in the company with their
own

backgrounds,

their own disciplines,

their own view of the

world—whether it's the office manager or the secretary or the documentation
of it. All these people bring data about the market and a customer to the
meeting."

Creating new knowledge is not simply a matter of processing objective
information. It requires tapping the tacit and highly subjective insights,
intuitions, and hunches of individual employees and making those insights
available for testing and use by the organization as a whole. I believe that the
key to this process is personal commitment, which is the employee's sense of
identity

with

commitment,

the

enterprise

organizations

and
must

its

mission.

move

away

In

order

from

a

to get

this

hierarchical,

management-driven model of organization to a stockholder model. Do you
see this happening within your organization?

Can you give me a specific example?

As a leader, how do you feel about this?

Kimberly Quality Care, noted Larry Stuesser, has "always promoted
entrepreneurs in the local market place. Our company is made up of
about—well, over the past six years we've acquired over forty companies that
have become part of us, and bringing those people into the organization
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we've had to allow them to function in an environment where they continue
to invent and develop new things and I guess we generally feel that the best
ideas do come from field offices. We go out and we find out that all of a
sudden somebody has invented a new pediatrics program. And they've
packaged it and the/ve got new referral sources coming in. And we test that
and try to replicate it in other organizations around the country. So we very
much encourage that, it works well in our system."
Michael Quigley responded: "Within the graduate school. . .[we] have
been developing a vision. As the dean of the school I see it as my
responsibility to make sure that envisioning happens. And that means
allowing everyone within the organization to have their say in shaping it, so
that they own it. It's only when they have ownership of it that they will
commit to it. Now, that is the task of management—to ensure that everyone
in the organization has the opportunity to buy into that vision, and then
other things follow from that. Vision translates into mission and then
mission translates into what could be money."
According to Joseph Pellergino, as the SB A has gone about developing
strategic plans or goals, the Washington-based administration "has solicited
input from the field on what the organization's priorities should be and,
more importantly, they encouraged us to customize them by region or by
district. What might make sense here might not make sense somewhere else.
So I think that's very encouraging and that's critical to us being effective."
Allen Peckham made changes in the job descriptions of his personal
when he started in his current position as vice president of development at
MGH. He explained: "Instead of having twenty-five job descriptions, I threw
all the job descriptions out. .. . We have nine different layers of grading here
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[so] we7re going to create nine generic job descriptions. People are going to fall
into these categories, whether they be a development assistant or a
development associate or a development coordinator. And they're going to be
able to look across the department and see who their peers are. ... So now
people can look across and say Tm one of four development associates in this
staff and I know who the other three are/ And that helps me too because
when it comes time to evaluate these people I can look across the department
and say 'How is this person doing vis-a-vis these other people?"'
According to Peckham, this system "also does away with the ceiling
that people feel wThen they're support staff versus professional staff. . .. Every
study that I've seen done, w’hen managers are asked w’hat motivates
employees, they'll alwTays rank pay top. But wiien you ask emplovees, they
rank achievement top. It's not to say pay isn't important, but I think if you
give people projects that they can own and they accomplish that task, they're
going to feel great about their job. So, I mean w^e're sort of restructured here. It
takes a lot of education from my perspective on my senior staff, w-ho are used
to saying T have a secretary but all I want her to do is type and file and answ*er
the phone. I don't really have to manage her.' It takes a huge leap to get them
out of that mindset and into a mindset that says I've got twenty-five human
beings and I wrant everyone to be as productive as possible.'"
Federated Dorchester Neighborhood Houses, according to Kristen
McCormack, has a "very flat" organizational structure primarily “because we
don't have the money to have a lot of middle management. I mean, all the
House Directors and half the Central Office staff here report to me. And then
the House Directors [have] line workers w’ho report to them. It's very flat. You
can't draw it on a piece of paper, it's so flat. But it is good. It's frustrating
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sometimes, because there are some things that I get involved in that maybe
aren't the best use of my time, but at the same time I like being involved in
that level of the organization."
Patricia Martin explained that when she was hired as superintendent of
the Auburn Public Schools she expressed her strong belief in an open
organization and participatory management. She recalled: "At that point I
said to the board of education, 'If you are expecting me to stand up there and
always tell you what's going on or what we're going to do, then you'll not
hear it.'

They have to hear it from the workers. When they produce

something or they come up with some program, I want them there to accept
the accolades of the board of education. . . .1 am actually the safety net for
them to be successful; and if they fail, or if there is some weakness, they won't
fall totally, I will support them."
At the Worcester Community Foundation, according to Ann Lisi,
"Everyone [of a staff of seven] reports to the executive director. I've been
sensitive, as really the new supervisor here, that people do have to have
personal commitment in fairly low-paying jobs, you know, in non-profit
administration. You know, it's kind of hard to get excited sometimes, but I
find that there are small ways that really, really make a difference for people.
Organizing their work space, using whatever furniture is available to them. It
sounds insignificant, but it actually has a lot of meaning for people. Setting
their own work style, coming back and saying 'When do you want it?' and
then just doing it in their own manner. What I'm trying to arrive at is getting
people's sense of the whole."
"Another way of defining stakeholder is maybe team management,"
explained, William A. Kennedy, "where you have an organization in which
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everyone participates in the decision-making. But that's not. . . that's a
management style that is one of my styles. Not all the managers do that. ... A
good question to ask people is 'How many people work for you?' I don't
respond that they work for me, they work with me. The management
definition of management is getting things done with people. . . . The people
who have the answers are the people who are in the trenches. If you involve
them, you get the innovative ideas and when we start conveying to them that
they are in fact a real participant, it happens."
Responding to this question, Jacqueline Arthur said: "First of all,
compared to any other organization that I've worked in we're very flat. We've
got some extraordinary talent all the way through the company and they
encourage working across departments. So for example, I go to the research
review section and learn everything I need to know about research. . . . And
we have a pretty open dialogue in terms of how the company's performing as
we're going through this major change that we're going through right now.
We've started to initiate a dialogue about that, so it's not just a top
management change; and we're going to change direction again in the
spring."
Arthur continued: "One of the other things that we're trying to do with
this change process is to get people to understand what it really means. That's
becoming understood. I see us as very different from the more typical
companies. You saw that anybody could walk into the chief executive's office
at any time. It's hard to find [him there] because he's walking around talking
to other people. What you're getting is very different from where I was before;
[there] the chief executive and his team were in a different building."
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Section 4 - Dynamics of Organizational Leadership:

Drucker sums up leadership as thinking through the organization's
mission, defining it, and establishing it clearly and visibly. The leader
sets the goals, sets the priorities, and sets and maintains the standards.
Could you give me your definition of leadership?

For Jacqueline Arthur leadership is becoming "more about coaching or
setting a vision, but a coach in terms of making it happen—and that is very
important." She continued: "I think a very important piece of leadership is
also being able to recognize things changing and modifying the vision to take
account of that. . . . Leaders, in terms of military people, had their success in
their ability to change and strategically reposition their troops. I think that's
important in the business world today. And in companies that are not as
successful as one would expect them to be, I think it's a lack of ability to
anticipate problems and change course."
Stressing the importance of strong, decisive leadership, Robert
Hutchinson insisted: "We need accountability today; we need executives who
are really executives who say T made that decision/ This wasn't a plebiscite.
What we've got is everybody saying, 'Let's all vote on this.' I want the
information [that come with having input from various individuals], but
then we've got to have some people who make the decision."
Hutchinson also said: "Leadership to me is setting a standard for
excellence, identifying specific tasks within that standard to be accomplished,
and then taking the lead in ensuring that it takes place. . . . [That includes]
making sure people know you want to meet those expectations and
punishing those who do not. I won't talk about counseling those who don't, I
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mean punishing. . . . But once we buy in, then we have a responsibility to
reward because most people—and I don't mean 50 percent

but 85 to 90

percent—want to do a good job and can do a good job."
According to William Kennedy: "A leader is someone who is a future
thinker. That's a dreamer who can see a vision and then convey that vision to
others and get them to share in it and maybe even modify the vision if others
have input that says your definition of where you are going in not the best
way."
Patricia Martin responded: "Here I am in a leadership position and I
cannot give you a textbook definition. But, I can give you phrases or words
that would define a leader and those include high integrity, strong work ethic,
and supportive and humanistic. Now, with all of that there is no single way
you can define leadership or a leader. ... I want to be involved but I do not
want to dictate."
For Kristen McCormack leadership is "an inspired action that leads
toward the fulfillment of the mission of a particular group of people or an
organization. And it's having the ability to inspire others to follow that
vision, to be part of that mission, to feel like they're part of the mission."
Likewise, for Allen Peckham a leader inspires: "I think there is a difference
between leadership and management. A leader is someone that you will
follow, someone you have confidence in, that instills confidence and inspires
people to do maybe a little more than they would do without a leader. ... I
would think of John Kennedy as someone who inspired people. . . . And I
think what you need to do as a leader is to inspire, make people feel like they
want to come to work every day and do their job. And that7s not management
necessarily."
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As Michael Quigley sees it, we have to continue to "move away from
the hierarchical pyramid of power. In that pyramid of power," he observed
"you look for leadership at the top; when you [move] towards a systems view
of the organization, you find the leadership in what Peter Senge calls a
'distributed phenomenon/ so that leadership begins to appear in different
parts of your organization. Now, what I understand that to mean is the leader
becomes the individual who, through intensity of commitment to the vision
of the organization, inspires others to motivate themselves to similar
commitments. That's leadership. ... A leader can appear at any of the. . . ,
ought to appear in different parts within the organization."
Quigley continued: 'That kind of leadership that inspires people can
only come about where there is a deep integrity on the part of the person who
would be a leader. And the integrity tells everyone within the organization
that that person is trustworthy. When one is seen as being trustworthy, the
people can give trust, make agreement, and make commitment. And that's a
slow process. It takes time; it cannot be done over night. But that is the very
essence of leadership. ... It is what [Stephen R.] Convey would call 'characterbased leadership.' . .. Leadership in the last 100 years has become personalitybased, whereas the longer lasting more transformative kind of leadership is
character-based.

And there's a very—I don't want to say overly moral

component to it (because the leader does not wear one's morality on one's
sleeve)—but it is seen in a way in which the person acts. It's not a preach
model; it's a kind of value system, if you will, which then becomes a very
effective catalyst within the organization."
Leaders, according to Dean Redfem's definition, have to set a vision
that everyone involved will buy into. He explained: "It starts with a vision
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and then people begin to understand what their piece of that vision, or that
strategy or plan, is. .. . Secondly, I think a leader has to have a sense of value. .
. . That's important because that then defines the culture and how people are
going to interact. And there's no 'right' set of values, but that person has to
believe in something. The leader and the employees around him have to see
those values so that there is a leader and a belief structure and a way to
behave with the organization."
Redfern concluded by noting that "leadership involves a bit of no-win
[situation] where the recognition ultimately is that, if you want the team to
win week after week, it has to flow from the team and. . .when the team
screws up, you've got to step in and run interference."
For Larry Stuesser the simplest definition of leadership is getting "a
group of people united and moving in the right direction, following
someone. It doesn't do any good to sort of pretend you are a leader and look
back and there's nobody following you," he cautioned. "But it's not so much
'where the crowd is going,' but I mean there's got to be a general direction that
people are inclined to move toward. [The leader] then sort of gets in front of
that crowd and organizes it and leads it, you know to a better conclusion."
Stuesser continued: "Now obviously there are leaders that come in and
change the whole course of history. . . , but I'm talking [about leadership] in
business. If you're going to have a successful business enterprise—a service
business—you have to capture their priorities and gain a sense of. . .the kind
of company they want to build. For the past six or seven years what we've
done is solicit a lot of input from people in the company. When we develop
our mission statement, when we develop our goals and strategies, our
business philosophy, we involve as many people as we can—sometimes as
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many as 100—to participate in say That goal' or That mission/ so that they're
really involved in it. Then, the art of leadership is easier because they've
already bought into where you want to go.

Leaders Identified:

Jacqueline Arthur:
'To put an human face on it, it's my chief executive," Alan W. Tuck,
president and CEO of T Cell Sciences, Inc.

Robert Hutchinson:
"Colin Powell, [chairman of the U.S. Military Joint Chiefs of Staff]
because when it came to Operation Desert Storm, he was on CNN and
everything else like that saying This is wThat we're going to do, this is how
we're going to do it."

William A. Kennedy:
Kennedy chose Peter Drucker because he has taken a number of
management courses with the American Management Association and has
been exposed to Drucker's theories and has practiced them.

Ann Lisi:
Anna Faith Jones [president and CEO of the Boston Foundation]
because "she has a picture of what the community of Boston should look like
once their foundation's work is done. She has a picture of who should be
involved to get the work done. And then I know that she has high standards
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and [an] excellent management team that reports to her, that moves the work.
There's also a real element of grace under battle; to be able to say, 'You may
think that, but this is what we're about.' You know, to confront, very calmly...
. Anna is a leader I admire most for listening."

Kristen McCormack:
"I think that Marion Hurd of the United Way [of Massachusetts Bay] is
a good leader. I think Hilary Clinton is a great leader. I think Eleanor
Roosevelt is a good leader, [and] Martin Luther King."

Allen Peckham:
"I would think of John F. Kennedy as someone who inspired people."

Joseph Pellergino:
"I think of our own administrator, Patricia Saiki. .. . [She] set clear goals
and then obtained input from lower levels as to how, what exactly should
bepriorities, and then executed it. . . . She quantified it and then made people
accountable. . ., tied it into performance measures. And if you do that, you're
going to have a basis for success."

Michael Quigley:
Rick Lolly [superintendent of the Amherst (New Hampshire) Public
Schools]. He "has had a rare opportunity of starting anew, with the building of
a new high school. And he is looking to hire people on the basis of both
character and accomplishments who are committed to the good of the
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students within that school's continuous [improvement] process. He 'walks
his talk.'"

Dean Redfem:
"Ray Berry [former coach of the New England Patriots]. He used to let
the team receive all the praise for success and he would accept any criticism
for losses."

Larry Stuessen
"Lee Iacoca. His name comes up a lot, and I think he's someone that
sort of appeals to me. . .because previously I had been involved in a lot of
companies that had financial trouble and I've had to turn them around and
get them back on the profitable track."

Vision: Warren Bennis believes that organizational vision operates
on

,

three levels: strategic

which

is the organization's

overriding

philosophy; tactical, which is the philosophy in action; and personal,
which is that made manifest in the behavior of each member of the
organization.
Could you tell me about your organization's overriding values and
give me an example of their tactical uses?

Does that vision manifest in the behavior of your organization's
members? If yes, how?

At T Cell Sciences the vision, according to Jacqueline Arthur is: "to
become a fully integrated pharmaceutical company. Now what does that
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mean? That means taking a small research-oriented group that is not used to
doing things in certain timeframes, that is not used to selling products to a
marketplace, that is not used to having a bottom line, to something that may
have, top-line, a billion dollars, a fifty million dollar manufacturing plant,
and a sales force of 1,000 people—and, yes, a research group as well. There are
a lot of things that come around it and doing it—and in a rather tight
timeframe, maybe five years or so."
For Robert Hutchinson "vision is understanding that the state must
provide a role to deal with some of the more difficult social problems and
that it needs an administrative mechanism to collect and to run it and
support it—and create a environment in which our citizens can grow"
In Auburn, William A. Kennedy explained that people have a quality
of life that they want to they want to maintain. "They see themselves as
living in New England, a green community with basic municipal services
provided at a reasonable price; where the. . .services delivered are delivered
in a friendly [way]. ... I think that's the vision that people want to have, the
opportunity to live close by, to live in the community, work close by, at a
reasonable wage, come home and enjoy the amenities of the town. How do
we ensure that that doesn't change?"
According to Ann Lisi the vision at the Worcester Community

Foundation "is to be the best possible promoter of philanthropy" which she
defines as "caring about the place where you are, the place where you live,
and doing something about it; to be the best possible promoter of that and [to
be] the bridge between people—people who are in need and people who have
the ability to make a difference either through the work they do or through
the money they give.
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'That's, that's my vision," Lisi stated, adding: "The strategy that it
comes down to [is] being accessible to the people who need our resources and
to the people who want to give to us. And then there are tactics underneath
that certainly. I guess you need to make sure people are speaking in a
language people can understand, that people know us personally, that we're
professional and competent. . . so that we have the trust of both sides."
Patricia Martin answered the question by saying: "Our vision is being
able to provide the best we possibly can. We're all human; we have these
errors, we have these mistakes. . . . [But] our mission, our vision, is to make
sure that our children are prepared for the 21st century in the best possible
way. Now, tactically, how do we do that? . . . We know that emotionally,
psychologically, physically, some of our children do not come as well prepared
as others. So we adjust to that and we prepare them. It might take us twice the
resources to do it, but we commit the resources to those less fortunate as well
as to challenging the very talented. Our teachers and our administrators very
much protect the children so that that happens for them. And sometimes you
can get into a school system where it has to be that all 'these' children are
going to college and they forget the other third of the population, or the other
two-thirds, depending on the community you're in. But our teachers and our
administrators are very committed to making sure all the children are
provided with the best."
Kristen McCormack told me that she looks at the FDNH as a service
organization and that she "looks at he Central Office organization as a service
function to the settlement houses." She added that people in the Central
Office "need to constantly be reminded of that" and that she often "really
encourages people [in the central office] at this level to go out to the programs
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to work. . .in the food pantries or spend some time volunteering in the day
care center."
Allen Peckham explained that upon taking over the development
function at MGH the first thing he did, working with his staff, was write a
mission statement. He told me that "we evaluated our strength and
weaknesses, opportunities and threats and began to beat around a mission
statement. And some of the things that I want to impress in that mission
statement—you can call it a vision statement—we try to look at things in our
statement that have to do with recognizing our employees as extraordinary
resources. We talked a lot about ethics and the kinds of. . . I guess it's more
values as well as vision. What are some of the things we want to hold dear?
There's the issue of honesty and customer service and, again, value and
employees and having rigorous kinds of performance evaluations that are
constructive in nature. I mean you talk about all these things. . . . There
certainly [is] a vision for this department and the reason we put it in writing
is because we want people to understand it and embrace it if you come to
work here. We want to be able to see it and understand what these people
stand for and what these people are all about."
For Michael Quigley at Rivier College: "We have tried to formulate a
philosophy of quality. Quality is not something we produce. Quality is what
our customers ascribe to. But [for us it is] being customer-focused in
professional education and having that be the vision, the philosophy if you
will, of the organization. And that has become translated into a tactical vision
through the way in which we are transforming the curriculum and,
hopefully, transforming the ways in which we deal with the customer:
providing a kind of quality service, as well as quality product that the
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customer is looking for when they come to us. And then, of course, that third
level. . .the hope that every faculty member and every administrator can
internalize it so it becomes natural. The tactical and the strategic are more
easy to articulate. The assimilation and the actual movement of those really
[falls] on the person. And that's where we have the most work to do."
Larry Stuesser believes that at Kimberly Quality Care "There is a real
commitment to improving the quality of life. And the way that people in this
organization get involved in that is that we encourage all of our branches and
all of our departments be involved in the local community. So [our branches]
take some of their budget dollars every year and some of there volunteer time
to contribute to local charitable organizations—either raising funds or some
charity walk or charity run or something of that nature where they're visible
to the community and through which we're returning something to the
community and trying to improve the quality of life."

Values: For Robert Haas of Levi Strauss & Company, values provide a
common language for aligning an organization's leadership and its
people. First, could you give me your definition of organizational
values?

What are the values of your organization?
How do they work within your organization and could you give me
an example?

According to Larry Stuesser Kimberly Care has "done a lot of work in
trying to create those values and philosophies. And in fact," he said, "just this
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next year we're trying to develop a new system of performance measurement
based on, not so much the financial success of the company, but how well
people exemplify the values of the company—which would include the
quality of service, the internal process, our relationships with our
employees."
He continued: "We have a whole set of company philosophy and
business values we currently use. We also are guided by things like patients
"Bill of Rights" that we have to deal with. Patients have a right to respect.

So

we're using those kinds of value statements. . . . This year we're letting our
branches select some of the things that they think are important to their local
branch, that they're going to set goals on and measure themselves on. And as
long as those measurements are not in conflict with either our guiding
principals and values of the company or the business plan, then they have
some latitude to select the things they want to measure."
At Performance Technology, Dean Redfern noted: "We value getting
the job done. We value teamwork in getting the job done. . . . We value
working hard; but on the other hand part of our cultural belief is that when
you work hard you get rewarded on multiple levels."
At T Cell, explained Jacqueline Arthur, one of the primary corporate
values is scientific excellence which, she said "is what you'd expect in our sort
of organization. What I see coming with that. . .is quite interesting—a very
strong sense of business ethic that you don't always see elsewhere. I don't
know whether that's a function of being flat or a function of an organization
having more involvement or whether it's a function of scientific excellence
where everything has to be excellent."
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In considering the question of values, Robert M. Hutchinson stressed
that "You have to set a tenor . . . For example, when I became registrar [of
motor vehicles] I found the way people were stealing money. The answer was
to fire them or to work something out so they would leave rather than pick
up the cudgel of prosecuting them. I choose to prosecute anyone [who was
stealing], whether it was a nickel or 5,000 bucks. That is a value judgment."
"Values in my book," according to Michael Quigley, "refers to what
people in a group find meaningful; whether or not they find meaning in
their work. And value in that sense would translate for us, here at the
graduate school, into effectiveness of teaching. That's a great value; wellprepared teachers; teachers who are forever learning themselves; people who
can learn from students—that's effective teaching. That's a great value that. .
.1 would espouse as the dean of the school; something that I look for."
Quigley continued: "We value the personal, professional way in which
our students are known. They're not just anonymous numbers coming
through the institution. Rather, one is able to know them individually as
people, because only at that level can real education take place. So. . .that leads
to the value of a classroom of 20-30 people; never beyond the 30 limit. Why?
Because then you loose the sense of personal presence. You're getting into a
realm of anonymity. So that is a value within the school. We value an
administration with that same personal advantage; a professional way in
which people are treated when they walk into the school. ... In other words,
just don't satisfy your customer, but delight your customer.
Quigley concluded with this story: I have a class now where we're just
coming to the end of a Saturday forum and they want to learn more. So we
agreed to come back for two more Saturdays—six more hours of learning
1%

beyond the contractual limit. But I enjoy teaching and they enjoy it, the
student's, and we're all learning. See what I'm saying? We optimize the
situation and the learning goes on. That's a value."
From the perspective of civil employment, William A. Kennedy
observed: "I think it's important that the employees have a great deal of pride
in their work. They like to have positive feedback from people who they
serve, so they're very sensitive to read the public, what they think the public
wants in terms of a good product." He continued: "They wouldn't trade their
job for any other job. . . . The director of the senior citizen center is rewarded
by the faces of the people who are out there having a meal, playing cards, or
whatever. The fire chief responding to the fire is feeling a great deal of
satisfaction from doing his job well in preventing fires and saving lives. The
police chief is similar. All of these people are motivated by that, by that desire
to deliver to the people and get the feedback, the positive feedback."
At Massachusetts General Hospital values are important according to
Allen Peckham. He explained: "What I do is I let people kind of put up a lot
of values and then I try to synthesize them and come to grips. We talk about
employees as being our most valuable resource, and you have to value the
people that work here; that to me is number one."
He continued: "Number two we. need to talk about honesty, because I
know and I think everybody in this business knows that we're not immune
to the same things that go on on Wall Street. This department is put under a
lot of pressure to raise funds and it's really easy, sometimes it's easiest to
takethe easy way out and to book a gift that really shouldn't be booked or to
artificially inflate something, or maybe broaden your rules to accept it. You
can get into those traps and what I want people to know is that I would rather
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report that we're under target and know that it7s true than to report that we're
on target and know that it's not. And the behavior of the staff is where that
should be driven—on that kind of honesty."
Ann Lisi noted that at the Worcester Community Foundation "We
look at who our constituents are, which is this interesting mix of the donors,
the non-profit providers, the consumer of non-profits, and the general public.
That's an often conflicting mix of people and so I would say that our value is
to be accountable to all of those groups. . . . We have to kind of go through
this checklist. Is this moral and, you know, otherwise the most appropriate
thing for us to be doing in the face of all that."
For the Auburn Public Schools, according to Patricia Martin, the
primary value "is that every child is educated to their peak potential. [It is]
that every child understands that. . .they have importance in the organization
of the classroom, the organization of the building, the organization of the
school system. ... So we empower by that. ... If you come to school in
Auburn. . .you know that the children come first, no matter what their need
is. .. . The student comes first."
4

Culture:How do you define culture within organizations?
What is the culture of your organization?
What role does it play in your organization's overall performance?
Can you give me a specific example?

William Kennedy explained that: 'There is a community of municipal
employees... [and that] they have a great deal of loyalty to the municipal
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organization, delivering the services. From that standpoint, it's a lot like—but
probably not to the same extent—a lot of the same qualities of the Japanese
worker. They have alliances to the business they work for."
At Rivier College Michael Quigley explained that: 'The culture is still
typical of higher education in that it tends to be independent and we can rely
on just about everyone in the organization to be doing their own job. They
get on with it; and you don't have to supervise. They will do it. So it's a very
typical kind of culture, where people just get on with their own job."
Quigley added, however, that "The sense of teams shows itself
intermittently and that might come as a result of committee or council
meetings. And that's all the more reason why I, as the dean of the school, find
it essential in an informal way to walk—'management by walking
around'—to keep that continual line of. communication open to everybody in
the organization. So, it becomes a more informal culture in many respects,
largely because we tend to be spread out and be very independent. So the only
way in which you can keep the culture together in a coherent, cohesive kind
of way is through the authority of people themselves and making sure the
lines of communication are open. So it tends to be very informal. It is not
staid; it it not a closed-door policy. The doors are open and people walk in and
out. And people are willing to listen to each other."
At Performance Technology Dean Refem noted: '1 think our culture
has come to a point were we welcome new and radical ideas for the
advancement of the business. And we have encouraged it. . . . We have a
pretty good culture here that says that no idea is too stupid or statement too
weird, as long as it's an advancement of the business. But that in and of itself
isn't enough to think outside of the box, because you become in-bred in a
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small company. We look to do a lot of hiring from the outside and we've
hired different people with different backgrounds who have brought in new
ideas and force us to think outside the box." [This response was drawn from
another question, but is revelant to this question.]
"Rich" was the word that Patricia Martin used to described the culture
of her school system. She explained: "the culture of our individual buildings,
the diversity [that comes] with that, and the resources we have are rich. ... I
deal with teachers a lot, making sure we do provide variety.... I don't want to
bring in just the various cultures for the sake of saying they are there; it has to
be internalized."
For Larry Stuesser at Kimberly Care: "a few years ago I guess it was
work hard and play hard and the last couple of years it's been more work hard
and work hard. I think the culture is something that we've actually, because
of the acquisitions, we've paid a lot of attention to because we've wanted to
win these companies and make them part of the culture. So we have actually
merged two substantially large companies—Quality Care and Kimberly
Services—and they each had a distinct culture and a little bit different lines of
business. So what we did is we just addressed the issue up front and said,
'Okay, let's pick the best of all these companies we're pulling together and try
to merge it together into one culture. And that was enhanced by our efforts at
defining our business philosophy on that principal in terms of integrity. We
try to promote a high level of integrity, a high level of quality. So I'd say that's
part of the culture too. "
"Actually," Jacqueline Arthur observed, "we really can't have a culture
because we're so young and so everything is still being formed. Somebody
said to me when I joined that it's like we're an adolescent. . . . We're beyond
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the child, we're no longer a little kid anymore—which we were maybe six
years ago—but we're not exactly sure what we're going to be when we grow
up." Arthur went on to describe the current environment: "There's clearly a
lot around the faculty, scientific group that I don't think will ever change. It's
a very young company. Its demographics are such that the average age is
about thirty, and I think that means that nobody is entrenched in This is
what we do.'"
Ann Lisi

described the culture at the Worcester Community

Foundation as not "a family exactly—because that's stretching it—but it's an
extremely nurturing place. [There are] seven people, five of who are women.
[There is] a lot of caring for each other personally and a hypersensitivity to a
sense of fairness. The culture when I think of the board and the overall group
is one of just really wanting to do good. OK, that's the mission. People are
here because they get a real charge out of being part of a positive giving kind
of place."
"I think the culture is one of responding to both the immediate and
long-term needs of families who live in the neighborhood," stated Federated
Dorchester Neighborhood Houses' Kristen McCormack. "People are kind of
ready for anything. The houses get faced with crisis every day; you know,
suicidal clients, homeless people wandering through needing this and that. I
mean it's very. . . I don't want to use the word reactive because it sounds like
people aren't forward thinking. They easily accommodate the ritual of unrest
that happens during the course of the day at a given house. . . . The corporate
culture is one of flexibility, one of saying yes. We all try to say it can be done
and we all try and say yes to the degree that it doesn't jeopardize the agency or
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put anybody in any kind of physical danger or financial liability. We try to be
flexible, we try to bend with what people need."
Allen Peckham believes that his efforts at changing the organizational
and administrative structure at MGH have changed the culture. He pointed
to "a very good meeting structure where we exchange information. . . . We
don't 'over meet.' We don't have people in meetings who don't have to be
there. We have [a staff] meeting once a month where the entire team gets
together and we talk about everything from big issues to little issues. I'm a big
believer in talking about little things. For instance I reinforce all the time how
we answer the phone. It'll take years before you can really get it where you
want it, but you've got to keep saying every time, 'You know, it's real
important not to have the phone ring more than four times.' I don't overdo
it, but if I'm walking by and I see something I'll make a note and when we get
everybody together I'll say we have to be real careful about this issue because
it means a lot. So I think I've changed the culture. Institutionally, this place
has it own culture and it is very different from anyplace else."
The Small Business Administration's Joseph Pellergino observed that:
"It's amazing how consistent the feeling grows as to the importance of what
we do and why. You might think it's just another government agency, that it's
bureaucratic, that people come in at 8:00 a.m. and at 5:00 p.m. they go home.
We don't have that, we have people who genuinely love their work and will
work, do whatever it takes, to get the mission done. And that grows on
anybody who comes aboard."

,

Networks: Typically

organizations have used traditional "command

and control" techniques. John Naisbitt has said that for centuries the
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pyramid

structure

was

ourselves—power and

the

way

communication

we

organized

have flowed

and
in

managed

an

orderly

manner from the pyramid's top, down to its base. Now networks are
being structured to transmit information on a vertical path that fosters
the

exchange of information.

Network structures

will

be cross-

disciplinary and their communication will be lateral, diagonal, and
bottom-up. How does information flow within your organization?
Does your organization have any network structures?
If yes, can you give me an example?

If yes, what is your general impression of them?

Patricia Martin said: "Yes, I do see network structures developing. I
think the networks develop first when you have some change and [the
employees] want their own support groups. [The employees ask] Is this going
to be another flash change? So you have to talk with one another. Right now,
definitely, I see there's no longer that pyramid; it's almost an inverted
pyramid."
Michael Quigley noted that at Rivier College: "We'd like to think that
we are an open kind of organization, particularly in the classroom. . . . That
means the student and teacher listen to each other; it means people from the
faculty learn with and from each other; it means administrators are
facilitators

of

the

network,

widening

the

network

keeping

the

communication open. . . "
He continued: "As you extend a network, what one has to do is to
articulate clearly the vision of the mission of the organization without
boundaries. Otherwise, it will be certain to lose it. ... That would be not only
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be dangerous but it would weaken the effectiveness of the organization itself.
So networks are ways in which a learning organization can learn a heck of a
lot, both about itself and about the world in which it finds itself. It's a living
organism; it interacts with that environment. The work of leadership is to
insure that the mission of the organization is not lost in the midst of the
network. Because when that happens you lose your effectiveness."
Quigley concluded: "Yes, we're becoming an organization without
boundaries. Eventually we'll become a world without boundaries. That's
happening now because of technology; it will happen politically in the not
too distant future. One can see the beginnings of it in Europe, where you're
getting a European community knocking down boundaries. And we're
becoming more interdependent. We know we can no longer isolate ourselves
within our cultural world, nor separate ourselves from what's going on
elsewhere. That will continue as the technological way of the world comes
into our own purview. And networks will enable us to accomplish our
mission."
According to Larry Stuesser, Kimberly Quality Care operates somewhat
like a network structure "because we try to encourage a lot of interfacing with
a pretty extensive central support group of 300 people who have direct contact
with other branches. The other side of that, though, is that we want
information to flow more upstream in our organization so that as decisions
are made in the local marketplace. . . . One of the new things we have for 1993
is the very short, one-page, monthly report in which the branch manager goes
out and says 'Here's what's happened, here are my trends, here's what I think
is going to happen in the next few months, here are some of the major 204
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issues/ If you can sort of tabulate that, if you read it very simply, you could get
a better profile of how the company is doing."
Jacqueline Arthur commented that while her operation uses networks,
some organizations might not be able to: "A lot depends on the style of the
company and the style of the chief executive. If the chief executive sets
upgroups that battle each other internally, then you can never have a
network organization. The last companies that I worked for all had that sort
of style. And I'm not sure why; [I think] because the chief executive believed
that you need that confrontation to show the people at the marketplace. But
I've only seen that [with that style] you get different groups fighting each
other internally."
Ann Lisi described her organization as "top-down." She added, though:
"But if I look at the broader organization, broader than seven human beings
in the office—if I look at the board and volunteers, if the staff is on top then
it's still top-down. Okay. It probably is not terribly interactive just because
volunteers bring a limited amount of time to their work and they come
expecting the staff to really feed [work to] them. And I think there are ways to
4

be better at that. I mean we've even talked about things like the office
manager reading the mail before I do. She knows what's happening and who
needs to be copied on what information. So I think actually it might be more
network that first hand. Technically, people don't really carry out work until
I've delegated it."
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